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2

PR0CEEDINGS-

1 o

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Good morning, ladies and

~'' 3 gentlemen.

We are meeting this morning with the staff to4 1

thediscuss the permanent hydrogen mitigation system at.

5

6 Sequoyah facility. This system was required to be
.

the issuance ofinstalled when the Commission authorized7

full power license for Unit 1 in September, 1980.8 e

9
At that time, the Commission required an

to be installed as reviewed and approved
10 interim system

11 by the staff, but reserved to itself the approval of the

12 final system.

The current license condition requires a
13

resolution of this issue before Saquoylh Unit 1 may14

15 restart following the first refueling outage. The plant

16 is nearing complation cf its first refueling and the

17
staff is here to request that the Commission confirm

installed by the licensee provides
18 tha t the system

adequate hydrogan control features.19

3efore I turn the meeting over to staff, I
20

21
would like to note that representatives from the

.

22 Tennessee Valley Authority are with us today and are*

ready to answer specific Commissioner questions about
23

24 their systan. It would be useful if the staff would j

the beginning ofintroduce these representatives at25

ALCEASON REPORT!NG COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGIN 1A AVE S.W. VASHINGTON. D C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
l
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.

. .m.
1 their presentation. >

One other point I vocid like to zention before2

3 ve get started is that at the conclusion of this^
~

4 aorning's meeting, I will be asking the Commissioners to
1.

5 vote on whether the system installed by TVA satisfies.

the conditions in the Sequoyah Unit 1 license.6.

Commissioner Gilinsky does plan to join us
7

8 somewhere around 10:30 and expects to be here for that

9 vote. Commissionar Asselstine, I understand, is still
.

10 on travel status.
Do any other Commissioners have opening.

17

12 comments? If not, then I will turn the meeting over to

13 Mr. Denton.

MR. DENTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. !
14

We are recommending that you approve the
15

s

1 with theinstallatin and operation of Sequoyah Unit
i16

17 permanent hydrogen mitigation system. As you observed,

18 they have operated during the first cycle with an i

interim hydrogen ignition syste:.19

Bob Purple has about a five-cinute
20

.

and what has gonepresentation to cover the background21 t

22 on over the past couple of years on this issue.*

Then Roger Mattson vill discuss the results of
23

'

24 the staff's safety avaluation of the permanent system
,

25 and include the results of our meeting with the ACBS,
|

.

I

ALCERSON REPCRTING COMP ANY,INC,
P

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., W ASH 6NGToN. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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' cover the items raised in their letter of December 13,
-

1 .

and introduce other members of the staff.2

3 Bob, why don' t you begin?"

4 MR. PURPLE: Well, in response to your first

5 request, Mr. Chairman, perhaps I can get TVA to. identify.

6 the key iniividuils they have here'today. Larry. Mills
e

7 will introduce them. _-

8 MR. MILLS. Larry Hills, canager Nuclear

9 Laboratory, TVA; and we have John Ralston, our chief

10 nuclear engineer with us. We have Oeorge Dillworth,

assistant general manager, and David Renfro, nuclear11

12 engineer f ros our Engineering Design o rga niza tion .

MR. PURPLE: Thank you.
13

14
I will try to keep this to five or less

15 minutes because much of it is background you have

16 c1 ready heard. The staff is recommending approval of

17
the system that IVA proposed with two nodifi stions that

18 Roger will get into with more detail in a few minutes.
The first viewgraph - please - will show the

19

20 briefing outline, Number 1. I will talk about the
.

21
chronology very b ri e fly , of how we got to where ve are

22 today, and from then on Roger Mattson will discuss our*

.

safety review and conclusions.23

Namber 2, plasse. The key elemen t here is
24

25
that the low power license was issued in February of '80

ALDERSON REPORTING CCVPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., W ASHINGTON O C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
. .
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5

as the chairman mentioned , a condition-

1 and it contained, ' n

hydrogen controldealing with both interim and permanerat2

3 systems. That subsequently got modified as time went.m

I will show you that in the next couple of4 by, sad I

..

5 vie wg ra phs.

6
One item not shown in the chronology in the

.

7 viewgraph that ocrurred just last week was an ACRS
to discuss and consider the hydrogen control

8 meeting

the ACRS has issued a letter just this
9 system to which

with you
and we will discuss our reaction to that10 week, |

11 in a few minutes.
| CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: Is there a similar
! - 12 i

13 condition f or Unit 27
3R. PURPLE: Yes, there is. Unit 2 would have

14

15 a need for a permanent hydrogen control system
the end of the firstacceptable to the Commission by16

17
ref ueling , which in that case would be Septeober of '83.

. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO And you are n:t asking
18

19 for that today.

ER. PURPLE: That's correct.
20

.

ER. DENTON: Because we are asking for one
21

22 more type of test to be done and I thought it would be'

23
best to await the results of that test and provide it to
the Co mission before asking you do approve it for Unit

24

25 2. They would need approval by late next year for Unit

ALDERSON AEPCPitNG COMP ANY,INC,

400 VIRGINtA AVE S.W., WASHINGTCN, o C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
~ '
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.

4

1 2. -
.

2 MR. PURPLE 4 Number 3, please.

3 We do not need to dwell on the details. This''

was insimply shows the original license condition that4

5 tha licansa whan it was issuei in February of '80, at.

6 that time indicating that by January 31 cf 1981 TVA
.

7 would still have the interim system in and that for

8 operation beyond January 'B2 the Commission had to

9 confirm that an adequate hydrogen control system had

10 been installed for permanent use.

During the course of the spring of '81 and in ;

11 )

12 maasings with the Commissioners with respect to Unit 2,

13 the decision was reached to extend the date for Unit 1

14 for meeting the permanent hydrogen control system until

15 the end of the first refueling outage of Unit 1, instead

16 of the January '82 date.

So, viewgraph 4(a) shows what is presently in.17

18 the licansa and the condition that had to be met prior

19 to startup following the first refueling outage, which

20 is what they are in right now. Tha Commission must
.

21 confirm, and that is why we are here.

Ihe second item on there is simply a more
22'

23 explicit statement of the type of research and test

24 activity th a t the staff felt was necessary.

25 That is a briaf rhronology.

ALDERSCN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) $$4 2345
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COMMISSIONER AHEA9NEs Can you say a few words
1 .

2 about II.A.D?
~ 3 MR. PURPLE: Sure.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What was your
4

5 interpretation of what was meant by that license.
,

,

6 condition? You are asking for a new calcuation.
,

7 MR. PURPLE: I guess I would like to ask Roger

8 to answer that.

9 3R. M ATISON: This'was the question of doing

Youmore refined local temperature calculations.to

recall, we had done some, let me call them " scoping
11

12 calculations" for a piece of equipment if I recall

13 cor r e ctly , aboat a year Igo.

The idea was do do better CLASIX calcualtions14

15 - which we are going to describe in a bit here - of the

16 general containsent environment, and then having those~

refined calculations to then even refine the local17

18 temperature c31:ulations.
This was a license condition upon the= to

19

20 continue their work in that area. .

.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, this is now
21

;

' - 22 looking for differences between the containoent

23 temperature and the equipment temperature.

MR. MATTSON: Yes.
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: N oa , I did not go back
25*

.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

f
400 t1RGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTCN, D.C. 20024 (202) $54 2345
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8

had meant at the time, but are you-..

1 and look at what we >

2 saying that what you meant by this was the containment
-

3 temperature was the cruder bulk calcultion and the
as a result of the detailed

4 equipment temperatures now, 1

5 improved code calculation?.

6 NR. MATISON: No, I am sorry I confused that
.

%

7 for you.

8 .
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I am not sure what you

9 sean by con t ainm e n t temperature.

3R. MATTSON: The containment temperature is
10

the bulk temperature calculated by the CLASIX code. Nov
11

used a year ago.12 early versions of the code were
Refinetents were made in the :ourse of the last year and13

.better temperature calculations of the bulk containment14

15 temperature were made.

COMMISSIONES AHEARNE:
And then you are going

16

CLASIX calculation down to detailed17 to go from that

18 calcula tions .
3R. MATISON: Tha t is right. We had done some

19

early calculations of that sort a year or so ago, and we20

had done more calculations and more refined calculations
.

21

trans-position or transfer of bulk to local
- 22 of that .

23 conditions.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When you say " bulk," what

24

25 do you mean?.

.

ALCER$CN REPCATING COMP ANY. INC,

-
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9

MR. HATISON: The temperature is in a.m
>

1

I do notwhere combustion is occurring.2 compartment
.

sean generally in the containment.,3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
In the atmosphere.

l4

Atmospheric temperature in aER. MATTSON:.

5

6 comp artn e'n t , yes.
:

I guess there was one more slide
.

MR. PURPLE:7

is a continuation of this license8 which simply

9 conditions, which would be IV.B.

COMMISSIONER BOBERIS:
Well, what do you mean

10
,

11 in IIA-57
That is an interesting question.ER. MATISON:12

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: That is a catch-all for
13

.

14 anything.

MR. MATTSON: Well, it really is, and we are
15

16
going to ;et into one that showed up as anomalous.

In

of the Tayco igniters there are some -- I
17 the testing

the beholder - but SD:eguess anotslous is in the eye of18
There| we think require further testing.

19 results that

between us and the licensee ashas been some controversy20

21
to whether that further testing is really necessary..

But it was really a sort of catch-all, that if
22*

something untowstd appeared in the further ronfirmatory
23

of the ignition
24 testing and in the design development

25 systems, being a new venture, a new tyr. of safety

ALDERSotJ REPORTING CCMP ANY. INC.
4 (2021 554 2345i

400 VIPGiNIA AVE., S.W., WASH!NGTori. D C. 200:
*

_ -. _
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'

.

we would evaluate and resolve any anomalous>'%

1 system, that >

-

2 results that showed up.

~ ~ ' 3
_

ER. DENTON: I think the origin of that,

4 Commissioner, as I remember it was --
I

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: It is not what we would.

5

' 6 do, it is what the licensee would do.
.

7 ER. DENTON: Yes.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: It is a condition that
8

9 you ire imposing.

3R. DENION: When va proposed this candition
10

11 there had been 3::ssionally some anomalous test results

12 cropping up in the early program and this was, I guess,

13 an attempt to be sure that those were fully described
J

14 and evaluated as they developed - if they developed.

ER. MATTSON: Yes.
i 15

CHAIRHAN P ALL ADINO: Well, have the anomalias
16

1

17 been resolved?
1R. DENTON: I thinP they hive sitisfied all

18

19 these test conditions with the recommendations that we
aske on the results of their progrim.20

.

ER. PURPLE: Roger?
21

ER. MATISON: Well, that brings as up to a
' 22

23 slide that is headed, " Permanent hydrogen sitigation i

24 system." It is railly in outline of the tress that I

25 vant to touch on. But let me give a little bit of an

,

ALDER $oN REPCRTING COMPANY,;NC,

400 VIRGINTA AVE, S.W., W ASHINGToN. O C. 20024 (2C:) 554 2345
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1
introduction of how the technical questions have been-

,

2 addressed over the last two years.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do we have that?
.!3

3R. DENTON: Yes, you have Numbec 5. !

4 I,

3R. MATTSON: The one right af ter the license.

5
.

6 conditions. i.

;HAIRMAN PALLADIN04 I probably have it here,
7

i

8 yes. Excuse me. I

9 HR. MATTSON: You recall that in the late fall ,

l

to of 1980 TVA became the first utility to decide on a

11
distributei systes of igniters for the Sequoyah plant.

was to provide |And it was this system of igniters that !12

for hydrogen control for accidents beyond the design13
.

14 basis.

The Commission had told TVA that it wanted15 i

16 su:h control for staller-sized containments like th e ice
|
|

condenser and the MARC III because those containments f
_ _

17
f18 might not be capable of coping with the burning of

19 hydrogen in the amounts that had o urred in the

20 accident at Three Mile Island.;

'

In the two years since, the Commission set
.

21

this general requirement for some sort of hydrogen' 22

23 control system, and TVA decided upon the igniters.

There has been s lestning peoress. It is
24

On the one hand it
25 really a two-fold learning process.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY lNC.

4C0 VIRGINI A AVE., S.W.. WASHINGTCN. O C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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l

i

1 is technical, having to do with how hydrogen is
s

,

2 produced, how it behaves and distributes itself; how it
1

is produced in its ignition
3 is ignited; hov zu:h energy

!

4 in air and spray environments, some complicated I

the state of.

questions where we ceally had to push back5

6 knowledge in hydrogen. We could not go to standard
o

7 references on hydrogen burning and find ansvers to these

8 questions.

there has been some research and some9 So,

to pushin7 back a frontier.
thisThere was a second kind of question that

11

was, what is theportent'ed for all of us and tha t12

13 regulatory basis for reviewing and approving a system

whose purpose lies beyond the 'desi7n basis?14
thatWe have a number of systems and equipment

15

are within the design basis - and we speak of equipment16

17 important to safety, and safety grade; and there is'a

18 set of regulations and a way of thinking where people
f

19 know what they are talking about.
When roc go beyond the design basis it raised j

!20 I
.

21 questions that have caused some learning and some false

22
starts, perhaps, and it is in this area, I think, that

.

there remains some controversy. |23
|I think when we get to the ACRS letter and

24
!

25 talk about the three points at issue between us and the
|
|

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY,INO.
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*
,

i

1
ACES, you will see that they lie not necessarily.in the.-

2 technical question but in the area of what level of

3 assurance is required for safety equipaent beyond the

4 design basis. What level of assurance that will work,

S ani what degree of protection does it afford. How many
'

accident sequences beyond the design basis are you6
.

.

7 trying to treat.

8
Now, in this briefing that i am going to give ,

9 on this slide you will see these recurring themes. Let

10 se try to summarize how I think we have Cote out on
thethose two general issues before I get down into ,

,

11

12 details. '

3n the techni:al question I think there has
13

14 been a very thorough engineering design by TVA and a

15 thorou;h review by the staff.

16
One way to get a feel for that as you read the

6 is to keep tracksafety evaluation in Supplement No.17

18 of the list of firms that have been involved and the
19 places that engin e er in g expertise has been brought to

'

bear on the question. That gives you a flavor of how
20

.

wide and deep the exploration has been.
21 ,

You will see Sandia Labs played an important
22! '

23
role in the testing th a t was done for the staff. You

involved in thesee los Alamos National Laboratory24
4

25 analysis. Brook Haven involved in sequence analysis.
,

P

ALDER $CN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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Lawrence Liv ermore, Oskridg e. You see private and
1

Whiteacademic institutions like McGill University,2

3 Shell Labs, Factory Mutual, Accrex, Thinwsil - these are
consunity ofthe names in the traditional engineering4 1

.

5 expertise in hydrogen.

So, we have tapped a number of sources and so
- 6

7 has TVA in coming to this design. So, as we told you in

8 the briefia; that Wsit tai I.gsve you more generally on
ofhydrogen a few weeks ago, there has been a lot9

10 learning.

Some of the things that we were worried about
11

worried about so much today,
12 two years ago we are not

13 and we have significantly advanced the state of

14 technical anderstanding on our part and maybe the

15 general scientific community about hydrogen combustion.
I will get into those technical matters a

16

17 little more in a minute.

18
Sow, on the rtsulatory question, the question

19 if how much assurance for wat kind of events, let me

recall some conversations we had when the Commission had20

21 a little bLt different makeup.
But when we were talking

22 about what we were supposed to be trying to do with this'

f or beyond design basis a idents.
23 cafety aguipment

4e were told by the Commission to require a
24

degraded coresystem for controling hydrogen fra?.25

ALDERSCN REPCAT NG CCMP ANY,INC.
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1 accidents - not from core-selt accident.
Ihat is,

,

accidents that vent beyond the design basis and there2

~ 3 was sota ilmage to the rote and some large snount of
the accident was terminated. We

.4 hydrogen generated, but l

particular or mechanistic way hov.

5 did not specify in any

- 6 it was terninated, but it was terminated short of core

7 melt.

8
So, the way_ve described how it was

9 terminated, we said 75 percent metal-water reaction -

a melt-down - but somehow the core10 not a hundred, not

11
rooling vis restored to limit metal-water reartion in

12 the neighborhood of 75 percent.
and I think we encouragedWe were also told -

13 c

. could be rslistic in thethat we
14 this kind of thinking -

15 analysis beyond the design basis. We need not have the .

.
16 degree of renservatism or the ;old-plating of equipnent,

17 if you will, that we traditionally apply for |

within the design basis where
18 safety-grade equipspent

is to provide protection f.: more than the
19 the purpose

specific design-basis accident you are treating.20
.

the $esign basis, we 1 Knowledged weBeyond21

' 22 would not have to have all of that conservatism, we

could be more realistic.23 t

Io say that a little bit more informally, I
24

25
believe the objective was to bite off a large portion of

I

!

,
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1 the risk to containment that was possible from hydrogen.

>

2 burning, but to admit, going in, that we could not
allprovide a hundred percent assurance against3

4 sequences beyond the design basis; that we were to make I-

5 a reasonable attempt to deal with large amounts of.

-
6 hydrogen but to recognize that there would always be a

7 residium of risk. There would always be some

8 uncertainty, some possibility of incompleteness.
I think we have done a good job of hitting

9

most of the risk from hydrogen burning causing a10

11
containment failure for a degraded core accident, and we

12 vill get into the sequences that have been covered. But

That
13 it is not i systen that proviies total assurance.

.

14 is a diffi ult regulatory domain for you to operate in,
for us to 3perate in, and f or TV A to operate in.15

3ov auch is enough? Where is you stop? You
.

16

17
vill see that those are the areas that ACRS' questions

is reside in.
.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can you just give a
19

20 little rius, tra you talking ibout the fact that we are
.

21
limiting it to 75 percent, that is one state of
incompletesess?~

22

52. MATISON: Yes.
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Another is that maybe

24

there is no power back-up on the diesels; is that ;

25
1

.
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>
1 another sense

58. EATISONs That is another way to say one
2

turn to that AORS question we
3 of the limits. When we

the plant specific PRA that has been
4 vill show you tha t b

the loss of all A.C. power
done for Sequoyah shows that.

5

contributor to risk as it6 is first of all not a dominant
.

7 v.as in the Surry plant in the NASH-14 study, that
of A.C.Sequoyah has a factor of ten better reliability8

9 power than Surry.

And given that it is not a dominant
10

that there is a verycontributor, and given the fact11

12 short time between the onset of hydrogen production in
a

and a total core melt-down - people
13 station blackout

the order of
14 estimate it to be less than an hour, on

15
half an hour - that gives you a feel for how long has

the operator has to interdict a degraded core event
16

17 before it turns into a core melt event.
If you remember, when we put out the second

18

19
interis hydrogen rule ve said we were interested in

20 degraded rare events that move slovely, that offererd

some reasosable opportunity f or the restora tion of
21

the raslization of a humtn error and its22 equipment at

in'the operation of the
23 correction, whatever; a change

24 plant to interdict that accident before totsl core

25 meltdown.

ALDERSoN REPCRTING NVP ANY,INC.
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So, we chose accidents like the S-2-D t

,

1

|the small break LOCA with loss of emergency2 sequence,

3 core cooling, TMI-type sequence, and resonable,.

thatpermut1tions and combinations of parameters about.

I4

5 accident, slow moving, reasonably interdictable degraded.

6 core accidents that could be stopped short of core
-

7. meltdow n. .

, the loss of wall A.C. power f ails
8 PELB prime,

9 at Sequoyah on two tests. One, it is not a dominant

of hydrogensequence and two, the time between the onsetto

11 production and total core slumping or loss of core

12 geometry is i very short time, on the order of half an

13 hour.
f-

he will get back to that when we come to the
.14

15 AC35 letter.
We have a slide on it we can put up and

16 examine that further, if you would like.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Just one more question on

17

If this syster works with 75 percent
18 the 75 percent.

19 hydrogen, ehy does it not work with 103 percent

20 hydrogen? You are trying to burn it as it comes off.

MR. MATISON: It will depend on how it comes
21

' 22 off, absolutely. And to say that 75 percent is the

23 point that you aim at, that is a rather arbitrary
24 decision, to stop at 75 If you go back, there is a lot

25 of judgment in 75 percent. Why not the 50 percent that

ALDERSoN REPORTING CoVPANY,INC.
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ve saw at IMI? e
1

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
The simpler question is,

2

3 if it works at 75 - or anybe it is not s simpler
4 question but I perceive it as such. I

.

MR. MATTSON:
It will work at less than 75, a t

5

on how the hydrogen comes off; ;

6 more than 75, depending
-

-

7 depending on how it burns. Wa are going to show you a

slide that shows quite a lot of margin between the
8

pressures f or saquences that pcoduce in the
:

9 calculated
metal-water reaction - and therevirinity of 75 percent10

calculated pressuresis a lot of margin between these11

12 and the strength of the containment.
take beyond 75 percent.So, clearly, you can

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
I thought your point, f

14

15
Roger, was that if you vent to 100 percent hydrogen, the !

kind of damaga you would then be having is not the kind
,

16

of damage you would be expected to be able to sitigate ,

17

18 using the igniters. i

MR. MAIf50N: Well, it is the kind of damage
r

19
to mitigate wi th the ;

to the core you might at be able i

20 ' 1

other systaos for ssfety. |

f
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Yes, I accept that,

22'

MR. MATISON: Thay 19 not fit.
23

CHAIRMAN P ALL ADINO:
I just was thinking in

i
24

25 particular of a hydrogen --
r,

!

(
i
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00H5ISSIONER AHEARNE:
The accident sequence...

.
1

3R. MATISON: Yes, that is right.
2

ER. DENTON : I do not think there are any
-

3
is evolvedshort cliffs if more hydrogen than 75 percent E|4

and the core stays in the vessel.)

5

3R. MATISON: No, I was speaking acre from a
-

6
the othersose sense of continuity with7 need to keep

!

~ safety systems and their performance.8

All right, noV I will go back to the slide \
9

|
in front of you.10 that you havo up

I tought you might want to hold the two
.

11

to be talking about today.igniters that we are going12

one is the Tayco igniter that is presently13 The big
hydrogen mitigation system atinstalled in the permanent14

so-0311ed GM Glow plug
15 Seguoyah. The little one is the

the interim hydrogen citiga' tion system at16 that was in
still in the systems at otherSequoyah and is in fact17

18 plints like M:~nire and D. C. Cook.

COMEISSIONER ROBERTS:
This is trivia, but

19

what does this cost?20
.

ER. MATTSON: It is called a Tayco igniter.
21

005MISSIONER ROBERT 3:
No, what does it cost?

22

3R. MATTSON: What does it cost? I am sorry,

23

These are 120 volt igniters, 120 volt24 5300 a piece.

25 A.C. There are 54 Af them presently installed in

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,
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think there ought to be,_

1 Sequoyah._ We will tell you, we i >

68 for reasons we will describe.2

3 there are generally two in each compartment,
So, if one would fail in aso there is some redundancy. )4

theyou would have another one to ignite.

5 compartment

6 hydrogen in that compartment.
.

They opera te at about 48 watts per square
7

8 inch, ther, the Ilycos. Inst is less than the Glow
200 watts per square inch. And

9 plugs which are about
to there is a reason why that is important, we will cone ,

11 back to it later.

Ihe Glow plug operates with a surface
12

13 temperature of about 1800 degrees Fahrenheit, and the
1700

Tarco operates with a surface temperature of about14

15 degrees Fahrenheit.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Roger, I as trying to

16

understand whether.I should ask my question. Are you

17

18 going to liter get into the question of why 31 and 32 ,

19 have to be there for a liability and why TVA went to !

I will just hold ,f

20 Tayco over the Glaw plug? If you ate,

i

21 off. i

'

3R. MATTSON: This is as good a time as any to
22

;the mor a reliable design.
23 talk about

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4
All right.

24

MR. MATISON: let me start and say some words
25 |

!
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1 about that. >

03EMI55IONER AHEARNE:
In looking through the

2

3 SER, about the only arguments I couild see - it is not

4 in here that says Tayco is worse - but the conclusions I )

5 would reach are either the advantage of not having to.

thare being, you gotrun a step-down and the main event
- 6

environmentalrid of the transformer which was causing7

8 problems.

9 13. MATI53N: On the surface, I believe that

Ihere are other reasons
to is the principal difference.

11 why TVA vanted to go back to the interim system and

12 polish it up a little bit.
It had been put in quickly.

13 If was off of its emergency lighting systes so the ligh t

14 bulbs had been taken out the locations where the
15 igniters has been put in.

(Laughter.)16

ER. 5ATISON: They wanted better cabling and
17

But inwanted to improve those other f eatures.18 they

19
theory at least you could have done that to the Glow

20 plug systes also.

from where we sitSo, the principal difference
21

' 22 seems to be their conviction that the Tayco igniter was

23 good for t.13 job ini that the systes that they would
I

install to power the Tayco igniters was a more reliable
24

25 system.
!

1
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1
Ihey are hera and if they have things to add , ,.

2 to that, they ought to be given the --

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs
Larry, why did you go

to the Tayco igniter over the Glow plug? I4

5 3R. MILLS The prima ry reason for that was.

6 because we wanted to get rid of the transformers in the

7 Olow plug systes.
.

8 0053I55IONER AREARNE: OK.

9 ER. MATTSON: The second point on this

10 viewgraph is that there was quite a lot of research on

11 hydrogen c'sntrol tha t went on. We are able to go into

12 the details of that today if you want but recall, we did

13 get into that at some length a couple of weeks ago.

14
Let me just quickly summarize to what your

15 appetite and you can lead us if you want to go deeper.
Ihe research generally occurred la three

16

17 quarters, 3RO's principally at Sandia; the Ice Condenser

18 Owners Group whi=h paid for work in places like 'J hi te

19 Shell and Hettel; and the EPRI vork for industry

20 generally. EPHI was principally concentrating on
|

21 equipment survivability, which we are going to turn to

22 in a few minutes.'

combustion o::urs f or' fthey looked at how23

various steam and air mixtures; they looked at how24
sixteres; theymixing occurs for steam-air hydrogen25

I

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMP ANY,INC. j
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what it wouldlooked at the propensity for detonation,. . .
>

1

whst kinds of igniters and2 take to ca2se rapid burning ;

3 what kinds of mixtures.
thereAs I have smii several times already, i4

Weback in the state of knowledge.e
5 has been a pushing

6 have learned more about these things than was available

7 in the hydrogen literature.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Is the EPRI work
8

9 complete?

MR. MATTSON- No. You recall, EPRI has a
10

11
major program about to take off which is the Nevada Test

is going to give anSite, a 52-f oot diameter vessel that12

these scale :uestions vaere there esn13 ability to look at
air er. be concentration gradients because of flowing14

loose of hydrogen and it has to15 because of local letting

16 spread out somewhere. They are going to look at

17 equipment survivability in that kind of an environ =ent.
So, EPRI has it least that zijor ones. Are

18*

19' there others that EPRI is doing?

MR. STALL: That's it.
20

3R. MATISON: Well, another aspect of our.

21 '

reviev :on:entrated on what events, vhit 3::idents, are' 22

to cover with this igniter.23 ve trying

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Did the research progran

24

25 c'an firm that these plugs in the expected atsospheres

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMP ANY. INC.
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worked to ignite the hydrogen? >

1

3R. NAT" SON: Yes, with one small area.
2

COM.ISSIONER AHEARNE
Are you talking about

13 .

4 the plugs or the igniters, the Tayco? I

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
The Tayco..

5
.

6 3R. 5ATT50N: The research program confirmed ,

|

7 that you can put in a listributed ignition system and
.

8 control hydrogen.. That you can count on it burning the i
I

low concentrations even in steam-air9 hydrogen at

10 mixtures, so as to prevent the buildup of hydrogen,
which is the basic purpose of all this.

11

7e are going to tell you about a small piece
12

13 that we think more ought to be done on in a minute, but

14 this SER is many pages long, and a lot of research

15 programs generatei a lot of dits that was not availble
y

16 before, which confirmed that the igniters will work.
ve want to talk

17
Fov, there is this small piece

would do some additional testing because
18 about which we

.

19 of a narrow question.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Is this on the spray

20
.

21 effect on the surface?
53. MATISON: Let me turn to that.

' 22

CH AIRM AN P ALLADINO:
Well, is it on that?

23

33. MATISON: Yes.
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04
Because I was going to

25
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e
1 ask a question on that.

MR. EATISON: That is on the next slide.
2

COMMISSIONER AREARNE
Roger, I na not an

.

3

4 aficianado of SERs.
The research program any have

b

5 generated a lot of data but not too much of it has made>

6 it into the SER.
IWhen I said research is now,

MR. MAITSON:7
EPRIIce Condenser Owners Group,8 seant the research by

and our researbh progras. I think the things that
9

for us that we used
Sandia did for us and Los Alamos did10

,

11 'are in the SER.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I am not saying that
12

13 there are not some areas.
I as just commenting tha t th e

have generated a lot of data and a14 research program may
-

bunch of conclusionary statements rather than --
.

15

12. MATISON: You are saying that the data
16

themselves are not there.17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Yes.

18

MR. MATISON: But there are references to.

19
data in there.number of reports that have that20 quite a

theseWell, besides the investigation of.

21

whst ought to be the inputs tophysical parameters and22'

to be the e stimates of how thethe codes and wh'at ought23

There has also been a lot of work on24 combustion o::urs.
degraded core accidents and how do they25 what are tae

:
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togenerate hydrogen, the accidents that we are trying .>-%

1

2 protect against.

3 I said before that we concentrated on the
S-2-D sequance and we gave TVA and other licensees the l4

5 option of broadening to other sequences by one of two.

They could either take the S-2-D
-

6 other sechanisms.

7 se20enza sai do pirinater variations, when pumps esas

8 on; when pumps were turneu off and that sort of thing,

9 or they could look it sdiitional sequences. They can

theyjust small breaks and loss of ACCS,10 look at not

intarmedista braaks and loss of ACCS.11 could look it

They could look at slow-moving transients
12

loss of all feedvater, followed by loss of
13 followed by

14 ACCS.

15
TVA, in actuality, took both approaches. They

16 startei with the S-2-D sequence and did parameter

17
variations about it, principally parameter variations on

And18 the rate of hydrogen release into the containment.

19 than they showei through exaninition of othat se;uances
those parameter variations covered quite a range of

20 that
.

21 sc idents.

If you look in thue plant specific
22'

the ESSMAPprobabilistic risk assessment f or Sequoyah,23

24 study, you will see some of the sequences that they used.
the loss of all A.C. power was not one

25 Now,
.

1
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1 that they included, and the reason they did not include,

,

2 it - and it is a reason we agree with - is that it is

3 not the do11nant contributor at this stati'an.
4 In the containment hydrogen analysis area I

-we

slid ementioned this briefly in the introductory.

5 already

6 - there was quite a lot of change since last we told you
about TVA's state of knowledge on the ignition system,7

8 the CLASIX code is the code by which you calculate the

9 pressure and temperature in the compartments of the ice

condenser when hydrogen burns in those compartments.10

11
EVA did a lot of work refining the CLASIX

12 modelin; and checking it against other codes by other
their code did not13 people in the business to see that

others.give anomalous results relative to these14

reviewed the CLASIX code and then15 We, too,

16 took our containmen t model a t Los Alamos, the compare

17 code, had it modified so it could handle hydrogen

18 conbustion phenomena and did comparisons of the CLASIX

19 output with the compara output. The comparisons are

.

20 quite good.
.

21
So, we are able to say that we believe the

CLASIX code does a reasonable job, sn acceptable job, of'

22

23 estimating the containment pressure and temperature

within sub- omptrtments.24

that, again, is the starting point for which
25
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'

local temperature calculations are made to check whether,
>

1

2 the critical equipment survivss - essential equipment, I
is the pressure calculation

3 guess we es11 it - and that
thst you use to crapare with the strength of the i4

5 containment to make sure the containment survives.. .

6 So, it is very important to have that

7 assurance on the :ontainment hydrogen analysis model.

8 ' - Another 1res - and here it is probably worth
You have in9 putting up one of these backup s, ides.

10 front of you a set of --

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
A little over a year

11

12 ago, Boger, Sandis had got a European code, I thought it

13 was a German code. Did anything ever come from their
.

14 looking at that code?

3R. SIALL: That is one of three codes that4

15

16 are under : onside:1 tion for further vock.
They are

. .

17 con tinuing to use that code. It has its pluses and

18 minuses with rspect to cost of running and accuracy.
We

19
are still pursuing that throug5 our Office of Besearch.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
But it is not something

20

21
that they or you vent along with to say you would count

on its results or rely on its rersults?22*

NR. SIALL: Well, I think we feel we would
23

need further comparisons of that with experimental data
24

25 to rely on it.

|

\

l
,
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Thank you.

2 HR. MATISON: The next area where there has

3 been some progress was in understanding the structural

4 capacity of the ire condenser containment.

5 In that set of backup slides, if you will turn.

this very graphically shows you the range and
- 6 to B-4 -

7 estimates. The three bars on the left-hand side are the ,

8 ultimate capability of the containment estimated by our

9 Contractor at Ames Laboratory; TVA's estimate of the

10 ultimate capability, and an RCD Associates estimate.

11
In tha first bar on the left you will notica

<

'

12 36 psig is in there by a dash line. That is a three

13 sigma margin on the 60 psig, ultimate espability that

14 our contractor estimated.

15 One advantage of our estimate is that we were
,

16 able to kind of normalize the input. Some of the

17 reasons for variation among these other sources of the

18 calculatica is that they did not all start with the same

19 input, there was rame change in uniarstanding the

20 material properties.

21
It is that 35 psig, the th ree sigma lower

bound of the ultimate strength that we have used in*
22

23 testing whether or ont the containment su rviv es for the

24 beyond design basis arcidants that we have said :re
|

25 imp o rta n t for the igniters to work. That is quite a

,
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>
1 conservative --

"DEMISSIONER AHEARNE: How does that statement
2

Roger, youtrack with the one earlier when you started,3

aentioned -- taiking about the criteria to use for I
- 4

5 something beyond design basis. You said you would be.

to use your regulatory conservatism.6 more reslisti:-

7 ER. MATISON: That is a good point.

8
In containment fallute you get into a lot of

9 debates over, "What do you mean when you say containment

10 failure, how does it fail? Do you mean a pinhole; do

11 You mean a blow-out of a penetration; do you mean the

12 failure penetration by helt in addition to the failure

13 by pressure? What do you mean?"

As you well know, those discussions can be
14

15 endless. They are not ended yet and we vill continue to

16 talk about them as research goes on. You recall, the

17
research program has some modeling of both steel and

concrete containments to do sose over-pressure tects and
18

some of these failure modes and try to shed some
19 look at

20 light on it.
.

.

So, rather than have that debate on a
21

conservative approach was taken.
' 22 li:ensing :ssa, a very

(Laughter.)
23

3R. MATISON: Because we knew from the
24

25 calculations --

|
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Realistic.
1 *

,

2 58. MATTSON: Sorry. This is not a

3 requirement. If you can show that with your. realistic

calculations you are well below a very conservatively4 I

havethen the debate is over and you do not.

5 set limit,

That is the trickto get into that area of discussion.6

We have not tried to conceal7 that has been used here.
8 it from you.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE I know.
9

HR. MATTSON: It is not the preferred way of
10

right.operating in this domain, you are absolutely11

COEMISSIONER AHEARNE:
It is just, I felt

12

13 uneasy when I read it primarily because it has the
_

we14 character of, "We will be this conservative because

15 know we can still get in underneath that limit."

ER. MATTSON: That is why we did it, and that
16

[
17 is why we said it that way to make sure people did not

18 try to apply,it in the future saying, " Gee, you have a
19 three-sigma margin on that first case, you had better

basisthree sigma on all of this beyond design20 put
.

21 stuff." That is not the intent.
Hopefully, we have made that clear in the

22'

23 SER. If we have not made it clear, we will go back and.

24 nake it clearer.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The 1o71: does not hang
25

,
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is eithertat it almost sounds like -- it D

.1 together in

is either the three sigma is the
2 one of two things. It

to do or else, we vill put on whatever limit
3 right thing

to stay above what the calculation
b4 that is ne:essary

5 says is the best estimate. I do not think either is.

,

6 good.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: There ice differences in ,

7

8 knowledge that develop.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. .

9

MR. DENTON: I do not really think it is an
10

"either-or" situation. I think you have to look at
11

I
whether we should spend the regulatory staff time and

12
If you sre clearly

~ 13 effort to pin it lovn in this case.
then we do not have to verryunderneath the three sigma,14

15 with it. If it got higher, then we call in more

consultants and we give them more accurate estimates.
3

10 ,

"

screening-kind of criteria. .

17 So, it is 3

MR. MATISON: The second implication you have
18

The design pressure is 12 psi; the !is clearly right.19

the best estimate is 11.20 hydrogen burn estimate,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
That's right.

,.

21

3R. MATTSON: The licensing is 19 -

'

22 1

COM5I55IONER AHEARNE: The base case is 19. ;

23

2h 1R. MATTSON: But Service Level C is 30.s

.

*
T353I55I]4E3 AREARNE: Yes. ,

2?
.

*
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And Service Level A is 12. . >3R. MATTSON:1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Right.

2

MR. MATTSON:
And we are way down there below

3
-

I4 36.
.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Yes, but as you know,

5 .

6 the interia rule talks about Service Level C.
3R. MATISON: Yes.

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Which is not that much

8

9 different than 36.
5R. DENTON: What do you terommend we use,

10 '
.

11 Com missione r ?

12 3R. MATISON: Ihat is an interesting point.

13 ' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
I am not recommending.

14 I read the SER, I am just responding that the only
there or heard today was

15 inconsistency that I either saw
16 in this case se ace going to be moce cealistic. We are

not going to apply the normal regulatory conservatisms.
17

MR. DENION: Roge r's statemen t is still valid
18

19 later on in the discussion.
3R. MATISON: I think I understand something

20

different from what you are saying. You are saying, you.

21

being more realistic, the 36 be! ig22 do not quarrel with

23
three sigma is a lot of conservatism .

COMMISSIONER AREARNE: Yes.
24

3R. MATISON: And yet, it is still above
25

|
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1 Service Level C by six pounds. ,

TOMMI55IONER AREARNE: That is fine. I would
2

3 have been a lot more comfortable had you said , "Our
estimate is" - and whether you took 45 or4 current best )

5 60, that is your best estimate. And look, this is over.

-
6 three si;ms beyond. Just as a comment.

7 ER. MATISON: I think the comment would say to

maybe Service Level C is too conservative for8 ne that

9 the rule.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, as you recall,
10

11 when we argued about Service Level C it was not over

12 obj ections to conservatisms.

3R. MATISON: Yes. This is an interesting
13

14 piece of information compared to that, though.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Rogar, is this based on

16 the seal breaking through, or from your penetrations, or

17 was this on the stru ctural --
3R. MATTSON: The judgment that has been made

18

19 is that tha seals won't fail first, penetrations won't
Penetrations will not

20 fail first. The failure occurs.
O

21 fail first.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I would have expected
~

22

23 some of tha seals to go first.
33. SIALL: The point here is that these

24

25 penetrations are insigned f or :ontainments that are set

ALCERSCN REPORT.NG COMPANY. INC,
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1 for about 50 pounds gauge. Ther is no difference

2 between these penetrations and those that are used in'

3 the large iries,, and the ki'nds of pressures --

4 MR. MATISON: That is a design f ailure for

.

5 those penetrations. The penetrations might go first in

-
6 a large dry where the ultimate strength is 140 pounds.

7 There is still quite a lot of discussion, as I was

8 saying.

9 CH AIRM AN PALLADINO: So, you are saying these

are over-designed for this particular application.10

11 NH. NATTSON: And tha t is why we are

12 comfortable with the judgment that the penetrations

13 don 't f ail first for this design. .

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I still would have

15 thought it was penetrations, but I will accept your

16 juigment.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Since we are talking
17

18 about this kind of stuff, what is the Van Mises criteria?

CHAIRMAS PALLADINO: What is what?
19

COMMI'SSIONER AHEARNE: Ihe Van Mises criteria.20
.

21 MR . M ATTSON: It has something to do with

22 stre,ngth of materials. ;

(Laughter.)23

24 3R. MATISON: We do not have the Structural ;

25 Engineering Branch with us. e
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"0MMISSIONER AHEARNE:
-I was just asking you.

>
1

MR. MATTSON: It is in the SER, I saw it
2

3 ayself. It has to do with the strength of materials and

4 it is of f -- I

COMMISSIONER AREARNE: It almost sounds that.

5

.

6 was the way you were normalizing your --

MR. MATISON: Well, it is a standard strength
7

8 of materials thing, but TVA, can you help us? No, they

either.9 do not have their structural person
If you go to your strength of materials10

11 elamentary text, which we ought to be able to do here

12 but we can't -- it is in there, I remember it.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On page 22-23 when you

13

normalize your ultimate capacity which looks to be the
14

15 chart that you are showing -- no, it is not.

MR. MATISON: What is your problem?
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Well, I am looking on

17

18 page 22-23 of the SER, and I am looking at the

normalized ultimate capacity, all right?19

MR. MATISON: Yes.
20

.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And this is where you

21

' 22 say you have normalized it using actual mean material

properties and Von Mises yield criterion.23

MR. MATISON: Yes.
24

COMMISSIONE3 AHEARNE.
That is why I asked.

25
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You list here TVA as 40, and just a minor point, here >
1

2 you have 45 on your chart; then staff remain 60 and RED
.

3 40. Just out of curiosity, which is correct?

4 1R. MATISON: Yes, there is a five-pound
1

difference between the TVA value here and the TVA value
.

5

.
6 on the chart. I cannot explain it. Charlie, do you

7 know, is it a mistake on one or the other? The other

8 seem to compare well, but this one does not.
. Well, it does not seem germane, I mean crucial9

We will decide which one is right.! 10 to the argument.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was just trying to
11

12 understand.

13 MR. MATTSON: Pardon me?

18. BUTLER: TVA says it is 45.
14

15 59. MATISON: TVA says it should be 45, so the

16 SER has got a typo in it.

17
The list point on that slide 5 that we had up

18 before from this package that came down originally was

the question of essential equipment survivability.19

The approach that was taken here was to
20

.

21
identify the essential equipment and then to look at the

22 essential equipment and decide what were the most'

sensitive components frm a temperate point of view, and
23

then to calculate the local temperatures from the CLASIX
24

compartment' scale temperature; and then to compare the25
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temperaturas that were calculated locally f or the ,

1

2 aquipment with the tamparaturas for which that equipment

had been qualified under the normal EQ program.3

As we expect it would be the case because i4

5 these flama temperatures are so transient in natere that.

-
6 when you account for local heat transf er phenomenon' the

7 temperatura that is artually rasched by the aquipment is
lower than the normal EQ temperature where

8 significantly

and an equilibrium condition obtains.
9 ther is a soaking

a hundred degrees Fahrenheit difference.10 There is about

11
' The survivability question has very much

12 diminished sinca ve vare here a year ago, talking about

13 would this equipment really survive. It turned out to

rather small part of the question.14 be a

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And they also got rid

15

16 of the transfomars.
53. MATIS3N: And they got rid of the

17

18 transformers.
COMMISSIONER GILIUSKY; Let's sea, what are

19

20 th? key itans?
MR. MATISDN There is a list in the SER which

21

.
- is -- somebody help ma qui:kly with the page number.

22

COMMISSIONER GIIINSXY: The recirculation must
23

24 be pretty --

MR. MATTSON: Pardon me?
25

I

,
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Y o'2 have to make sure ,

1

2 your fans are operating.
,

3 MR. MATISON: The fans. Yes, the list in the

4 SER has been criticized because it is incomplete. It
|

5 was attempting to speak to some e xam ple s .- It is at page.

- 6 38.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Wella 38 is your most

7

8 sensitive equipment. You say, the most sensitive to
That, I tought, is your9 temperature change equipmen t.

" 10 list on 39.

MR. MATTSON: I did not understand your
11

12 question.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On 39, I thought, your
13

14 list, yo said that is tne set of the ones that are
That is15 really most sensitive to temperature change.

16 true?
~ ~ '

MR. MATISON. That's right.
17

COMNISSIONER AHEARNE:
And 38 was the larger

18

19 set of the ones that IVA had selected.
MR. MATTSON: There is a qualitative statement

20
.

21 that there is a larger set. It is in the SAR. The

22 smaller set, the stuff that is more sensitive and hence.

' 23 was looked at in detail is in Table 22-3.
Now, those i

are statements of facts. Are ther questions?
24

"0MMISSIONER OILINSKY: Well, there are two
25

|
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1 kinds of equipment, I would assume. One is, you wouldr
,

2 like to make sure that the equipment makes this work is

3 used to operate.

MR. MATISON: That's right.
l4

'

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: And there the fans are.

5

6 important, I assume.
~

7 MR. MATISON: Yes.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Beyond that, I guess
8

9 you like other equipment.

MR. MATTSON: Let me see if I know wha t you --
10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Survivable.
11

MR. MATTSON: The hot standby condition of
12

c- 13 saf e shutdown, that e qu ip me,n t , the valves and

14 instruments, things inside containment that could be

15 exposed to the flame that have to provide that safe

shutdown function were included in the list of the16

17 essential aquipment by TVA.

03MMISSIONER OILINSKY: And what assurance is
18

19 there that will in fact survive the burn?
MR. MATTSON: They looked at -- the equipment

20
.

21 is surveyed to sea what is the most sensitive ones. And

sensitive ones have specific detailed checks to'

22 the most*

23
make sure that the local temperature is below the EQ

24 temperature.

Given that that was fairly easy to show on all~

25
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1 of that equipment, then there is a judgment made th a t . I
?

2 all of the equipment will survive because that equipment

all has environmental qualifications for its normal3

4 design-basis purposes. Have I stated that correctly?

5 So, there is assurance that it is qualified to

.
6 survive the burn environmen t. It is not done. It is an

7 economy to avoid doing these detailed calcultions for

8 each an every piece of equipoent. You look at the ones'

9 that are most sensitive and which there is any question

10 in your mind about whether they would survive or not,

and then you do the calculation ani you show on the11

order of a hundred degrees aargin - even for the most12

13 sensitive pieces of equipment.

Ihat supports the judgment that it will 311
144

15 survive for the hot standby.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: When you say a hundred
16

17 degrees margin, is that a lot or a little --
MR. MATTSON: Tha t is a lot.

18

given theCOMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
--

19

20 uncertainties?
.

MR. HATTSON: No, that is a lot of margin.
21

COMMISSIONES GILINSKY: What are the
~ 22

calculations, roughly speaking?23

ER. MATISON: Tens of degrees, not on the
24

25 order of a hundred degrees.

|
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Must the fans be running |

|

|

2 to assure survivability?

3 3R. MATISON: The parformance of the ignition

system is based upon the f ans running. We have not4
.

5 designal and reviewad an ignition system without fans
.

. 6 running. That enters arguments about where you locate

7 the ignitars and when they burn, and flame
~

8 acceleratian. All those quetions are tied up in whether

9 the thing is mixed or not.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I gather there were some

11 tests done at Hettel that were inconclusive.

12 52. SIALL: Ihara were mixing tests done at

13 Hettel and the conclusions there were that there was
_

14 very good mixing in that the concentration --

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: This is without

16 circulation?
.

ER. SIALL This is with the fans.<

17

18 CHAIR 5A3 PALLADINO: But there were some tests

with no forced racirculation and they said they were not19

20 conclusive. I was just wondering why the tasts were

21 done. Or was that to see whether or not you had to have

22 the fans?*

23 5R. SIALL: Well, you know, with respect to

i 24 the fans is the real containment, analyses were done

25 with the fans turned off just to see what the

.
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1 consequences are. And it turns out tha t the pressures,
.

,

the burn pressures for the case with fans turned off is2

3 substantially higher than with the fans on.
And our design basis, therefore, is that the |4

fans vill stay on with these igniter systems..

5

COEHISSIONER GILINSKY: Now, how vulnerable
- 6

7 are the fans themselves to a burn?

8 ER. STALL: That matter has been reviewed by

our EQ - Equipment Qualification - people and they are9

those fans vill survive the transients,
to satisfied that

the pressures and temperatures associated with these11
.

12 burns.

COMEISSIONER GIIINSKY: What are the -

13

what are the14 especially vulnerable parts of then,

15 margins that you see? It looks as if the fans are!

16 critical not only for the functioning of the hydrogen
17 control systes but for protecting the rest of the

18 equipment.

HR. STALLS The things we looked at were the
19

20 Delta P a:ross tha fans. Maybe at this point we can ask
.

21 TVA to help us.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Sure.
*

22

MR. DENTON: Let me volunteer an experience
23 I

1

24 that does .1st apply to this plant, but the motors have

25 to be looked at, and it tends to be access of moisture

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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or to thein the containment to the bearings,.s
>

1

are tracedMany motor failures ultimately2 insulation. .

3 back to r.oisture.
and bulkyThe actors themselves are rather big I4

think their temperature would5 and therefore I do not,

very such due to a flash and burn.
-

6 heat up

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But it does look as
7

8 though everything depends on these fans operating.
.-

9 Please?

ER. RENFRO: David Renfro from TVA.
10

the effects of pressure andWe looked at11

The fans weigh about 1300 .12 temperature on the fans.
evaluated the temerature rise ice to their13 pounds. We

14 bulk and it was not too significant. It was less than

the qualification temperatures for the fans.15

We looked at the pressure effect on the fan
16 - .

conservative approach and posed a
17 blades, took a very

static pressure of about 50 pounds on the fin blades,
18

19
and they were shown to survive by the manufacturer.

So, we have looked it both pressure and
20

.

21 temperature.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
And that applies to

~ 22
which th e fans depend as

all electrical equipment on23

24
vell, switches and relays, and whatever else there may

' 25 be? Th e na s v a r , I issume, is yes?
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1 (Laughter.)
-

2 ER. NATTSON: If you look at the list of most

3 sensitive equipment, that is the thing that tends to'
have the bulk

4 show up because it is small and does not j

to a higher temperature faster..

5 to heat up. It :an get

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Going from, as I

- 6

7 understood, your''3ER, you have checked TVA, but TVA

8 essentially went through their systems, came up with a
.

9 list which they called essential equipment; is that

to correct?

11 ER. MATTSON: Yes.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And then you agreed

12 .

13 with that.

MR. MATISON: Yes, that is how we do it on EQ'

14

15 also.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And then, rather than

16

through the detailed calculations which are the17 going

18 items on this list of essential equipment, they chose

19 those how, by analysis of which ones they felt would be

20 most sensitive.
3R. MATISON: It is my understanding they did

21

~ 22 it by inspection.

1R. STALL: Yes, just by judgment. And then
23

the staff also took a few of these things, such as the
24

25 Barton transmitter, and did audit computations of the
t
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1 h ea t-up.

2 3R. MATISON: It is a big, bulky piece of

3 equipment that has all of its internal shielded from the
theflame, and it is fairly sound ground to say4

5 temperature transient is not going to reach the complex.

S interior and helt it up, and cause it to fail.
-

7 If it is an exposed wire or exposed

8 tra nsmi tter , or an exposed thermo-couple or valve

9 operator, then the judgment is a little harder, and that
10 is the kind of thing you concentrate on, the sensitive

11 equipment.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Did you do any checks
12

13 on other -..for example, the flanges, the valves which

14 do not show up on that list of most sensitive, did you

15 do any audit check on that to just see'whether you

16 agreed that they are not classed most sensitive?

17 MR. STALL: The answer is no. The one I am

18 aware of is the Barton transmitter.
COM5ISSIDHER AHEARNE: Well, that one they

19

20 already put in their most sensitive. What I was asking

21 is, they had a list of this list of equipment and you
' 22 said, yes -

3R. MATISON: We had each of the systems
23

24 branches vty ba:k in the beginning of this review

25 collaborate in what constitutes the essential equipment

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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for safe shutdown. m

1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yese That is not the
2

3 is' sue I an asking about.
The issue I am asking about, ,

4 they then went, a::ording to the SER, they went from i

to a set of five which
S that list of essential equipment.

turned out to be only four be:suse the Barton6-

transsitter is no longer there.7

MR. MATTSON: Did we look at the difference
8

9 between the two lists?
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

10 ~

MR. NATISON: We had to, they are both before
11

.

12 us.

OOMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
13

~

MR. MATISON: Did we add anything?
14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No.
15

MR. MATTSON: I think he said no.
16

COMMISSIONER AREARNEs
No, that is not the

17

18 question. The question is, did you then audit any of
,

19 the things, looked at any of the ones that they did not ,

20 put on the most sensitive and say, yes, you agreed?
Another way of asking the question, it appe ar s

.

21
'

22 to me that what ended up being analyzed in detail was*

sensitive and we agree with it.
.

'

23 TVA's list of most
MR. MATTSON: Our best judgment is they

24

25 probably did not, but they are not here today, that is
;

:

>

i

i
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the Environmental Qualifications Branch.
So, we cahnot

>l 1
'

2 say for certain.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Are you done?
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
l4 -

C^,HMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let'se just pursue.

5

.

6 this point of the fans. I as pleased to have gotten an

7 answer from TVA. But I an a little concerned that you

to hsva in independent visv of it.a dii not saan
.

Have we checked this carefully?9

10 ER. DENTON: We checked fans earlier. You
'

11 know, the EQ looks at a lot of stuff, not just here. I

andcan resember calculations on fan motors a year ago,12

ve had retained Los Alamos to help us check. ,

13

So, we have a lot of work ont the effect of
14

-

15 flame fronts on equipment.

ER. EATTSON: The fans are all on the normal
16

A raviav is done of the normal E2 list.17 EQ list.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKIs Well, but I thought up
18

19 to now we and not been reviewing against burnings.

ER. DENTON: No, but we had begun to look
20

21 against burns when this review first kicked off. I
.

~

22 remember seeing calculations done just for fan motors~

23 sg11nst hydrogen barn.

NR. MATISON: That is one of the things I
24

25 remember Vollmer and Rubinstein specifically looking at.

.
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1R. DENT 3N And we had it done by a i
1

laboratory like Los ?,lamos to give us an independent2

check of the adequacy of some of those calculations.3

So, I do not know on this particuar list
--

I4

00MMISSIONER OILINSKY:
I guass these are..

5
,

6 rather large fans.
.

58. MATISON: They are.
- 7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa And it sounds like
8

Is thatbeen touched experimentally.
9 this has nt

the number ofimpracatical, do you think, considering10
~

11 plants we are going to be invovled in?
These are very large fans and they1R. STALL:12

.

13 ara very heavy fans. I think it is impractical to fit
.

them throu;h the manholes. The biggest test facility is
14

15 this 50-foot diameter one at NCS and I believe their
I believe these

16 manholes ares about 18 inches across. _ .

motors are larger than that.17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is almost like
18

19 shipping bombs.

3R. MATTSONs Well, there might be equipment
20

that is somehow close to what you are worried about.
.

21
f

John Larkias is in the audience.
Do we now of any

22*

that is going in thelarge-scale equipment like that,23

24 EPRI test?
XR. LARKIN: No.

25
,

.
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1 3R. NATTSON: No, sorry.

2 3R. STALLS But you see, the fan here is

3 sen sitive . The concern here is the pressure of the

4 Delta P rather than the temperature. We feel rather
.

5 confident that because of the bulkiness of it that the
6 temperature response would not be severe.-

7 The question at hand is whether the Delta P
'8 that develops across the f ans might cause thes to varp

9 or change :onfiguration.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Are you going to say

11 anything about power supply, was there snother point on

12 that?

13 HR. STALL Mr. Tinkler vill augment the

14 response on the fans. r.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY They do seem to be a

16 pretty critical component.

17 NR. STALL: Yes.

18 ER. TINKLER: I would just like to make a fev

19 cenarks about the :oncern over the viability of fans.
The staff has assured itself, and did as early as the20

.

21 interim evaluation, that the air return fans would

22 function in this environment.*

23 But I would like to point out that the

24 earliest concern over survivability of fans was
.

25 heightaned by preliminary calculations performed by TVA,

* ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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that demonstrated that without the f ans >

1 I b eliova,
'

very high
operating containment pressures could reach2

the order of 90 psia.
3 levels. I believe they were on

4
It is oor opinion that one should not I

to those particularattribute too much significance.

5

Those calculations weremarly preliminary :alculations.
- 6

performed with earlier versions of the code which did7
strategic

tot credit operation of various igniters at8

lo;ations such as the upper plenum.9

Ihose calculations, in addition to
10

11
conservatively assuming no operating of fans, imposed

the upperconservative ignition assumptions in12

13 compartment of the contninment.
It any very wall be that if one only had to f

14
that pressuresdeal with failure of the air return fans,15

would still be below the pressure capacity of the
16

17 Sequcyah containment.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
What was that point,

18

only had to deal with air return?19

MR. TINKLER. If we only had to deal with
20

.

fans.failure of the air return21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY.
Oh, I see.

~

22

1R. TINKLER: Now, I am not imposing
23

Oneadditional failurese like sprays and so forth.
24

pressures would remaincould reasonbly expect that the25

ALoERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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m below the Sequoyah pressure capacity.1

;

detailed calculations of that sort hae2 Now,

3 not been perfocaed from a best estimate viewpoint with

4 combustion assumptions'. But I would just like to point~

i

that original concern was' heightened by some-.

5 out that

; .
6 very conservative calculations.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY
But to sum up, you *

7
.

confident theassured yourself that we can be reasonably8

fans would operate in that environment.9

33. MATTSON: Well, a corellary to what
10

11
Charlie said, the staff has been aware for two years it

The Environmentalwas ioportant t,o have f ans working.12
!

13 Qualification Branch has reviewed what TV A says it has4

.

14 done.
*

TYA says it assured the EQ branch and the
15 .

?

16 staff that it was OK. We just do not happen to have the
,

17 people here who can jump up and swear and declare ther

18 did it; an oversight. i

COMMISSIONEB GILINSKY: Have you discussed the
!19

2'O question of power supplies, the point raised in the ACES |

-

!

21 letter?

5R. MATTSON: No, ve have not. If we could
,

;' 22

23 nove on, we could talk about some of these open issues.
|

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Let me just ask one

24

25 question. Haroli, could you ask someone from the EQ f
!

t

.

- !
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Branch to send me a note, give me a call, and tell me.,
, ,

1

.

2 about this, what they have done to go from the essential

3 list to the most sensitive?
HR. DENTON: Yes. |4

.

3R. MATTSON: The next slide talks about two
5

the staff had identified. I do not
-

6 open issues that

7 sean to be ducking your question, Commissioner
third one vill be power supplies when I8 Gilinsky. The

9 get to the ACRS letter.

CH AIRM AN P ALL ADINO.
Which set are we looking

10

11 at?

HR. MATTSON: We are looking at the original
12

13 set, the slide, the sixth one down that says, "Open

14 Issues." It has two bullets on it.
One question that we had as an open issue in

15

16 our draft SER that we sent down to you a'nd that we sent

to the ACRS was the question of performance of the Tayco
17

in the presence ofigniters in the upper compartment18

19 sprays.

We had said 3arly that va thought we ough t to
20

have some tests of the temperature of the igniters in
.

21

22 the spray environmen t because at the last minute in this

23 year of testing and review we had seen some tests that
showed a decrease in the temperature of the igniter in

24

25 the presence of sprays. The sprays were no t typical of ;

i

I
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the operating characteristics. ,

1

TV A's response to that anomalous result - if I2

3 :aa call it that - was to say, "We ill put a better

4 shield over it, we vill seal it so that it does not see l

. the vertical component of the spray."5

- 6 We felt a little uncomfortable with that

7 because with the movement of air there is a lateral
to the spray and there is no shield for8 component

9 protecting the igniter.

10
Well, that was our position going in to the

ACRS subcommittee revies last week. The ACRS
11

subcommittee had retained two knowledgeable and12

13 respected experrs in this field, Drs. Catton and
. Zudans from Franklin Research, and Catton from
14 Zudans.

in the thermal-hydraulics15 UCLA, people we respect

16 business and that we hav'e dealt with at the ACRS level

17 fer some years.

They aused us to rethink the question of the
18

conditions for this test. They pointed out to us that
19

relying on analysis to make the conclusion that
20 ve were

.

ignition would 3 :ur in the presence of this lateral21

that it was bigger than a question of22 spray component,

23 temperature. You might have a temperature that would

combustion because the air-steam mixture was24 not support

25 unique, in addition to the temperature being unique.

| ALDER $0N REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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.

That there was a synergisa betweer. s.hese two effects of
"%

i
1

2 sprays.

3 We. thought about that and decided they were"

4 right, and went to the full committee and said we had 1

5 changed our minds, we wanted ignition tests, not just.

-

6 tesperature measurement tests in the presen t of a spray,

7 a lateral spray component.

The ACRS listened to the same consultants and8

9 concluded that that was unnecessary. Of course, TVA's

testing was necessary,10 position has been that no more

11 thst the simple improvement of the spray shield for the

vertical component was enough.12

on thisSo, you have three points of view
13

there beThe recommendation we make is that14 issue.

15 additional testing. That it is confirmatory in nature.

16 That there is no crisis that it be done overnight, that
there are several facilities doing hydrogen testing - in

17
TVAin EPRI's research program.18 our research program;

19 be allowed to figure out what is the most cost-effective ,

to supply this data.20 way

There has been some argument over, we did not
.

>21

22 know how to end the testing and tha t there was no limit*

23 to what we wanted.
We have on one of the backup slides !

,

24 specified what we think a very simple limit, fJe do not
25 have any intevnt to keep this thing going forever and

,

.
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1 ever. 'd e think it is reasonable to ask for this ,

2 confirmatory information.

There have also been people - one more point
-

3

4 who said tha t this is not just a Tayco problem and they 1

5 are.right, it is not just a Tayco probelm. It is a

6 probles we will hiva to address for the GM Glow plugs
Thearound to the McGuire final SER.7 when we get

8 one-year pariod, remember, applied both to the McGuire

9 and the Sequoyah review. And since tney have kept the

we will have to address this question forto Glow plugs,

11 them also.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now, so far as

13 temperature is concerned, though, not thinking about the

14 Synergistic effect, tests showed that these temperatures

15 came down 16 degrees, dependin on whether the f an was on
'

16 or off. Aside from the synergistic effect, could the
function? '4 c u l dTayco igniters still function, did they17

18 that reduce temperature?

MR. MATISON: In my undertanding, that test
19

20 did not have combustion in it.
It is our judgment that

that it is adequate,.

th Tayco igniter vill function,21

22 this is cosfirmatory.*

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But even with that
23

'

surface temperature?
24 reduced temperature,

XR. MATISON: Yes.
25
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It was not clear from( ,

1

2 the SER why you concluded 1500 degrees was the critical

3 temperatura.

4 MR. MATTSON: Charlie? You want to, Walt?

.

MR. TINKLER: The ability of the igniters to
5

ignite various air-steam mixtures has been investigated
- 6

,

7 by' measuring Olow plug surface tempe ratures or Tayco

surface temperatures and determining the surface8

- 9 temperature at the time of ignition of various

10 aixtures. And for mixtures up to those required to
'

11 ine rt with steam, surface temperatures, the maximum
1500surface tasperature required was on the order of12

13 degrees Fahrenheit for very high steam traction.
.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What was that, do you
14

15 recall? .

MH. TINKLER: What was?
16

COMMISSIONEB AHEARNE:
What was the condition,

17

1500how unusual was the condition where you required18

degrees, where you needed 1500 degrees?19

MR. TINKLER: 1500 degrees was the temperature
20

e

21 required of the GM Glow plug.

COMMI-SSIONER AHEARNE:
If ot of the igniter?

'

22

MR. TINKLER: Not of the Tarco igniter , but of
23

24 the GM Glow plug on the order of 50 percent.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And do you believe that

25
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the n

1
there is an_ equivalent temperature requirement f rom.s

2 Glow plug in the igniter?
HR. TINKLER: The testing performed by TVA

3
be that. indicates that th surface temperature need not I

4
We have pursued that.

high for the Tayco coil igniter.S

if we could resolve specifically why6 matter to determine
the Tayco coil igniter ignites at a lover surface7

8 tem pe ra ture .

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
And your SER mentions

9

you think perhaps the internal gets higher.10

11- - MR. TINKLER: It may be that air within the

coil is heated to higher temperatures and the concern is12

13 that if the mixture which flows past the igniter is

14
flowing rapidly enough the residence time of air in that

15 coil is not too terribly long and tha t you may not see

16 that benefit.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
So, am I correct in

17

18 saying that you are choosing 1500 degrees as the

critical temperature because you have Glow plug results
19

20 that require 1500 degrees for some very high steam
.

! 21
traction mixtures, and you do not have any evidence tha ti

the Tayco igniter would work in that same f raction at a.

22

that that fraction isi lover temperature, and you think23

24
sufficiently within the scenerio calculation you want to

25 require that ought to be used.

!
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HR. TINKLER: We do have evidence that the ,

1

Tayco coil igniter would function in that environment2

' 3 with a lower temperature. As I said, the concern is

4 that we are not persuaded that we can explain why, that

5 it may be a result of that particular test.
.

6 CHAIRMAN PAlLADINO: Commissioner Roberts?

7 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes. On the additional.

8 testing under the spray condition - I am reading from
.the SER 22-47, " Staff vill require the TVA to complete9

to certain additional tests to verify that the Tayco
igniter vill maintain ... This work can be performed at11

12 the Nevada Test Site."

13 Then you say, "The staff vill require the

installation of four additional igniters in the upper14
.

and TVA has indicated its v1111ngness to15 compartment,

16 comply with this requirement."

17
Now, does TVA's villingness to comply relate

to the four additional igniters,'or does it also apply18

to the additional testing?19

MR. MATTSON: There are a couple points in
20

.

21 this SER that have been cla rified and this is one of
~ 22 them, the connection between the testing and the f our

23 additional. It is just because of time that it did not

24 get said very well.

If I :sn characterize what I think TVA feels,
25
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1 and then maybe they should speak. I think they feel,.

,

if that isthey will put in the four extra Glow plugs,2

3 necessary, with reluctance but not a big fight.
On the additional testst they feel that they4 I

5 are not necessary.and they would like to see them not

6 required. So, there is a difference, they are not quite
the additional

s7 as strong on the four as they are on

8 tests. But maybe they ought to speak to the. question.

9 H R.s. RALSTON: I am John Ralston fron TVA.

1 think Roger correctly characterized our
10

11 position on the four igniters. We do not f eel they are

12 essential. We feel what we proposed is adequate, but we

13 are villing to put them in at the next refueling outage.

14
The aspect of the spray test, I think we have

-

~15
done some significant tests, we f eel, at our Singleton i

16 Laboratory where we sprayed water on both the Tayco and'

17 the Glow plug. We feel these have demonstrated the

ability of the Tayco to withstand a spray environment18

and still maintain a rather high temperature.19
.

20 The test we did was without a shield. We

.

21 sprayed water on it from a nozzle. We varied the mass

the Tayco igniter and we showed that with 20
~ 22 flux across

23 percent of the vertical component that you would see in
,

i

24 the actual containment environment we maintained 1500

25 degrees. That is 20 percent of that actually impinging
!

L
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1 on the igniter.

2 At 60 percent, we maintained the 1350 degrees

which our testing program has shown it reliably ignited.

3

4 hydrogen. In a 40-percent steam environmen t, there is
I

e 5 six volume percent hydrogen.

- 6 So, we feel that, when we combined it with
talking aboutthis larger rain shield - and we are only7

six igniters which are in the upper compartment and8

9 below the spray ring - that when we combine that with
so thatthis larger rain shield which protected it10

really you had to have a turbulence that came through11

12 there at an angle that was greater than 50 degrees from

13 the vertical.

What we are saying basically is that you could
14

15 withstand upwards of 60 percent of the vertical rain

16 shover blowing across the igniter at a greater than 50

17 degree angle, and you still maintain the 1350 degrees.

COMMISSIONER AREARNE: Now, do you believe
18

19 that the 60 perrent or 50 percent steam fraction is not

20 a necessary condition? I gathered what the staff was
.

21
talking about was that 1500 degrees was needed for that

' 22 high a percentage.

MR. RALSTON. All I can say is that our test
23

24 showed that we can burn it at 40 percent steam

25 environment at a lower temperature.
|

|
|
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, you did not go to
,

,

2 the higher steam. ,

3 MR. TINKLER: Can I?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tes. l4
.

3R. TINKLER: 15 degrees was required with the
5

- 6 GM Glow plug at high steam f ractures; the Tayco igniter

7 was ignited at high steam fractions at lower

8 temperatures.

(Simultaneous conversations.)9,

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In your test that you

11 are reporting, Mr. Ralston, was there any

12 cross-streasing - the question that staff had raised -

13 the pcssibility it works at 1350 surface temperature

14 because the inside is really the higher temperature and

15 if you hava enough turbulence you may not be able to

have sufficient dwell time inside?16
. _ .

one I referred to did not.MR. RALSTON: The
17

,

18 We ran an earlier test where ve had the spray shield
that originally was proposed with a fan that blev across19

20 it, and we got, I would say, similar kinds of results.
.

MR. DENTON: I think our view was that it will
21

22 vork. I mean, our gut engineering feel is that ther

23 vill ignite. But this is-an existing facility, they can

24 run the additional test. Questions have been raised and

25 ve are at a very early stage in the hydrogen.
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aheadSo, I thought it would be better to go P
1

2 and approve this in Unit 1, run this one more test and
there are anyjust be sure we covered all bases if3

the technical people. l4 doubts among

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
What you say in your.~

5

of your slides, seems to
-

6 proposed licence condition, one

7 be different.

8 MR. MATTSON: It is different, I should have

The license condition on the
9 pointed that out to you.

.

slide was sent down to meet your one-veck10 last
ofbefore we changed our minds as a result

11 requirement

12 Catton's and Zudans' pointing out this small disconnect.
4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Even, hire it says,
13

' '

14 " Additional tests shall be performed on the Tayco

15 igniters to demonstrate that the igniters willl maintain
an adequate surface temperature."16

MR. MATTSON: That's right.
17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think that is to
18

19 initiate --

MR. MATISON: We would change that licence
20

" initiate combustion." We want.

I 21 condition to say,

not just surfacehydrogen burning in the test,22

23 temperature.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
But I thought Mr.

24

25 Ralston was just talking about some tests tha t seemed to

.
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1 have a combination of both the spray and the air ,
J

.

2 turbulence.

3 ER. MATTSONs We had evidently considered and

4 dismissed that argument before the ACRS meeting.
. Charlie,_do you want to say why? Would you like to hear

5

- 6 the rebuttal to that?
7 HR. TINKLER: TVA performed numerous tests of

8 the Tayco igniter. A group of tests were performed to

determine requisite surface temperatures for9

These tests involved hydrogen air-steam andto combustion.

11 induced turbulence via fan.
Those tests did not involve sprays. They also

12

13 performed surface temperature tests with sprays without

14 h yd roge n .

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: OK, can I just intepret
15

16 it? Mr. Ralston, then I misunderstood. Your test was

the fan, and combustion.
17 not a test with the spray,

MB. RALSTON: No. We did not have combustion.
18

COMMISSIONER AREARNE: OK.
19

MR. RALSTON: In fact, one of the concerns we
20

,
'

( have expressed to the staff is, we do not know where we
! 21

f
~

22 can run a test like this. Now, the Nevada f acility that
|

of
23 was referrad to has some limitations on the amount

24 water that one can put in there as it is designed right

25 now . We do not snow that we rould get enough water in

.
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1 there to simulate the spray. ,

The Sandia f acility has similar kinds of2

3 problems with what you see there. S o, we are not aware
,

4 of where such a test can be run. l

.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Your concern then, are

5

that your concern with this license condition6 you saying

7 is not that you do not think -- you are not objecting
it is not necessary and8 primarily because you feel that

it might take you months to do it, but you do not know9

10 where you can do it.

HR. RALSTON: Well, it is a combination. We
11

We do not know12 do not think it is necessary, for sure.
13 where we could do it, and we are not sure we can reach

i. on what the acceptance criteria14 good, sound agreement

15 are and what the real test ought to be.
You are really trying to approximate the

16

17 turbulence inside a condenser with a spray going, and

18 that is a nebulous thing to agree, you have approximated

19 it.

I think the test we did, I hope you understand
20

.

21 was, the turbulence is in my mind not really an issue
because we had the bare igniter sticking out there with.

22

a rain shower falling on it. So, it was as wet as it
23

24 will eve r g e t.

(Laughter.)
25

.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The turbulence issue ,

1

2 though, I gather, was not so much whether that would put

3 vater over it. The turbulence question is, is the
,

4 igniter mechanism working because of a heatup inside the I

.

' S igniter coil. If you have enough turbulence you may not

dwell for the hydrogen inside.that coil.
.

6 have enougn

13. RALSTON: OK.7

8 MR. MATTSON: You have a very graphic example

I think you understand it very well9 now before you.

when I said, "What degree of assurance do10 what I meant
*

.

11 you want."

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
12

13 MR. MATTSON: The judgment is, it vill work in

14 this environment.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Roger, has the staff
15

16 looked at -- in the SER you seem to imply that they
6 could run the tests at Nevada.17

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: They say they can.
18

'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Mr. Ralston said ther .

19

20 cannot.
.

MR. MATISON: Let me see if I can shed some
21

His statement seems at odds with22 light on that.

23 Harold's statement.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is at odds with the
24

i

25 statement here --

|
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COMMISSIONER ROBERTS Can be done. >
1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At the Nevada Test Site
2

3 in early 1983.
,

MR. MATISON: There are facilities of I4

. sufficient size to do this work. He is probably right
5

- 6 that if you look at the details of how ther are
presently designed and configured, you would have to7

>

8 make some changes.
-

It is our judgment that the changas in these
9

would not costexiting f acilities would not be large,10

11 enormous sums of money.

COMMISSION ER ROBERTS:
Are ve asking TVA to

12

13 solve a generic problem? .

(Laughter.)14

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:
I have problems with

15

16 that.

MR. MATTSON: Wait a minute. No, I do not
17,

18 think so.
TVA is the only company that is using Tayco

the residence time inside that little coil is the19 and

20 issue. So, no, I do not believe we are.

be a similar question for the.

Now, there may
21

the Ice Condensers Owners Group will have22 Glow plug that

to McGuire in two months. But ,

to resolve when we turn23

for that igniter, this company is the only one that has
24

25 it.
1

i
|
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Was that your question, p

1

2 Tom?

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS Yes. I have more.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Then you are saying.

b4

"This work can be performed at.

S that the SER statement,

Site in early 1983," it is really the
- 6 the Nevada Test

7 staff's judgment. Early 1983 is within four months.
This is

MR. MATISON: Again, bear with us.
8

9 something that is happening in the last three or four

10 days. So, we are not going to press that this stuff has

11 to be run in the early spring. The tests that we had

12 thought we were interested in when we wrote this SER

13
vere different tests than what we would now require.

Our judgment as to how long it might take to
14

15 change a facility and get into the facility, perf ora the

16 test, it is a little longer.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
So, in other words, not

17

18
only then are you going to be proposing a change in what

shallthe tests were to show, but you have here the test
19

20 be completed by September '83. Are you going to change
.

21 that, also?

MR. MATTSON:
We were going to leave September.

22

23 the way it is. When we discusst this among ourselves*

24 within the last few days the question of, "Why
I

tie it to Unit 2 andSeptember" the answer, "Well, let's25

i
_ 1

f
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so it was not
1 it would be nice to have this cleared up ,

2 still hanging out when Unit 2 finished its first
! *.

3 refueling."I

4 That is a good reason. In terms of a risk ,

. basis for that reason, there is not any. If they would
5

- 6 come in and say, "We can get into this f acility in
7 eleven months and run the test, will it resolve it,"

8 clearly, I think we would say yes.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I wonder if we ccald
O

10 extract ourselves from this --
MR. MATTSON: I would encourage you to.

.

11

12 (Laughter.)

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO4 Commissioner Roberts?
tj3

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes, let se ask you a
14

15 question. I am reading form the SER, this is page 22-5,

" Installation of additioial igiters in the upper16

17 compartsevat will provide greater margin of safety."

18 What is the incremental margin that this is going to

19 provide?

MR. MATISON: You are switching a little bit
20

.

21 from the spray tests.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes. ,

!22

MR. MATTSON: OK. We have two backup slides
23

24 that show where these things go, and it is from those

25 slides that you can understand the increment that you

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 are interested in.
with B-6Charlie, do you just want,to start2

,

3 and B-7, can you put them up on the screen, please? B-6

where the additional ones go, and I
4 first, and point _3ut

. then show how they provide this staggered coverage?5

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why you are putting them
-

.

7 in.
there

8 MR. MATTSON: Why don't you just step up

9 so you can point exactly to which ones you are talking

10 about.

MR. TINKLER: Depicted on this is the general
11

layout of the Sequoyah containment and the distribution12

13 of igniters. This represents, this boundary here,

represents divider -- which separate s the upper,

14

15 compartment and the lower compartment.
TheThis section here is the ice condenser.16

upper plenum is the region above the top of the ice17

18 condenser.

The staff has proposed that four additional
19

20' igniters be located in the upper compartment at this
.

approximate location, if I can have B-7.21

This vievgraph illustrates those igniters that
22

are presently installed a s pa rts of PHMS below the spray23 )

24 header.
The staff has proposed that f our additional

25

.
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1 igniters be located in those approximate locations. - >

.,

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Why is that, what leads
to bethey ought to be there, or ther ought3 you to say

4 added? l
#

.

5 MR. TINKLER The motivation for increasing

6 the number of ignit'ers and at those specific locations
.

is to improve coverage of the central core of the upper7

8 compartsewnt.
thatAs they are located now it is our feeling9

10 most of the igniters are on the periphe ry. They are

11
either located against the containment shell side, there

th eare two igniters above the air return f ans or in12

case of these igniters, on the inside of the containment13

the position of the top deck blankets.14 vall below
MR. MATISON: There are really two general

15

16 co n ce rn s .
One is that the four might not be enough to

of this large upper compdrtment, so
17 cover the geometry

there could be concentration gradients in the upper18 that

19 com p a rtm e n t tha t could lead to less control of the

20 hydrogen as is being burned. You might end up with

large concentrations instead of small.

21 burning

22 concentrations. That is one kind of concern.
a smallAnother kind of concern is with just

23

number in the upper compartment, you really want to burnf i

!24

25 up there. That is a good place to burn. Four of them |
!

t

|

| |
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1 that are already there are located in such a way that ,

2 when the blanket blows off the ice condenser - although

3 it looks like it vill not interfere with them - there is
4 a small possibility that it could interfere with those

.

5 igniters.

- 6 So, the f our additonal igniters give you some

7 assurance there. The primary reason is this geometric

8 arrangement. It is clearly an inspection type

9 engineering judgment as to how many and where to put
air movingthen in a large open space where you have got10

11 in order to keep it uniformly mixed, and you have to

12 reach some judgment as to how many does it take before

13 you are confident that you won't have bad concentration
L

14 g ra dien ts, to benchmark --

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: How many are up there
15

16 ;now?

17 MR. MATTSON: In the interim system they had

18 16 '.n the 31per plenum. They came back with the final

19 system with ten. In the interim system they had 16

20 igniters.

0MMISSIONER AHEARNE: The previous backup
21

22 shows 16 in the upper plenum.

1R. TINKLER: In the upper compartment.
23

24 Previously there were 16 in the upper compartment.

1R. MATTSON: I as sorry, I forget there is a
25 !

I
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1 difference; 16 in the upper compartment. They nov

2 changed it to ten in the upper compartment. We would

3 bring that back to 14

4 Ihe increment is a judgment increment.

.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, I gather that you

. 6 were unable.to convince the ACRS at the moment.

7 ER. HATTSON: The ACHS was kind of like TVA,

8 they may not be necessary but --

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But they won't do any

to harm.

11 ER. MATTSON: They won't do any harm.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The ACRS now.

13 MR. MATTSON: And as long as we did not tell

14 them they had to do it and delay startup, they would put

15 them in, I guess is their position.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Will the installation of

17 those be a factor in startup?

18 MR. MATISON: No, we have agreed they can put

19 them in at the next opportunity of sufficient duration

20 which, I gather, will be in this next startup, next
O

21 refueling. ;

22 If I :ould go to slide 7 quickly. I am still

23 delaying your power thing. j

.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is not a basic part
24

25 of the decision of whether or not this is inadequate. |

!
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1 MR. HATTSON: No, no. We think it is adequate !,,

2 for restart, with 64. We put 68 in, given that there

are many years left in the operation of this plant and3

4 it is not a big expenditura , ani it can be done.
.

.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You say it is an --
5

- 6 system, and let me go back to the " radical" that Vic

7 mentioned.

The test that you are asking them to do on the8

I gather your conclusion is that it does not give9 spray,

10 you enough uncertainty to raise in your mind the

11 question of, is it really adequate enough to have the
.

12 plant restart.

13 MR. MATTSON: Ihat is right, it does not raise

14 that question.

COMEISSIONER AHEARNE: Yet, you don't really
15

16 know where the test can be done, but you Vant to put on

17 a September '83 licensing condition that it has to be

18 done by.

MR. MATTSON: For reasons I said had to do19

20 with bureaucratic efficiency more than anything else. -
.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, it does seemn
21

. lik e a good idea to have it done before the next plant22

23 starts operating. If it turns out that it is absolutely

24 impossible to get it iona, reach some fair, common-sense

25 accomodation.

ALDERSON REPOAnNG COVPANY,INC.
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1 NR. MATISON: Yes. That is also what I said. ,

2 If it turns out that September is unreasonable and

3 December is reasonable, all they have to do is tell us

4 that. Ihare is no reason not to --
.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY And we also assume
5

6 they make a reasonable effort --

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: They better keep a
7

6 transcript.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: -- to meet the
9

10 September --

MR. MATTSON: That is right. And these test
11

12 facilities, the EPRI facilities, we are a partner in the

13 EPRI facility, and we all have some control over
. and we have a volca in when schedules get set.14 scheduling

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But it is correct that
15

.

16 you have lockai at tha facility and you have reached the

17 conclusion that it could be used. TVA has looked at the

be used. So, isfacility and has concluded it cannot18

19 that correct?
COMMISSIONER GILINSKT: Fre5 ably neither have

20.

21 looked that hard at it.

22 MR. MATISOS: Neither have looked that hard at

23 it, that is the answer. We have looked at the tests we

think we would like to see, and it seems reasonable that
24

oftests can be performed, given our endarstanding25 those
.

1
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1 the vessels available in the United States, especially

2 the one at Nevada, to modify one and get it done in a

3 reasonable period of time, like a year.

|
4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The SER statement is a

f' 5 little bit strong; is that right?
|

6 ER. MATISON4 Yes. Well, it was for'a

7 different test that we thought could be run rather

8 straightforward, not involving combustion..

9 Ihe next slide, Slide 7, the SER points out
'

10 that there are on-going programs --

11 CHAIR 5AN PALLADINO: Of the first sat?

12 3R. MATTSON: The first set, yes, sir; not the

13 backup, the first set, Slide 7.

14 There are on-going programs in industry and
,

15 government that vill provide us confiroatory

16 inforoation, stuff that if we had today it would be nice

17 to say we had it and use it support our conclusions.

18 It is not there today. We vill keep track of

19 that as it becomes available. If anything untovard

.

20 occurs, of course, we will bring it to your attention.

21 This is a kind of a not license condition on
22 the applican t, it is a roniition on the staf f. We vill

23 keep track and make sure these things confirm what we

24 think the judgments are.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let's see, if'you have
25

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,
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1 local detonations up there, how confident are you thatm

>

2 detonations will not take place?

3 HR. MATTSON: Well, the SER goes into some

4 description about the work the TVA has done to assure
s

5 themselves. We have reviewed that and we agree with*

them within the existing state of knowledge.6

7
There are continuing experiments at Sandia

We are going to push8 dealing.with local detonations.

9 the forefront of knowledge back in that aras. We think

to it is OK, but it is a research program. If it tells us

would have to factor it back
11 ve did something wrong, we

12 in here.

13
We think it will confirm that the analysis,

14 that has baan ione so far is right.
CHAIREAN PALLADINO: You had an earlier

15

16 q u e s tio n .

HR. MAIISON: I want to turn now to a backup
17

slide that' summarizes the ACRS letter on Sequoyah, dated18

19 day before yesterday, December 13. It is backup slide

20 B-8, it should be next to the last one in your backup

21 package.

The bottom line, the ACES agreed that this was
22

an adequate hydrogen mitigation system, provides
23

24 adequate safety margins. So, to interpret that in our

25 decision here today, that means that they have removed

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY.INC.
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1 the~licensa condition.
On the matters of further work, the ACRS2

3 brought up three points. Two we have already talked

4 about, fout more igniters in the upper compartment.
.

6 They do not hurt anything but they may not be necessary.

6 Ignition testing with sprays, we talked at

7 length about that.

{Then this question of loss of A.C. power.8
(

9 This really goes to the point of what accident sequences

10 beyond the design basis are you designing this system

11 for. I have already said that we were trying to'get the

12 bulk of the risk to containment from hydrogen generation

beyond the design basis, but we have to acknowledge it13

14 would not be all of it.

15 One way to answer the question of, where does

16 the bulk of the risk reside is in risk assessment,

17 probabilistic risk assessment. Which events are more

1E 'ikely to cause hydrogen in a way that could be stopped
.

short of core meltdown where this system would give you19

20 some help.

21 Loss of all A.C. power for this plant is an

insignificant contributor to overall risk and to that22

23 domain.

COMMISSIONER AHEA?.NE. ACES actually talks
24

\
'

25 about station blackout.

|
l
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1 MR. MATTSON: That is the same thing,_ loss of >._.

and station blackout are in the jargon the same2 all A.C.

-

3 thing.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You don't count loss of
4

.

5 diesels also?
' 6 MR. MATISON: Loss of all-A.C. means loss of

7 dialels and offsite, that is the jargon.
can be misread.The ACRS letter, I must say,8

The ACES letter says we should write some procedures to9

10 fix this problem, and. procedures don't fix this
to doYo'u have to have a piece of equipment

11 problem.

the ACES talls us outside of th e lette r what they12 what

13 really mean.

is CarsonThe chairman of the subcommittee14

15 Marck. Carson has said to the staff that what he means

16 is by " procedures" a way to hook up a portable gas

17 generator that most plants might have around.
therethere is no license condition that

18 Vow,

be a portable gas generator at any plant. I am told
19

.

20 that at sana plants they have them sometimes to pump
flood or to just have handy in case

21 vater if they get a

22 of this or that need in the normal functioning of the'

)

23 plant.
i

They are not a safety requirement. There is
24

25 nothing in our regulations that goes beyond the diesel
l

|

|

|
l
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generator on site power kind of requirement. .
1

2 So, first of all, it is not just procedures'

3 that would fix the problem.

Second of all, it is not just ign it er s that4

5 will solve the problen._ We have already talked about.

some assurancethe importance of the air fans and making
.

6

7 that the system works.

Charlie says - and rightf ully so - that
8 - Now,

* 9 we may be overly sensitized because those early

to calculations had a lot of conservatism in them.

11
Nevertheless, the judgment we are reachiny and

12 the recommendations we are giving you are based on the
the f ans and the igniters go together in

13 assumption that

14 supplying the assurance that we are supplying, and to

15 provide backup power for the igniters would not supply

~16 backup powar for the fans.

17
Now, there is an "out" to his question. I

18 think you :an get out of this rabbit hole, to use yona

19 expression. And that is A.44 You have an unresolved

20 safety issue on station blackout.

21
Now, it looks generally st, should you do more

.

- 22 to prevent station blackout, should you do more to
,

23 mitigate station blackout, where should you put your

24 bucks? Should you put then on hydrogen control? Should |~

25 you put then on more water to the core? Should you, for

i 1
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1 example, put then on a seal coolant steam-driven system
._

>

as some of the advanced reactors in some of the other
.

2

3 countries are choosing to do? That might be a much,

them in
4 better thing to do with your dollars than put

i

.

* - 5 igniters.

We wouli argue to not study this problem on6
.

it is a use of their resources and a use ofI Sequoyah,

our resources we can better spend on the unresolved
i 8

and decide on a more general plane9 safety issue A.44

10 what is the right thing to do on station blackout.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Would A.44 have to be
11

modified to =ake sure it includes consideration of the12

13 igniter quastion?

'R. DENION: We would want to make sure that
14

15 it does, now that it has been flagged specifically and
there are questions about what would you do if you lost16

17 power and t' ten it came on again, would you want the

:
18 igniters to cona on automatically if you did not knov

what the concentrations were. Maybe you would want to
19

measure the hydrogen concentration first.20

So, we will certainly add it in there. And I.

21

are some uinique featuers of Sequoyah that
- 22 think thers

sitigate a;ainst taking this the area to look into.
23

Actually, loss of all A.C. power at a site is |

24

25 a rather severe case, but we do think at Sequoyah that

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,
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when the igniters are called.upon to work,..

1 aost likely ,

2 there will be plenty of power available and it will be

3 not because of a loss of A.C. power, it will be some
-

4 other accident scenario. l

CHAIREAN PALLADINO: I gather from what Roger. *5

6 said earlier that this facility fares better on loss of
.

7 A.C. power than other facilities.

8 3R. MATTSON: Yes, roughly a factor of ten

9 better than the Surry plant, and the reason is because
.

10 of e lot of inner ties offsite, it has a reliable grid,
it has better diesels and a better diesel

,

11 and because
_

12 loading sequence on site.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You mean, there is
13

14 less likelihood to lose all A.C. power.
,

3R. MATTSON: Less likely to lose offsite, and
15

16 if it loses offsite, less likely to lose diesels.
1R. DENTON: This is based on the results of1-

18 the RSSHAP study which' is available for this f acility.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
How many diesels do

19
!

20 they have? ,

HR. MATTSON: Two per unit, and I believe they [-

:21
,

" 22 are adding a fifth, I was told today. ,

,

58. DENTON: I guess I did want to point out
23

24 too, we do have these three areas of differences. I

think we have cose an awful long way of getting25
r

&

P
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everybody in a very complex area to only. .

.
1 agreement among

end up with these three loose ends on hydrogen.2

He were not able -- the three in the ACBS.

3

4 letter up there, the number of the test and the question
. 5 of the poweC supply between us.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Which slide are you on?
6.

7 NR. MATTSON: B-B. Igniters in the upper
.

the ignition , testing with sprays, and8 compartment,

whether we should continue to study the need for backup9

10 A.C. power for the station blackout.

00KEISSIONER GILINSKY: Earlier you talked
11

12 about the question whether you want to turn the igniters
'

13 back on. You may have covered this in the beginning,

14 but why is this a manual system as opposed to an
e %

15 automatic system? As I understand it, you want it to go
r

16 on every tLae safety injection goes on.

HR. MATTSON: But it takes a long time, these
17

before you depend on it. And
18 hre slow-moving sequences,

19 using the standard a pproach to allowing manual action,

20 it is a sinple action; there is plenty of time to

21 perform it in. If you forget to do it, it meets the.

test of a manual action.' 22

If you automate the things it has to happen
23

24 quickly and in a confusing environment. This is a

25 fairly simple action, it is on the prompt signals, they
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1 prompt things to do.

O COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs But if there are no

3 exceptions to the rule that you turn it on, then it

4 would seem to ma to make sense to make it automatic.- If..

5 there was a situation in which you would want the.

6 operator to exercise judgment.
.

7 MR. MATTSON: There is something in the.SER
,

,

8 about that. Even though I have said we would not do any

9 more for station blackout, it is.really becausa you

10 cannot do it procedurally.

11
There are some procedures you might write,

however, for station blackout or for extreme cases12

beyond the basis that we have used f or this system,13

14 inadequate core cooling parts of emergency procedures,

15 for example.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I was not
16

17 thinking of a station blackout.

MR. MATTSON: Well, let me take the station
18

19 blackout bacsuse it is the only example that I know.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Harold mantioned it.
20

21
But what about just the basic turning on of the igniters?

.

MR. MATTSON: Because operators cannot really
- 22

23 tell, really, in an event what the event is. That says

24 you would like them to turn them on for all approaches

25 to abnoroal conditiocc. Becausa it tikes long time to

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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generate hydrogen, you do not need to automate it.1

2 There may be conditions where, after a long

3 period of time, if something has happened that is not

4 within the design basis f or these igniters, you might

5 vant to tell then to turn thes off. Station blackout is.

.

6 one that we are going to do sooe more thinking about

7 that one in the inadequate core cooling guidelines.

8 There might be some advantage to having a

9 caution in inadequate core guidelines, inadequate core
,

10 cooling guidelines that where you got down to a very

degraded situation where you have had a station blackout11

You12 you know you have caused severe damage to the core.

cannot seasure how nuch and you cannot do anything about13

14 it because your saf ety equipment has lost . of its

15 power - that is what a station blackout is.

16 And then you restore power. Grid comes back

17 on, or you get a diesel started. At that point you will

be able to measure hydrogen and you will know the status18

to of equipment and you will know the status of the core.

20
there is some discussion yet about whether it

.

21 is better to quickly turn the igniters on, or whether it
would have been better to turn them off so that they do22*

23 not come immediately on in that situation.. There may ,

i

24 need to be judgments for such, in extreme degraded

25 situations, about containment venting or other ways to
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1 deal with that hydrogen.

00HNISSIONER AHEARNE.
Are you saying form

2

whether or notthat you are still considering3 that

require them to be automatic?4

MR. MATISON: No. He asked whether there was.

5
want toconditions where the operator sight6 7uidance of-

on. My answer is, wethan a blind switching
7 do more

always want him to blindly switch them on, but later on8

be extrece situations where you tell him to

9 there might

10 do something a little dif f e rent.

005MISSIONER AHEARNE:
But what you seem to be

11

12 saying is that in answer to, should they be on

13
automatically, that there might be a situation where you

would not want them to turn them back on.
And you are

14

15 analyzing that further.

of sounds like your conclusionBut that sort16

to be automatic except you have
17 would be, yes, it ought

this one hesitation which you are looking at.
18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
Well, no, it sounds

19

20 liX e it oug ht to be automatic but you ought to be able
.

21
to turn it off, and then there is some question about

.

22 whether you want to turn it back on..

MR. MATISON: I did not say it ought to be
23

24 automatic. I said it ought to always be turned on once

25 you start lovn the path. !

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That says to me it
1

2 ought to be automatic.

3 NR. MATI5ON: That is not the criterion we use

4 nor that our regulations require.

COMMISSIONER SILINSKY: It does seem to me a
5

. 6 common-sense criterion.

7 13. MATISON: Well, then ve would automate a

8 number of things that are not automated now.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, maybe we ought
9

10 to deal with than today. .

11
It seets to me you are answering a question, a

rather more sophisticated question than I was asking.12

.

13 But it does seem to me that if there are no exceptions

14 to turning them on it ought to be automatic. And from

15 What you say, you ought to be able to turn it of f, as

16 with a lot of other equipment so we can have some

17 flexibility later on.

ER. DENION: I think our first judgment was
1a

19 that manual was adequate, and it would be more reliable

20 if you made it automatic.
.

MR. MATTSON: We talked about this question at
21

22 some length with the interim system where they had to go

23 outside of the control room to turn them on.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Through two locked

24

25 doors, as I remember.
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1 MR. MATTSON: Yes, you remember the discussion
>

.

2 quite well.

Nov ve have it la the control room where it is3

4 quite accessible.
i

COMMISSIONEE GILINSKY: No, I think that is a'

5
.

6 great improvement.
.

MR. MATTSON: There are a couple of switches
7

8 sad we do it.asnually because there is time to get it

9' done..

' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I suggest you
10

11
think about whether or not it ought to be automatic. It

12 does seem to as that if there are no exceptions to the
-

13 rule, then we ought to just take it off the operator's

14 agenda, that is just one less thing --

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What tells the operator
5

16 he should or should turn it on?
MR. DENION: I think it is the SFAS signal.

17

MR. MATTSON: If he gets a safety injection
18

19 signal we tell him to manually actuate the igniter.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Would you ever have any
20

.

criterion which would say don't turn it on?21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
When that other signal

' 22

23 goes in it.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs Yes. I guess I an sort
24 1

25 of with Vic on this. If the procedures always do

|
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;

1,

it is not clear why it should not be automatic.
1 something ,

2 3R. MATTSON: Well, I encourage you to think
andabout that criterion because that is rather new3

4 interesting to :ontrol rooms today. It is a problem.
i

.

5 (Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I guess we have some
-

6
.

7 homework.

8 (Laughter.)

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that a technical
,

to decision?
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No. I do think that

--

11

COMMISSIONER AREARNE:
I would like them to go

12

13 back and :ome back.
MR. MAITSON: Ihat is just kind of a generic

14

15 question, though. I think that we vill get with the
aboutDivison of Human Factors and talk a little bit16

what other things might fall in that ssme package.
17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yas, but just to this
18

19 one particular area, look a th a t a little bit again. If

the operator always to do that I fon't20 you want
.

it should not be automatic.21 understand why

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I would suggest
22

23 that we make it that the saff should review that

24 quastion.,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
25
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*N

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Or investigste that

>

1

2 question, axplora it and then come'back.

00HNISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
3

MR. MATISON: Let's see, "always" we
I4 1

safety injection
. understand to be always when there is a5

6 thing, and we just always flip it on when he hears the
.

7 safety injaction signal., You do understand that.
s

~0HMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
S ;

|

CHAIRMAN'PALLADINO: Any more. questions?
9

.

0055ISSIONER ",ILINSKY: Well, I have just one'
10

general question, how does this affect other ice11 ;

12 containment plans and MARC-3s, where does it lead us
|-

with respect to everything else?13<

3R. MATTSON: Yes. Generally, we are moving
14

15 along at a rather fast pace towards approving

16 distributai ignition systems.
They have panned out,

t

17 they work. There was some question two years age

18
whether that would be true and I think those questions

19 are largely put to bed. I

We have plant specific detail to work out. t

!
20

.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This was the lead.
21

MR. MATTSON: This is the lead. You have not
22

When we come to you on Grand Gulf ,

23 seen the MARC-3 yst.
t

for full power you will first see that.24

"HAIRMAN PALLADINO:
I am trying to recall cur

-

r

!25
l

|
l i

| i
i I
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|

that the.

1 last meeting. I thought we had some agreement >

2 distributed systens were going to be used in ice

3 condenser.

MR. MATTSON: let me back up a little. They
I4

. 5 have been used in ice condenset now for two years.

6 There are no MARC-3s yet in operation, Grand Gulf vill

7 be the first one.
So, there tre several kinds now of

ienition systems, one.for the MARC-3s, one8 distributed

9 for McGuire and TVA - if I can throw them in the saae
- and then the Tayco that is being used by TVA.10 group

All three distributed ignition systems appear
11

to the 75to be valid ways to deal with hydrogen up12

down to themetal-water reaction, and we are getting
- 13

14 fine points and putting most questions to rest, in our

15 judgment. It is just as few more months, maybe a year

or so with Grand Gulf to put all these things to rest,16

17 and we vill be done with the legpated core cooling

hydrogen question for this size containment.18

Now, we have already put it to bed for the
19

small BWR containments by inetting the MARC-1s and20 very

21
MARC-2s, and chen what remains is hydrogen control for

which you remember in our discussion ve put' 22 large dries

over into the severe accident considerations for trying
23

24 to concludo in calendar '83 through the IDCOR analysis|

25 and cur own analysis th at nothing more needs to be done
i
!

,
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1 to those, which will be the likely outcome.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, what about, say,

3 D.C. Cook, will they follow one of these models?

4 1R. MATTSON: Yes. I think D.C. Cook is most

5 patterned after McGuire, and McGuire is our next thing'

,

6 to move to. I believe it is sort of a proforma
.

7 write-off on D.C. Cook once we have completed the

8 Mc:uire.

(Simulataneous conversation.)9

COMMISSIONEE AHEARNE: Are any of the other
10 .

11 companies switching from the Glow plug to the Tayco?

12 MR. MATTSON: Not to our knowledge, no. They

13 are staying with th Glow plugs.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Since in voting on this
14

15 ve are essentially accepting the SER, I have a couple of

16 questions on the SER.,

3R. MATTSON: OK.17

COMMISSION ER AHEARNE: Ob 22-5 you say, "The
18

19 procedures call for the system to remain actuated until

20 the unit reaches safe cold shutdown."
.

MR. MATISON: I do not believe it said safe
21

22 cold shutdown. Where does it say that?
-

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At 22-5. ,

23 ,

MR. DENTON: That is a long time.
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, not only is it a
25
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time, many times safaty injection does not lead
1 long ,

2 going to safe cold shutdown.

3 MR. DENTON That is a good point.

MR. MATI50Hz But notice, at the bottom of the
4

I.

i tie-in of the procedures5 page that va do 1:knowledga'

6 for this piece of equipment to the 82-111 emergency
.

7 procedure guideline review.
So, whatever is the right thing will get done8

I think the
9 there. We had to make a choice for now.

10 Choice is probably 1 proper one. But thera is an

11 opportunity for further reflection. . ,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: If you put those in the
12

13 procedures, are you saying that the operator must leave
. those on until the plant goes to a safe cold shutdown,14

cold shutdown and15 and they should not take it to, say,
16 get it back up, they have to stay on.

MR. MATISON: That is the judgment that has
17

18 been made, yes.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Even when it is in
19

normal operation, it would still have to be on.20

MR. MATISON: Well, there is some limit to it..

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
That is what it says.

22

MR. MATISON: I see your point.
23

f

MR . DENTON : We will fix that.
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
On pages 20-20 and then

25
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1
22-19 you are talking about some of the calculations

,.

>

2 that were ione. At the bottom of 22-19 it talks about a

3 TVA calculation in which they ended up getting - and

4 this is talking about detonation - they ended up having
)

'

5 a safety factor of three before material yield.

6
You then, on 22-20, the second paragraph

.

calculations Sandia performed
7 talked about subsequent

,

8. which indi:sted the containment would survive the
f

9 detonation.

The wording leads me to conclude that you got
10

11 nothing like th e factor three the TVA did.
,

Ma. MATTSON: My reading said the same thing,
12

13 but I ild not bother to ask anybody if that was true. .

14 Walt?

3R. STALL: Yes, that is true. But the
15

16 postulated cloud that was detonated was much larger in
,'
i

17 the subsequent calculations.
i

COMMISSIONER AREARNE: Sandia's calculations?
18

.

dB. STALL: Yes.
19

COMMISSION ER AREARNE: And that w as because
20

t

more realistic calculation or a.

21 you thought that was a

more conservative calculation?- 22
'

5R. STALL. Because it was more conservative.
23

The assumption made by TV A was that there was a six-foot
24

,

,

25 diameter ball.

I
.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Right. >

1

MR. STALL Which we felt was unduly small,
2

at a different one
and we asked the IV A to take a look3

with a larger detonation. I4

ER. MATISON: Sandia, you mean.
e

5

3R. STALL: Sandia, and they took the entire
6

our view is.

the ice condenser, which in7 upper plenum of

8 a pretty large detonation.
True.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:9

(Laughter.)
10 '

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
I am glad Roger pointed

11

12 out in the beginning |
-

ER. MATISON: You know, there is a difference :

13
|

between an SER written during a shutdown when the data
f

14

comes in, some of it very late; and one written at :
15

;

16 anormal OL. :
i

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
,

17 "The staffOn the top of page 22-22 rou say, ;
18

to those |
has compared the release rates chosen by TV A 1

19
Now, the release rate

suggested in the proposed rule."
.

20
was six pounds per ;

that TVA calculated, you say in here,
.

21

' 22 second.
Bat in lookin; at the proposed rule suggests

:
'

rates were up to a thousand.:
' 23

3R. MATTSON: Is that the same units? |
24 E

A thousand pounds pe-
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: i

25 i

|
'

| *

i
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8

1 minute. >

2 MR. MATISON: Three-hundred sixty versus a
>

I

3 thousand. Six per second.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
4 i

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is factor three
'

S

6 difference.
.

HR. MATTSON: But the 360 is the base case.
7

HR. STALL: No. It is much higher than the
8

9 base case.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The base sse was a
10

third of a pound a second, according to page 22-21.
11

MR. MATTSON: I gues that the weight of thes

12-

as to what can
evidence must be from our own assessment13

-

14 be expectei for these slow-moving transients. If it is

that looks prettyone pound per second and they use six,15

16 good.

COMMISSI3NER AHEARNE: Yes.
17 .

MR. MATISON: And if the rule says a th ousand
18

19 and they do 360, that is pretty close.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs
So, you are saying the

20

factor of three was not important..

21

MR. STALL: I think our judgment is that a
22*

rapidthousand pounds per minute is a horrendously23

24 relase.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
OE coarse, I am not

25

.
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I am-

even conservative.it is realistically/
1 even saying *

to understand if I endorse the SER, what
am

2 just trying

And I find this --3 I endorsing.
If the SER is not an adequate .

MR. MATISON: E4 to elaborate this awe ought
representation, then maybe5 side, 360 versus
little and put the two numbers side by6

When the thousand was picked, there had been no
7 1,000. and it was in

such calculations of this sort by anyone,
8

i very conservative number.9 our judgment toisy
It is the sacond one we found so far today,

'

10

11
and I think the Rasearch people who are putting that

better get
for final action, we probably12 rule in form to

The intent of that rule is notthese points to them..13 ,

,

have this kind of conservatism.14 On ago 22-30, the top
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

15 saying that the base
,

,

as I real it you are
16 of the paga, per

case that was used had a flame speed of six feet
17

test data and literature have speeds t

18 second, but the
and three feet per second at the eigh

19 between one
hydrogen concentration which is around the

,

|20 percent used in the system.about
hydrogen concentration you talk f

.

21

Is this another case of conservatism in the
22*

.

calculation?23

3R. MATISON:
That is what it say s here.

-

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
I am just trying to ,

i

25 r

!
,

i
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1 verify it.

2 MR. MATTSON: "The assumptions of ignition at

3 the higher concentrations with a faster flame speed

4 result in a garaater amount of energy being released
:

'

5 over a shotter period of time, and thus are

6 conservative." -

7 CQHMISSIONER AHEARNE. Yes.
,

e - ER. NATTSON: We tried to point those out as

9 we go alon7, so people know where to pick up the next

10 time around.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Just as an aside, I was

12 surprised, given what I thought, there is still a fair

13 amount of uncertainties in some of the calculations that
'

14 the code runs, to see the the three signift: ant figures

15 of pressures that you calculate. That is just a comment.

16 On 22-42 I am puzzled by that statement in th e

17 middle of the paragraph, and.it looks like the third

18 sentence.

19 You say, "Because the actual temperature

20 reached by th tested equipment during these tests was
.

21 not measured and qualification temperature was the

22 tesperature of thetnal environment to whi:n the test

23 equipment was exposed, there is no direct way to
i

! 24 determine the a:stual qualifi:stioin temperature reached

25 by limiting compenents."

.
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TVA claims thatAnd then you go on to say,
1

i

2 something should be true.
what you end

' 3 Now, I know that on the next page

4 up doing is, it seems to me essentially what you are
that ithe temperature difference is so big' 5 saying is that

has in this situation, that the fact that you did
.

.
6 one

is nottha actual temperature teasurement7 not get

8 important.

Is that the base of your argument?
9

3R. MATTSONs I believe it is.
10

Could you restate the question,MR. STALL.11

12 sir?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
Well, the way the

13
#

is a little disturbing14 phrasing in the SER is given, it
15 because, you see, you are going on to say that the

acceptance criteria is based on the qualification16

17
tem pe ra tu r e of the equipment and the duration for which

the temperature is maintained.18
the actual temperaturerhen you go on to say,

19

20 reached by the tested equipment was not measured in the
.

21 test you rin.

Mow, my point is that it seems to se what you I

~ 22
the maximum temperature calculated is23 are saying is that

lover than the qualification temperature, that24 so much
measure thethat you did not actually25 the fact
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1 temperature in that test --
*

2 3R. MATISON: Means you can be off by a long

3 vays in the analysis. That is how I read it.

00MMI55IONER AREARNE: Yes.4

' 5 MR. MATTSON: You want us to' confirm that and

6 clarify it, if I understand the thrust of your consent.
.

7 00MMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

And the last question on 22-44, the second8

9 paragraph. You point out, you say, "The test conducted

the licensee was performed in a relatively smallto by

11 oven. Sandia has stated that scaling may be a

12 sl7nificant ft: tor in analyzing the survivability of

13 equipment." And then you go on to say that Sandia is

14 going to b3 performing some additional tests to address

15 this concern. .

16 I gather that the fact that the Sandia --

17 either the significant factor that Sandia is talking

18 about is not factors of two to three or four because

19 then th at would push you over the boundary of your

20 difference; or you feel that they are going to be able
to address the answer rapidly enough under your prograo.

21

22 so you did not need to discuss that as either a licens?

23 condition or get TVA involved in looking at those,

24 toestions.

MR. MATISON: I think it is more in the vein
25
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1 of a research group saying that we probably ought to do
'

Isome research in this area because it may be bigger.2

'

3 do not think they have said it is any factor.

4 COMMISSIONER AREARNE: Well, no. At At least'

. 5 it says here that Sandia has stated that scaling may be

-
6 a significant factor. At least to me it concluded that

7 you had just pr evio usly said two things.

8 First, you are going to count on the*

tosperature of the certain piece of equipment being9

lower than the environmental qualification temperature.10

11 MR. MATISON: Yes.
.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Second, you were not
12

able, or the test did not measure the temperature of13

14 this equipment. However, tho calculation is

15 sufficiently large that you don't have any problem.

16
Ihird, the tests that the licensee actually

dii do for the temperature qualification wate in a s=all17

18 oven and Sandia has said, well, naybe when you scale it

is you can get sigificantly different results.

20
I am not sure what the chain is there, but it

21 is just unsettling. I would like to at least understand
.

;

22 why I should not be disturbed by that.*

13. DENTON: We will have someone get in touch
23

24 with you. I guess what we are relying on is the

reviewer's botton line that this equipment passes25
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'

1 auster. Maybe he nas not explained himself that vell.....

>

2 1R. MATT 50Ns My interpretation is, he is
is work going on and if it turns

3 skeptical, but there'

4 out to be.the other way
--

I

TOMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
But you see, in earlier

5
have ended up

places where the staff 'is skeptical you6

7
both putting a license condition on and requiring TVA to

the level ofIn this case the skepticism,8 do something.
.

9 skepticism --

MR. MATTSON: There is a difference between
10

11
our skepticism as the people who have to sign on the

and safety,12 line that it is adequate for public health

13 and the skepticism of a research contractor. There is a

is reflected in our calling some
14 difference, and that

items and other things license
15 things confirmatory

16 condtions.

COMMISSIONER AREARNE4
So, you are saying that

17

and not thethis represents Sandia's skepticisn18

are the sponsor of the SER.
19 staff's. Jell, you

Well, you have asked for several33. MATTSON:20
today, and by,

21 things from the E2 people who are not here
We vill

22 that oversight we ove you a little response..

23 make sure that we are right on that one.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs

Think you.
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Commissioner Roberts? |
25
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COMMISSIONER ROBESTS: No questions.. . .

1 >

COEMISSIONER AHEARNE: Which version of the
2

3 license condition are we voting on?

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I was going to vote
4

I

5 that the question be, does the Commission approve the

6 hydrogen rontrol system being installed by TVA as an
for their plant.7 adequate hydrogen control system

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
With no licensing

8

9 conditions.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
'We did not say if there

10

11 are license conditions.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But if'we vote that if

12

13 it is adequate, then that sounds li:ce there is no
,

14 condition on it.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. I am just looking at what

15

16 the Coomission said back in, what was it, 1980, that had
. -

17 to be done by this time. Ihey said, must confirm thct

18 an adequate hydrogen control system for the plant is

19 installed and will perf orm a synthetic f unction in a

20 manner that provides adequite safety margins.
.

COMMISSIONEB GILINSKY: But I think John was
21

asking where we stand on the igniters and the research.

22

23 program.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
It is just that th e

24
I was notstaff has propsed two license conditions and25

i

|

|
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1 sure' whether Joe was saying, "Well, let's not --

2 CHAIRMAX PALLADINO: No, I was leaving it to

3 the staff whethat to adi four or six. But if that

4 sharpens the issue, I am quite happy to add that license

5 condition.

6 Now, I think there were the ones --
,

7 00EMISSIONER GILINSXY: Whether there are four
.

8 igniters is the research program.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes. I would say the

10 possible li:ense conditions are four tiditional igniter-
I

units shall be installed in their Sequoyah Unit 1 upper11

12 containsent compartment, in locations acceptable to the

13 NR staff for startup following the second -- and then

14 the next one being, additional tests shall be performed

15 on the Tay:o ignitets to demonstrate that the Iayco
environment such16 igniters initiate combustion in a spray

as that expected in the upper compartment of the ice17

18 coadenser rentainient.
I hate to make a date, however, a part of our

19

20 conditions. I would leave that to be worked out with

21 the staff.

0055ISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, the date, I think,
- 22

,

23 had better we worked out.
CHAIRMAN PALLADING: Yes, the date could be

24

25 Worked out.

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASH;NGTON, D.C. 20024 (102) 554-2345
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-

So, ndv I propose we vote on, does the1
.

Commission approva tha hydrogen control system being2

3 installed by TVA on Sequoyah Unit 1 as adequate for that

4 plant, with the conditions outlined on one slide, with
,

5 the modification I indi stad.
- 6 All those in favor indicate by saying aye.

7 COMMISSIONER 3ILINSKY I want to aske a
.

8 comment on that.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Go ahead.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa I am inclined to adopt
10

11 the proposition with tha more severe conditions on TVA.

12 At the same time I want to say that I think we would
never have gottan to this place if TVA had not exercised13

^

14 leadership on this problem. Ther could have taken the

15 easy way out and just said there is no problem.

16 They 111 not do that snd confrontad the thing

17 head-on. I think Dave Freeman had a great deal to do

18 with thit. Ha vis Chitrain st the time. I think we

19 would not be here today if TVA had not taken that

20 approach.
.

So, I vota to 11d that condition, but at the
21

22 same time I do want to express that view ab ou t the way'

IVA has approsched this problem.23

:DMMI55IONER AHEARNE: I would agree with
24

25 Vi 's 3322nts., I like Dave Freeman s grant deal. I

ALDERSON REPORTING COVD ANY, INC.

Ann V'AGtHI A AVE _ S W.. WASHINGTON. O C. 2^024 (202? ??de/5
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1 do not know whethat he is the kay, but he could well
'

I would certainly agree that TV A has done a great2 be.

3 job and I 1:: apt thst :ondition.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Tom?

00MMISSIONER ROBERTS:
I 12 not persuaded that

5

.
6 on-going research is necessary.

7 ;HAIRMAN PALLADIN0s So, you takr exesption

8 with th e resear:h that is suggested hevre. You accept

9 the resear h?
COMMISSI3NER AHEARNE: Ye:.

10

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You se: apt the research.

COMMISSIONER OILINSKY: Yes.
12

CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s I accept the research.
13

.

tha conditions sit forth here.14 So, I 3:: apt

15 Let ma nake sure n>w, we still have three

18 people voting for approving this systen for Sequoyah

17 Unit 1 dita the conditions set forth by the staff with

18 the words, "initiat e combustion" in place of " maintain

19 sd?quata surfs:3 tempera ture" when talking sbout the

20 additonal tests.
.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: As I understand it,
21

22 Iom, you 1::ept the systen.'

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes.
23

CHAIRMAS PALLADINO: So, as far as a::apting
24

25 the. system, the four of us vote on the same side. So

ALDERSON RE.DORTJNG COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W , W ASHINGToN. 0.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 far as the conditions see con =arned, you do not feel
'

2 that the research program is necessary.

3 03XHI55IONER R3BERTS I don't ssy it is

4 unnecessary.

' 5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right, that concludes 1

6 our businss on this subject now. Any qucitions by the
.

7 Ctiff?

8 3R. DENT 3Na No.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s All right, thank you very

to much.

11 (Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the meeting of the

12 Commission was adjourned.)

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
.

21

22

23

24
1

25

,

(
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IMPORTANT FINDINGS OF

UTILITY RESEARCH PROGRAM

,

CONFIRMATION OF RELIABLE IGNITION OF LEAN ,o

H - AIR - STE#1 MIXTURES
,

2

o TURBULENCE PROMOTES EFFICIENT COMBUSTION AT LOW
CONCENTRATIONS (6%)

.

H2

NO DETONATIONS OR UNEXPECTED PRESSURE EFFECTS
'

o
~

OBSERVED

POST-ACCIDENTCONTAINMENTATMOSPHEREWEL6 MIXEDo

ANALYSIS DEMONSTRATES ADEQUACY OF PHMS FOR THE CONTROLo

OF H , WITH MARGINSi
2

PEAK ATMOSPHERE BURN PRESSURE BELOW SEQUOYAH PRESSUREo

CAPACITY FOR SPECTRUM 0F DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENTS

EQUIPMENT TEMPERATURE RESPONSE WELL BELOW EQUIPMENTo

QUALIFICATION TEMPERATURE OR TESTED TEMPERATURE

/
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SD2

LOSS OF ECCS i

- 3 X S D HYDROGEN
192~ 19.1 (LC)

. SENSITIVITY 2

CASE 1 RELEASE RATE

- 3 X S D HYDROGEN
360 18,8 (UC)

SENSITIVITY 2

CASE 2 RELEASERATEWITH

6 LB/SEC SPIKE

- INTERMEDIATE BREAK 78
--

SyD
LOCA, LOSS CF ECCS

- SMALL BREAK LOCI, 0*
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SG2
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HEAT REMOVAL
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3,6 --
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TARE 22.4 C@ PARIS 0N T ANALYTICALLY CALCULATED TERFAL RESPONSES
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ACRS LETTER ON SEQUOYAH

(DATED DECEMBER 13, 1982)
i

._s

o CONCLUDES: PHNSPROVIDESADEQUATESAFETYMARGINS-

ACRS IS NOT FULLY PERSUADED THAT ADDITIONAL STAFFo

REQUIREMENTS ARE WARRANTED

4 MORE IGNITERS IN UPPER COMPARTMENTo

IGNITION TESTING WITH SPRAYSo
'

ACRS RECOMMENDS MORE CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO IGNITERo

POWER SUPPLY DURING TOTAL LOSS OF A.C. POWER

''
-

e

.
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TAYC0 IGNITER TESTING

CONFIRM THAT TAYC0 IGNITERS RELIABLY IGNITE,f DBJECTIV E: '

LEAN H - AIR - STEAM MIXTURES IN THE SPRAY'

2
''

ENVIRONMENT OF THE SEQUOYAH UPPER
COMPARTMENT

-

ELEMENTS:

TEST ENVIRONMENT WITH SPRAY DROPLET DENSITY EQUIVALENTo

TO UPPER C0'iPARTMENT

DROPLETS AT TERMINAL VELOCITYo

SUFFICIENTLY UNIFORM DROPLET MIXTURE .o

CONCENTRATIONS (APPROXIMATELY 5-7%)o LEAN H2

\;

.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Ahearne
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine

.

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

[ SEQUOYAH SER SUPPLEMENT ON HYDROGEN MITIGATION SYSTEMSUBJECT:
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_,

-

-

Enclosed are copies of the proposed Supplement to'the'Sequ'oyah Safety
Evaluation Report which up' dates the staff's evaluatibn of issues related
to the hydrogen mitigation system for.Un.its 1. and 2. Subject to the
satisfactory resolution of two issues dealing with the TAYC0 igniter
surface temperature and the numbe'r of units in the upper compartment,
we conclude that the license condition on hydrogen control is satisfactorily
resolved.

The system, designated by TVA as their permanent' hydrogen mitigation ~ ~'
system, is being installed in Unit I and is to be installed in Unit 2
during the first refueling outage of that unit. . Briefing slides are
included for a forthcoming meeting on this subject matter.

Also, copies of the TVA Executive Sumary Report are enclosed which
sets forth the basis for TVA concluding that the system will perform
its inter.ded function in a manner that provides adequate safety margin.
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Executive Director for Operations
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ABSTRACT ' .

s

Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report related to the operation of!

the Tennessee Valley Authority's Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2,
located in Hamilton County, Tennessee, has been prepared by the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
purpose of this supplement is to update the staff's evaluations of the issues
related to the hydrogen mitigation system identified in the SER and previous
supplements as needing resolution.

.
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1 INTRODUCTION .

The purpcse of this Supplement 6 to the Sequoyah Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
is to update the staff's evaluation of the issues related to the hydrogen miti-
gation system that is being installed in Unit 1 and is to be installed in Unit 2
during the first refueling outage of that unit. Except where noted, the mate-

Therial herein supplements the information that has been reported previously.
following sections of this supplement are numbered to correspond to those in
the SER and earlier supplements.

This supplet.edt brovides 'the basis for the staff's concluding that sufficient
information is available to permit the installation and operation of a modified

hydrogen mitigation system for Sequoyah Unit 1.

I

1-1 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 1
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22 TMI-2 REQUIREMENTS
.

II.B.7 Analysis of Hydrogen Control
i

1 Background

The staff's licensing requirements relative to the provisions for hydrogen con-
trol beyond those prescribed in 10 CFR 50.44 have evolved from numerous
deliberations among the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission), the

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the NRC staff, and applicants
In summary, the Commission's requirement for ice condenserand licensees.

containments is that a supplemental hydrogen control system be provided so that
the consequences of the hydrogen release generated during the more probable

degraded core accident sequences do not involve a breach of containment nor
adversely affect the functioning of essential equipment.

In Supplements 4 and 5 to the Sequoyah SER (NUREG-0011), the staff concluded
that the interim distributed ignition system (IDIS) installed at Sequoyah
Units 1 and 2 is acceptable as an interim hydrogen control measure for degraded

However, the staff recommended that the detailed review of thecore accidents.
distributed ignition system continue, so that a number of issues related to
degraded core hydrogen control could be more thoroughly investigated before it

These issues includedendorsed a long-term commitment to deliberate ignition.
items related to combustion phenomena as well as further consideration of a

spectrum of degraded core accident sequences.

Based on these recommendations, the operating licenses of Sequoyah Units 1 and
2 were conditioned to require that the licensee, the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA), continue research programs on hydrogen control measures and the effects

The
of hydrogen-burn safety functions during the interim period of operation.
research program was to include: (1) improvement of calculational methods for

containment temperature and ice condenser response to hydrogen combustion, (2)
research to address the potential for local detonation, (3) confirmatory tests

22-1 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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on selected equipment exposed to hydrogen burns, (4) new calculations to pre-
dict differences between expected equipment temperature environments and con- D

tainment temperatures, and (5) evaluation and resolution of any anomalous
The license condition,

results occurring during the course of the test program.
required that TVA, by the end of the first refueling outage, provide the bases
for a Commission determination that an adequate hydrogen control system for the I

|
plants is installed and will perform its intended function in a manner that
provides adequate safety margins.

As part of its research activities, TVA in cooperation with Duke Power and
American Electric Power (AEP) continued to investigate alternative measures of

As a result of continued studies, TVA has concluded that ahydrogen control.
deliberate ignition system, similar to the IDIS, provides adequate safety mar-

The new
gins in controlling the consequences of degraded core accidents.
4ystem, designated the permanent hydrogen mitigation system (PHMS), is to be

The PHMS is identical in concept to the interiminstalled in Sequoyah Unit 1.
A detailed discussion of thesystem but provides system design improvements.

PHMS is provided below.

The approach taken by TVA for establishing that the PHMS provides adequate
safety margins relies on analytical modeling of the containment and equipment

Because the models involve simplifying
response to the degraded-core event.
assumptions and input parameters describing such complex phenomena as contain-

!

ment mixing, flame speeds, and equipment heatup, the utility research prcgram
serves to verify key assumptions in tN analyses.

2 System Description
-

The PHMS is a system of igniters and ancillary equipment TVA has installed|

within the containment of Sequoyah Units I and 2. The igniters are designed to
| ensure a controlled burning of hydrogen in the unlikely event that excessive*

quantities of hydrogen, well beyond the design bases required by 10 CFR 50.44,
The PHMS is

are generated as a result of a postulated degraded core accident.
designed to promote the combustion of hydrogen in a manner such that contain-
ment integrity is maintained.

.

22-2 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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TVA has selected and tested a 120-V ac hermetically sealed thermal igniter
manufactured by Tayco Engineering as the igniter to be installed in the PHMS. *

The heating element is formed into a cylindrigal coil approximately 1.75-in.
Power is supplied dirbetly to the igniter atlong and 0.75-in, in diameter.

The igniter is mounted in a National E'ectrical Manufacturers120 V ac. This
Association (NEMA) Type 4 enclosure with the heating element protruding.

I

enclosure is designed to remain watertight under various environmental condi-
tions, including exposure to water jets. A spray shield is provided above the

igniter to protect it from a direct spray.

The igniters in the PHMS are equally divided into two redundant groups, with 16
separate circuits per group, each with an independent circuit breaker and two

igniters per circuit. Each group has independent and separate control, power,
'

and igniter locations that ensure adequate coverage even in the event of a
Manual actuation capability for each group is provided in thesingle failure.

main control room (one switch per group), along with the status (on-off) of

each group.

The igniters are powered from Class IE power panels that have normal and alter-
In the event of a loss of offsitenate power supply from offsite sources.

power, the igniters would be powered from the emergency diesel generators.
Group A igniters receive power from the train A diesels, and group B igniters'

from the train B diesels. In addition. the igniters will be seismically

supported.

The permanent hydrogen mitigation system installed in Sequoyah Units 1 and 2
consists of 64 igniter assemblies distributed throughout the upper, lower, and

Following a degraded core accident, any hydrogenice condenser compartments.
To cover this

that is produced would be released into the lower compartment.
Eight

region, 22 igniters (equally divided between trains) will be provided.
of these will be distributed on the reactor cavity wall exterior and crane wall

interior at an intermediate elevation.
Two igniters will be located at the

lower edge of each of the five steam generator and pressurizer enclosures, two
in the top of the pressurizer enclosure, and another pair above the reactor
vessel in the cavity.

22-3 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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Any hydrogen not burned in the lower compartment would be carried up through
Because steam would be removedthe ice condenser and into its upper plenum. *

from the mixture as it passes through the ice, bed, thus concentrating the
hydrogen, mixtures that were nonflammable in the lower compartment would tend

This phenomenon is sup-
to become flammable in the ice condenser upper plenum.

ported by the Cl.ASIX containment analysis code, discussed later in this SSER,a

which predicts that more sequential burns will occur in the upper plenum than
Controlled burning in the upper plenum is preferablein any other region.

because upper plenum burns involve smaller quantities of hydrogen and allow for
the expansion of the hot gases into the upper compartment, thereby reducing the
peak pressure.

TVA has chosen to take advantage of the beneficial characteristics of combus-
The igniters

tion in the upper plenum by distributing 16 igniters around it.
are located on the containment shell side of the upper plenum at 16 equally

To handle any accumulation of hydrogen in tha
spaced azimuthal locations.
upper compartment, four igniters will be located in the upper compartment dome.
Additional igniters are located at lower elevations in the upper compartment to
take advantage of upward flame propagation at lower hydrogen concentrations;
specifically, four igniters are located near the top inside of the crane wall,

The air return fans
and one is located above each of the two air return fans.
provide recirculation flow from the upper compartment through the dead-ended

To cover the deadended region,
volume and back into the lower comoartment.
there will be a pair of igniters in each of the eight rooms through which the
recirculation flow passes.

The staff has reviewed the number and locations of igniters provided in the
The staff notes, however, that

PHMS and finds the system layout acceptable.
the PHMS would be improved by locating the upper plenum igniters alternately
between the containment shell side and the crane wall side of the upper plenum
in a staggered fashion, and locating additional igniters at lower elevations in

Installation of upper plenum igniters in a staggered
the upper compartment.
areangement will furthe- reduce the likelihood of flammable mixtures bypassing
the igniters, while additional upper compartment igniters would provide added
assurance that any burning in the upper compartment will occur as discrete

22-4 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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burns at low hydrogen concentrations characterized by upward flame propagation,
|

TVA is unable to relocate upper plenum igniters
frather than as a global burn. r

or add more upper compartment igniters during Gis refueling of the Sequoyah
The staff may require TVA to relocate the upper plenum igniters in a

'

Unit 1.
staggered arrangement before restart following the next refueling for Sequoyah
Unit 1 depending on the outcome of certain confirmatory testing as detailed in

The staff considers the present igniter locations to be acceptable
g

Section 10. However, installation of additional ignit-
for operation during the next cycle.
ers in the upper compartment will provide greater margin of safety from events

TVA has
that could result in releases of hydrogen to the upper compartment.
indicated a willingness to install four additional igniters in the upper com-

The adequacy of the number and locations of tne upper compartmentpartment.
igniters will be confirmed on the basis of certain large-scale confirmatory
tests to be conducted at the Nevada Test Site in early 1983 as part of a joint

These
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)/NRC hydrogen research program.
tests will include dynamic simulations of degraded core accidents at a scale
comparable to the actual containment building, and will serve to identify scale

Upon completion of those tests, the staffeffects on combustion phenomena.
will provide recommendations regarding the adequacy of the upper compartment
igniter coverage and any required design enhancements.

With respect to operating procedures, the TVA emergency operating instructions
direct the operator to actuate the PHMS following any reactor trip or safety

These directions are included in the immediate actionsinjection initiation.
of the diagnostic procedure used following reactor trip or safety injection,
and actuation of the PHMS is verified in the procedure for responding to a

Thus, the operator will have sufficient time
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). As
to actuate the PHMS manually for any event in which it would be required.
recommended in SSER 5, the air handling units used for normal refrigeration in
the ice condenser will be tripped for both units for accidents in which the

The procedures call for PHMS to remain actuated until the
PHMS is actuated.
unit reaches safe cold shutdown and any threats as a result of hydrogen release

The staff concludes that these procedural instructions are
are eliminated. In addition, the emergency
adequate for actuation and termination of the PHMS.
operating instructions will be upgraded in response to TMI Action PlanThe upgraded instructions
Item I.C.1 and Commission Action on SECY-82-111.

SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 2222-5
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will address operation of hydrogen mitigation systems based on inadequate core
The

cooling symptoms and containment pressure and hydrogen concentrations. *

Tayco igniters have been subjected to endurance testing for a period of
.

approximately 2 weeks.

To ensure that the PHMS will function as intended, TVA has proposed a preopera-
tional and surveillance testing program similar to that performed for the 1015.

g

Preoperational testing, to be performed before restart after refueling, will
verify that the current drawn by each group of igniters is within tolerance,
and that the temperature of the igniter is at least 1700*F. During the pre-

operational tests the current in each circuit will be measured and the results

used as the baseline for future surveillance tests.
The igniter system will be

subjected to periodic surveillance testing; this testing will consist of ener-
gizing the PHMS in the main control room and taking current readings of the

If the current readings do not compare favorably with currentcircuits.
measurements taken during preoperational testing, all igniters will be indi-

The staff will also require
vidually inspected to ensure their operability.
that igniter temperatures be measured at specified intervals.

The operability of at least 31 of the 32 igniters per train will maintain an
effective coverage throughout the containment, if there are no inoperable
igniters on corresponding redundant circuits that provide coverage for the same

The two trains of igniters should be operable during operational modesregion.

1 and 2.

3 Combustion / Igniter Testing

In support of the IDIS, TVA, Duke Power, and AEP conducted two testing programs
to obtain information pertinent to the performance characteristics of the glow

Preliminary screening and qualification testing was performedplug igniters.
Combustion tests using the glow plugs were per-at TVA's Singleton Laboratory.

formed by Fenwal, Inc. to study igniter performance under various environmental
conditions (Cross, 1980; Mills, 1981). Based on the results of these programs,

the staff concluded in Sequoyah SSER 4 that the glow plug igniter would perform

its intended function under various conditions.

22-6 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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During the past 2 years, to evaluate further the efficacy of ignition systems
and to investigate possible enhancements to proposed deliberate ignition sys-
tems, the ice condenser utility owners and the Ele'ctric Power Research

=

This' work is summarizedInstitute (EPRI) have sponsored several test' programs.
in the TVA Executive. Summary Report dated September 27, 1982. Basic combustion

and igniter studies were conducted in a test program conducted at the
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment to evaluate the glow plug and Tayco

g

lean mixture
igniters, along with testing to investigate the following items:
combustion, rich mixture deflagrations, fan- and obstacle-induced turbulence,

~

To determine if a waterand the effects of a compartmentalized geometry.
spray / fog consisting of smaller water droplets than conventional containment
spray systems would improve the overall performance of deliberate ignition
systems, the utilities sponsored testing with the Factory Mutual Corporation

Factory Mutual investigated, in a small-scaleand Acurex Corporation.
facility, the pressure suppression effects of a small droplet spray / fog.
Acurex addressed the same phenomenon, as well as the effects of igniter

location, in a larger scale vessel.

3.1 'The Whiteshell Test Program

The experimental program carried out at Whiteshell consisted of small-scale
igniter testing and large-scale combustion testing (Mills,1982a, b, c; Kammer,

1982).

I
Small-scale tests were performed in a 17-liter vessel to investigate the effect
of igniter surface temperature and type on the lower flammability limits of

The small-scale test program consisted of
.

lean hydrogen-air-steam mixtures.
Data on the lower flammability limit were obtained in Phases 1three phases. In

and 2 using a GMAC-7G glow plug operating at 14 and 12 V, respectively.
:ests were repeated using the Tayco igniter. Hydrogen concentra-

Phase 3 tWe
tions were varied between 4 and 15%, and steam concentrations varied between 0

-
..

and 60% in all three phases. .

.
.

| Evaluation of the experimental data indicates that for quiescent mixtures,t

ignition occurs below hydrogen concentrations of 8.0% for steam concentrations

.

22-7 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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Consistent with other test data for steam concentrations aboveof up to 30%.
30%, the flammability limit was shifted upward to higher hydrogen *

The igniter consistently ini.tiated combustion of mixtures with
concentrations. :5 ental results showed
steam concentrations up to approximately 60%.

cog .

reliable ignition of turbulent mixtures with hydrogen concentrations of 5%,
even for steam concentrations up to 40%. B

The surface temperature of the igniter at the time of ignition was measured for
For dry mixtures, the Tayco igniter surface temperatura at ignitioneach test. Test data show that the igniter surface temperature

was approximately 1200 F. This is consistent
at the time of ignition increases with steam concentration.
with the trend observed for GM glow plug igniters.

The large-scale tests were performed at Whiteshell using a 7.5-ft diameter
The purpose of the tests was to investigate four different items:

lean mixture combustion, rich mixture deflagrations, fan- and obstacle-induced
sphere.

Spark ignition was used in
turbulence, and compartmentalized geometry effects.

these tests.

In Phase 1 of the program, lean mixture tests were performed in the sphere to
investigate the combustion phenomena under various conditions of stean and fan-

Hydrogen concentrations were varied from approximately 5
induced turbulence. Fans were activated in several
to 10 volume percent, and staam fron 0 to 30%.

of the tests.

Test results for quiescent mixtures with bottom ignition indicate that combus-Only about
tion was initiated at a 5 volume percent hydrogen concentration.For an 8% hydrogen con-
20% of the hydrogen was burned at this concentration. These results are in
centration, virtually complete combustion was observed.
general agreement with previously published data on the flammability of lean

Tests with steam present show that the addition of 15% steam doesmixtures.
not have a significant effect on the completeness of burn.

Results obtained with fans activated confirm that turbulence enhances the rateAn increase in peak pressure to the
and completeness of combustion.

I
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These findings corroborate
corresponding adiabatic value was also observed.
the results of tests at Fenwal (Cross,1980; Mills,1981), Lawrence Livermore *

National Laboratory (LLNL) (NUREG/CR-2486), and Sandia National Laboratory

(Roller and Falacy, 1982), but more importantly they indicate that turbulent
plant conditions will promote burning at relatively lean concentrations.

B

During Phase 2 of the Whiteshell program, a series of rich mixture deflagration
tests was performed to supplement existing knowledge of combustion of hydrogen-
steam-air mixtures at high hydrogen concentrations and to confirm that detona-

For these tests, hydrogen concentrations were varied
tions would not result. Fans were
from 10 to 42 volume percent, and steam from 0 to 40 volume percent.

-

activated in several tests.

Complete combustion was achieved in nearly all tests, including those with a
For both dry mixtures and

quiescent mixture of 10% hydrogen and 40% steam.
mixtures with steam present, the measured pressure was always less than the,

This same result was observed in Sandia com-theoretical adiabatic pressure.
Furthermore, no

bustion tests conducted as part of the NRC research program.
detonations were observed even at stoichiometric and higher concentrations of

The absence of
hydrogen which are classically considered to be detonable.
detonations is attributed to the fact that the energy release rate of the
igniter is significantly less than that required to initiate a detonation.

In Phase 3 of the Whiteshell test program, the effects of turbulence induced by
fans and gratings on the extent and rate of combustion were investigated.
Hydrogen concentrations ranged from 6 to 27 volume percent in these tests.

,

Results show that for rich mixtures, forced turbulence increases the rate of
,

With regard to the
pressure rise but does not increase the peak pressure.
effect of gratings, the test results indicated that in lean mixtures without
fans, the presence of gratings tended to increase the magnitude and rate of

At high concentrations or with fans, the gratings reduced bothpressure rise. In summary,
the magnitude and rate of pressure rise by acting as heat sinks.
the Phase 3 results indicate that no unanticipated pressure effects result from
forced turbulence, even at high concentrations of hydrogen.

22-9 SEQUOYAH SSER6 SEC 22
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In the fourth and final phase of the Whiteshell program, compartmentalized
Two connected compartments were simulated

geometry effects were investigated. *

by attaching a 20-ft long,1-ft-diameter pipe,to the 7.5-ft-diameter sphere.
The effects of igniter location and unequal concentrations in each vessel were
investigated for hydrogen concentrations ranging from 6 to 25 volume percent.'

Two igniter locations were used, one at the end of the pipe and the other at a
For all tests, no detonations occurred, and thethe center of the sphere. With

observed peak pressures were less than the calculated adiabatic values.
regard to tests with unequal concentrations, no significant effects of

.

propagating flames between two connected vessels were observed.
,

3.2 The Factory Mutual /Acurex Test Program .

To determine whether a water spray consisting of droplets smaller than conven-
tional spray systems would improve the overall performance of a deliberate
ignition system, a two part experimental program was carried out under the

| The Factory Mutual Corporation (FM) project was the first
sponsorship of EPRI.
of the two part program (Mills, 1982a). The purpose of the FM project was to

;

evaluate the effects of water fog density, droplet diameter, and temperature on
'

The FM work also
the lower flammability limit of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures.
served to identify a set of nominal conditions for the intermediate-scale,

hydrogen combustion studies dealing with the pressure-suppressant effects of
The intermediate scale studies were conducted by the Acurex Corporationa fog.

(ibid) and were the second part of the two part program.

The FM tests were conducted in a plexiglass tube approximately 3.5-ft long and
Several'

A 2.8-Joule spark served as the ignition source.6-in. in diameter.
f tests were also conducted with a GMAC-7G glow plug as the ignition source to

verify the applicability of these tests to the installed distributed ignition
Five different spray nozzles were used to obtain different fog con-systems. Mean

ditions (i.e., different characteristic droplet sizes and densities).
droplet sizes from approximately 10 to 150 microns were investigated at fog

Tests were conducted at waterconcentrations up to 0.1 volume percent.
temperatures of 20*C (69.8*F), 50*C (122*F), and 70 C (158*F), and hydrogen
concentrations ranging from approximately 4 to 12 volume percent.

;

,
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Results of the FM tests confirmed the analytical prediction that increased fog
densities are required to achieve a given level of fog inerting when the char- *

acteristic droplet size is increased. Test results showed that at ambient tem-
perature, visually dense water fogs had only a marginal effect on the hydrogen
lower flammability limit. At higher fog temperatures, somewhat larger

TVA reported favorable
increases in the flammability limit were observed. B

agreement between the FM experimental data and theoretical models used to
describe the effect of fog on hydrogen combustion.

As a follow-on to the small-scale FM tests, the effects of fogs and sprays on
the characteristics of deflagration were investigated in larger scale tests

vessel approximately 17 ft high and 7 ft inconducted by Acurex. A 630-ft3
The tests were carried out in two phases.

diameter was used for all tests.

Tests
All Phase 1 tests were dynamic tests with the glow plug preenergized.
were conducted with hydrogen injection, hydrogen / steam injection, and hydrogen /

These tests investigated the effect
steam injection with water spray present.
of igniter location with igniter assemblies located near +.he top, at the

The results of the Phase 1center, or near the bottom of the test vessel.
Acurex tests suggest that lowering the igniter location produces milder

This appears to be a result of
pressures during hydrogen combustion.
increasing the fraction of the vessel volume exposed to upward propagating

For these dynamic tests, repeated
flames in lean hydrogen concentrations.
burns were produced with pressure increases of 1 to 6 psi; for several tests
withort sprays, the pressure rises were higher, with a maximum increase of 28

Because the Phase 1 tests were transient in nature, combustion parameters
psi.

such as hydrogen concentration at ignition and completeness of burn were not

conclusively determined.

During Phase 2 of the project, Acurex. investigated the effects of a water fog
Quiescent tests wereon the pressure rise that accompanies a deflagration.

conducted without water fog and with water fog at two different droplet sizes
Dynamic tests were conducted with hydrogen injection andand concentrations.

The igniter assembly was located near thewith hydrogen / steam injection.

bottom of the vessel for all tests.
t
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For the transient tests conducted in Phase 2, the pressure increases from the '

The small pressure rises are attributed
repeated burns varied from 1 to 5 psi. *

This conclusion is
to ignition occurring at lower hydrogen conce.ntrations.
consistent with the Whiteshell findings that increased turbulence promotes

Because the containment post-
ignition at lower hydrogen concentrations.

|

accident environment would resemble the transient test conditions, the pressure B

rises associated with hydrogen combustion in containment are expected to be

relatively benign, as observed in the transient tests.

3.3 Tayco Igniter Testing

As discussed in previous supplements, the effectiveness and durability of the
GM glow plug under endurance, cycling, and hydrocen combustion conditions has

To show
been demonstrated in testing conducted at Whiteshell and Singleton.
that the Tayco model igniter is comparable to the GM glow plug, tests have been

performed on the Tayco igniter at Whiteshell and Singleton.

Tests of the Tayco igniter conducted as Phase 3 of the small-scale igniter test
program at Whiteshell show that the Tayco igniter was as effective at igniting
lean mixtures as the GM glow plug. The results of the igniter surface tempera-
ture tests suggest that the Tayco igniter is capable of igniting mixtures at

This could be
surface temperatures 125F" to 200F* less than the GM glow plug.
attributed to the helical geometry of the Tayco igniter, which may promote

higher local gas temperatures within the coil.

Tests were conducted at Singleton to assess the durability of the Tayco
igniters when they are subjected to endurance and cycling operations at minimum

To summarize, four Tayco
and maximum voltages and to hydrogen combustion.

These tests consisted of a,

igniters were subjected to a series of five tests.
24-hour break-in at 120 V, continuous operation for 7 days at 120 and 135 V,

120, 125, 130, and 135 V. Igniter surfaceand on/off cyclic operation at The steady-state
temperature was monitored for the duration of the tests. The
surface temperature remaked above 1700*F through out the test series. All Tayco
igniters were energized for a total of approximately 370 hours each.
igniters performed successfully during the tests except for one which failed

|
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Operation for 340 hours is considered acceptableafter 340 hours of operation.
because it is in excess of the expected period for which igniter performance n,

will be required. .

.

Tests were also conducted in which the igniter was exposed to hydrogen combus-
tion in flowing mixtures with entrance conditions ranging from 4 to 12 volume E

The Tayco igniter initiated combustion and survived the burn environ-percent. ,

ment in all cases.
:

At the staff's request, additional tests were conducted at TVA's Singleton
Laboratory to ensure that the Tayco igniter would operate as intended in a

Tests were conducted
spray environment such as that in the upper compartment.

,

using.a single hollow cone spray nozzle of the same type used in Sequoyah and
The nozzle was orientedin the Fenwal spray tests for the glow plug igniter.

The
vertically downward and was located 3 ft directly above the igniter.
igniter was oriented horizontally and was mounted under a horizontal spray
shield of the same configuration as those on the igniter assemblies to be

installed in Sequoyah.

Igniter performance was assessed on the basis of measured surface temperatures
natural and fan-induced circula-

for four different environmental conditions:
In tests without sprays, the igniter surfacetion, with and without spray.

When the spray nozzle was
temperature remained above 1700 F at all times.
activated, the igniter temperature dropped to 1650 F and 1600 F with the fan
off and on, respectively.

Although the 1600 F surface temperature is above the maximun surf ace tempera- '

ture required for ignition as determined by Whiteshell, the staff considered
the drop in surface temperature significant, and requested that TVA provide

,

additional assurance that the Singleton test conditions were representative of
Further TVA analysis of the Singleton test datathose expected in the plant.

showed that the spray density through the horizontal plane at the igniter
elevation was approximately equivalent to that which would be provided by

Moreover,
operation of one of the two spray trains in the Sequoyah plant.
because the majority of the spray flow with the hollow cone mzzle is
concentrated at the periphery of the cone, the spray density directly below the

f
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test nozzle (i.e., at the location of the igniter assembly), would be even less
Therefore, in the

than expected in Sequoyah with ore spray train operating. '

view of the staff, these Singleton spray tests did not adequately represent the
-

containment spray environment.

In response to a staff request, TVA has performed a number of subsequent tests I
using a solid cone spray nozzle. In one test the nozzle was located between

the igniter and the fan such that the edge of the spray cone just intersected
the edge of the igniter spray shield. The height of the nozzle was adjusted to
provide a spray density at the horizontal plane of the igniter equivalent to

With the fan energized, an igniter
operation of both spray trains in Sequoyah.

The staff notes thatsurface temperature of approximately 1500 F was measured.
while this test represents containment spray conditions better than the
previous spray tests, vertical droplet velocities'iN the test were higher than
expected in containment and would tend to underestimate spray transport across

Some
the igniter in the horizontal direction, even with the fan on.
impingement of spray droplets on the igniter is expected in containment due to

,

the presence of convective currents with velocities on the order of the droplet
terminal velocity.

The staff has indicated to TVA that additional spray tests are needed to
confirm satisfactory operation of the Tayco igniter in a spray environment.
These tests must ensure that the Tayco igniter will reliably initiate

,

combustion in a spray environment similar to that expected in containment.
Satisfactory igniter operation can be confirmed by verifying experimentally
that the igniter will sustain a surface temperature sufficient to initiate
combustion in lean mixtures, or by demonstrating by test that combustion will

The minimum surface temperature for reliably initiating combustion isoccur.
considered by the staff to be 1500 F. The staff will require that such tests

be completed to its satisfaction before it grants final approval of the Tayco

igniter.

3.4 Staff Conclusions Regarding Testing

The staff has reviewed the combustion testing programs conducted as part of the
TVA research effort and concludes that the results support the use of a dis-
tributed ignition system for post-accident hydrogen control.

Specifically, the |
,
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results of tests conducted at Whiteshell show that thermal igniters will reli-
|

ably initiate combustion for a wide range of hydrogen-steam-air mixtures. *

Tests conducted at higher hydrogen concentrat, ions illustrate the difficuliv in
initiating detonations, even at stoichiometric and higher concentrations.

Also, the observed effects of steam, induced turbulence, connected geometries, E

and unequal concentrations on the nature of hydrogen combustion confirm the staff's
Tests conducted at Factory Mutual and Acurex provide

previous understanding.
additional information on the pressure-suppression and inerting effects of sprays

Similarly, none of the results obtained in these studies would supportand fogs. With
a negative finding relative to the use of deliberate ignition system.
regard to the Tayco igniter, a number of tests remain to be completed to
provide further confirmation that the igniter will operate as intended in a

However, igniter tests conducted to date provide a basisspray environment.
for concluding that the GM and Tayco igniters are equivalent.

4 Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution

Analyses discussed in SSER 3 have indicated that hydrogen released during a
postulated degraded core accident could be expected to be reasonably well mixed

Adequate mixing, in conjunction
by the time it leaves the lower compartment.
with ignition of lean mixtures, would effectively preclude the formation of

However, previous containment mixing analyses were
detonable concentrations.
cursory in nature, and did not attempt to characterize quantitatively hydrogen

A series of
mixing and distribution within the ice condenser containment.
large-scale tests were, therefore, conducted by the Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL) as part of the EPRI research program to provide
additional assurance that large hydrogen concentration gradients will not occur

(Mills,1982a).

The mixing tests were conducted at HEDL's Containment Systems Test Facility
This facility has a vessel that is 67 ft tall, with a diameter of

(CSTF).
Because the upper compartment of the ice condenser containment will be

f 25 ft.
well mixed by the sprays, the lower compartment region was chosen for modeling

!

The interior of the CSTF was modified to represent aemphasis in the facility.;

|
|
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divider deck, reactor cavity, refueling canal, the air return fans, and ice
For the purposes of these tests, geometric simi-

condenser lower inlet doors. a

larity was retained between the test compartment and the lower compartment of

cn ice condenser containment.
Hydrogen and steam release rates used in tests

,

were scaled to model the base case S D loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)*.2

Helium. was used to simulate hydrogen in rost of the tests because of site
a

Atmospheric temperatures, velocities, and gassafety considerations.
concentrations were measured at several distributed points during the tests.
The test matrix for the HEDL program was designed to characterize hydrogen

distribution for two release scenarios:
(1) a 2-in. pipe break with a

horizontal orientation and (2) a 10-in. pressurizer-relief tank rupture disc
Two different release rates wereopening with a vertically upward orientation.

The test program included tests with and without air returninvestigated.

fans.

The results of the HEDL tests show that good mixing in the lower compartment
can be expected if the air return fans remain operational throughout the acci-

The air recirculation fans minimize both the peak helium concentrationdent.
and the maximum helium concentration difference between points in the test

In all cases with forced air recirculation, which included thecompartment.
two jet orientations and two different release rates, the maximum helium con-
centration difference between all points in the test compartment was less than

These
3 volume percent at all times and was generally on the order of 21
concentration differences had stopped increasing even before the release period
was over and were less than 1 volume percent within 5 minutes after stopping

the source gas.

The HEDL tests with no forced recirculation (air return fans inoperative) were
j

During the helium-steam release for these tests, the maximuminconclusive.
concentration _d,ifference between all measurement points in the test compartment

Following the helium-steam release, however, the testwas 2 volume percent. This
compartment developed a vacuum as the steam in the compartment condensed.
reverse migration coupled with the lack of a mixing mechanism from either the
fans or the jet itself created a concentration difference of as much as 7

*A single degraded core accident designated as S D in WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014);2

it is a small-break LOCA accompanied by the failure of emergency core cooling
injection.
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Although the later portion of the test may in no way bevolume percent helium.
prototypical of the plant, as TVA contends, neither does it support a conclu- *

sion that adequate mixing will occur without forced circulation by the air
In assessing mixing in the latter portton of the test, however,return fans.

it should be noted that for tests both with and without forced recirculation,
the test compartment volume is well mixed with less than 1 volume percent I
concentration difference between points within 20 minutes after stopping the

hydrogen-steam or helium-steam source.

Based on review of the HEDL results, the staff concludes that the formation of
significant hydrogen concentration gradients in containment is unlikely if the

air return fans survive the accident environment.
The operation of the

deliberate ignition system near the lower hydrogen flammability limit in
conjunction with the mixing by the air return fans ensures that hydrogen
concentrations at or below the flammability limit will be maintained throughout

containment for the duration of the accident.
In.this regard, the formation of

detonable pockets of hydrogen is precluded. !

5 Detonations

The TVA position regarding detonation is that detonation is not a credible

phenomenon in the containment because: (1) there would be no rich concentra-
tions throughout the containment because the distributed igniters would initi-
ate combustion as the mixture reached the lower flammability limit and because
effective mixing would occur; (2) there are no high-energy sources to initiate
a detonation; and (3) there are no areas of the containment with sufficient
geometrical confinement to allow for the flame acceleration necessary to yield

a transition to detonation.

The staff agrees with the TVA position. Because of the well-mixed atmosphere

in containment, as confirmed by the HEDL mixing tests, the potential for local-
Evenized accumulation of significant concentrations of hydrogen is unlikely.

given that a high concentration might be formed locally, detonation of the
cloud is extremely remote because this would require that the cloud encounter
an ignition source of sufficiently high energy to initiate a detonation before
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located or before combustionit passes through a region in which an igniter is
The staff concluded in SSER 5 that the energy level of the ther-is initiated. *

This conclusion is
mal igniter is not sufficient to initiate a detonation.
supported by test data, including several of the tests recently conducted at

Although these tests do not show conclusively thatWhiteshell and LLNL.
detonation or transition to detonation cannot occur, they do illustrate the B

difficulty involved in producing the phenomenon even using stoichiometric

hydrogen-air mixtures such as those present in tests.

In the staff's view, the only scenario in which large concentrations of
hydrogen might accumulate is one in which all igniters in a given region fail,

TVA has provided redundant igniters on separatealong with the air return fan.
power trains in each region of the containment to preclude such an occurrence.
The staff thus concludes that detonation of local pockets of hydrogen is

extremely unlikely.

Another concern related to the detonation issue is that of flame acceleration.
The phenomenon of flame acceleration as a possible mechanism for producing a
detonation or large overpressures in containment was discussed in SSERs 4 and

The concern, expressed by Sandia National Laboratory, was that obstructions5.
in the ice condenser region of the plant may serve to accelerate combustion to

Utility consultants
the point that a transition to detonation would occur.
previously concluded and still contend that there are no areas in the contain-
ment that provide sufficient geometrical confinement to allow for the extreme

For
flame acceleration necessary to result in a transition to detonation.
example, the vertical ice baskets in the ice condenser are not sufficiently
confined radially and the circumferential upper plenum above the ice condenser
is not sufficiently confined for transition to detonation to occur.

With regard to the ice condenser region of containment, the utility consultant's
view was that, for an S D-type scenario, the upper plenum igniters would ignite
the mixture as it first becomes flammable; then, as a richer mixture is vented
to the upper plenum, the igniters will produce a horizontal standing flame.
If the mixture is further enriched, the flame will propagate downward into the
ice bed until it settles to an equilibrium point where sufficient steam has

|
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TVA concluded that even if an inerted mixture with a high
been condensed.
hydrogen concentration were introduced to the ice bed, which is highly unlikely *

because of operation of the lower compartment, igniters and the air return fans,
the flame front would simply propagate to an equilibrium elevation where sufficient

The flame propagation will not allow
steam was condensed to support combustion.
the hydrogen-steam-air mixture to dry out to the point where detonable mixtures

,

a
The staff previously considered these matters, as discussed inwould develop.

SSER 5, and concluded that a transition to detonation in the ice condenser region
.

t

was not likely. I

Results of recent research conducted at McGill University as part of the NRC
[

Hydrogen Research Program support the TVA position that flame acceleration will!In laboratory-scale studies of
not occur in an ice condenser containment. I
flame propagation through obstacle fields, McGill researchers have investigated

[
the rate of flame acceleration as a function of obstacle configuration and !

In these tests, noticeable flame accelera-
hydrogen concentration in dry air.

,

|
tion and transition to detonation were observed only at hydrogen concentrations

f
.

This limit is lower than thein excess of 13 to 15 volume percent.
often-quoted value of 18%, but is still well above the concentration expected

The requisite concentration may shift upward if 3

in the containment building.
Furthermore, Sandia tests have confirmed that

steam is added to the mixture.
confinement of the gas mixture is a requisite condition for producing a 7

j
The composite evidence of these relatively recenttransition to detonation. f

tests has led Sandia to conclude that a transition to detonation in the upper
The McGill findings are preliminary in nature, and |

plenum region is unlikely.
additional tests are planned at both McGill and Sandia to address the effects
of steam addition and scaling on the requisite concentration for flame |

However, the staff believes that the preliminary findings by |
acceleration.
McGill will not be significantly altered by additional tests and that they r

;

provide an adequate basis for licensing decisions.
,

Although the potential for detonation and flame acceleration is extremely
|

|

,

remote, TVA has calculated the response of the containment shell to a postu- |
'

lated local detonation of a 6-ft-diameter gas cloud and showed that a margin of
The results of this

safety of 3 exists before material yield would be reached. fAt that time, further studies were thought
analysis were reported in SSER 4.
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to be necessary to bound the variation in pulse shapes to confirm the TVA find-
TVA was therefore required by license condition to address the potential *ings.

TVA has considered the, potential and has concluded,for local detonation.
based on the results of its research program, that detonations and transitions
to detonations are not credible in Sequoyah. TVA thus considers further

The staff agrees
studies of containment response to detonations unwarranted. I
with TVA that detonations are extremely unlikely in Sequoyah and therefore
feels the TVA position is reasonable for the licensing decisions related to the

PHMS.

Even though the staff's view is that sufficient information exists for closure
of the detonation issue, the staff, with the support of Sandia, has initiated
an indeoendent calculat' ion of containment response to postulated local detona-

Sandia, using the CSQ computer code in conjunction with a simple struc-
tions.

tural failure criterion, has calculated the effects of various postulated local
Results of early calculations for

detonations on the containment structure.
the upper plenum of an ice condenser plant indicate that containment integrtty
can be threatened if the requisite conditions for detonations were attained.
As previously stated, however, it is the view of the staff that the conditions

Moreover,
that must prevail to produce detonations are extremely unlikely.
even with the presence of detonable mixtures, as assumed in the Sandia

analysis, there has been no demonstration that a detonation would occur.
Subsequent calculations performed by Sandia using a detailed structural model
indicated the containment would survive upcer plenum detonations.

The Sandia investigation, which is not /et complete, is viewed by the staff as
a confirmatory item to provide further insight into the consequences of local

The results of this effort are not expected to alter the staff'sdetonations.
findings on the hydrogen control capability at Sequoyah for the aforementioned

'

reason.

_ Degraded Core Accidents and Hydrogen Generation6

As discussed in SSER 4, a small-break LOCA followed by a failure of emergency
core cooling (ECC) injection (S D) was selected by TVA as the base case for
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evaluation of the hydrogen mitigation system. Hydrogen release rates are a
The

time-varying function whose average is of the order of 20 lbs per minute. "

staff considered these rates to be representa,tive of re' leases that might be
encountered in typical degraded core accidents less revere than total core melt
or vessel failure, and considered them an acceptable upper limit basis for use

Among
in the interim evaluation; however, several concerns remained open.

B

(1) the possibility that other scenarios might present schedulesthese were:
of steam and hydrogen release not covered by the analysis chosen; (2) that
steam inerting might occur at some time during the sequence allowing large
concentrations of hydrogen to develop; (3) that the recovery period might
produce an exceptional burst of steam or hydrogen; or (4) that hydrogen might

be released after the loss of the ice heat sink. TVA was therefore asked to

broaden the studies of steam and hydrogen releases.
|

In the follow-on CLASIX studies that were submitted by the applicant, steam and
I

hydrogen releases were varied to correspond to higher release rates and

releases after the ice had melted.
It was shown that a representative

selection of scenarios would be bounded by the calculated release rates, and
fthus it was claimed that a satisfactory group of alternative scenarios had been

TVA states that the scenarios encompassed ,

encompassed by the calculations.
included an intermediate-break LOCA with a loss of ECC (S D), a small-breakt

LOCA with a loss of containment heat removal (S G), a transient loss of main
feedwater and loss of all ac power (T B ). and a transient loss of maing2

feedwater, loss of auxiliary feedwater, and loss of the ECC (T LD).B

The staff has compared the release rates and sequences used in TVA's calcula-
tions to those developed in an independent study of degraded core accidents in

:

ice condenser plants carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory (Yang and
It is clear from this comparison that TVA's choices of hydrogenPratt,1982).

and steam release rates do indeed cover the above- range of accident scenarios.
_

The highest rate of hydrogen release calculated by Brookhaven was of the order
The Brookhaven calculations did not indicate that theseof 1 lb per second.

rates would be exceeded during quenching or recovery from the degraded core
On the other hand,

conditions as well as in the initial core uncovery phase.
TVA has calculated the effect of hydrogen release rates as 6 lb per second
under representative steam conditions, with and without ice.
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In addition, the staff has compared the release rates chosen by TVA to those

suggested in a proposed rule (" Notice of Interim Requirements Related to Hydro- *

gen Control" (46 FR 62281)). In this compari, son, the release rates used by TVA

were again found to be an adequate representation of the scenarios considered

important in these degraded core situations.

I
The licensee's core reflood studies using MARCH, WFLASH, and LOCTA did not dis-

close any conditions that would be more adverse than the high release rates

used in CLASIX.

The staff therefore finds TVA's treatment of scenarios to develop
steam / hydrogen source terms in conformance to the requirerrents of existing

hydrogen degraded core rules acceptable.

7 Sequoyah Containment Structural Capacity

In support of the initial licensing of the plant, the ultimate pressure-
retaining capacity of the Sequoyah steel containment was calculated by five
different investigators. These pressures ranged from a low of 27 psig to a

The variation was thehigh of 50 psig, as listed in column 2 of Table 22.1.
result of the difference in the material properties used in the analysis, the
stress limit criteria, and the manner of incorporating the horizontal and ver-

When the material properties and the stress limit criteriatical stiffeners.
are normalized to actual mean material properties and Von-Mises criteria,
respectively, to form a uniform basis for comparison, the ultimate capacity
then varies from a low of 40 psig to a maximum of 60 psig as listed in column 3

of Table 22.1. To provide an adequate safety margin, the staff reduced its
The standard devia-ultimate mean value of 60 psig by 3 standard deviations.

tion ecmputation incorporated the variations in the material properties,
material sizes and thicknesses, stiffener spacing, and containment shell diam-

The standard deviation of the containment pressure was calculated to be
eter.

Therefore the ultimate capacity of the containment adopted by the8 psig.
An assessment of thestaff was 36 psig, which represents a lower bound value.

containment penetrations was also made at the initial licensing stage and
showed that the penetrations were not the controlling item for the containment
ultimate pressure capacity, as reported in SSERs 3 and 4.
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Table 22.1 Internal static pressure capacity for
hydrogen burning, psig

>

.

.

Column 2, Column 3,

Column 1, Reported Normalized

Service ultimate ultimate g

Investigator Level C* capacity ** capacityt

38 40
TVA

Staff 30.0 36tt 60

(Ames Laboratory)

Franklin Research 30 51

50 53
Offshore Power

R&D Associates 27 40

* Based on ASME Code methods and Code allowables;

1/2-in. steel plate controls.
** Reported by individual investigators and summarized in

-

NUREG/CR-1891.

tCapacity values normalized using actual mean material
properties instead of Code values and Von-Mises yield

criterion.
ftBased on actual material properties and Von-Mises yield

criterion; this value is the mean value minus 3 standard

deviations.

The proposed rule, " Interim Requirements Related to Hydrogen Control," was pub-
The proposed rule would require that the hydrogenlished after these e.nalyses.

control system perform its function without loss of containment structural
For the PHMS installed at Sequoyah, the rule would require that thej

integrity.
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containment pressure throughout the accident transient remain at or below that
which corresponds to Service Level C limits of the Boiler and Pressure Vessel'
Code of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Code).

.

The staff's consultant, Ames Laboratory, computed the value of the internal
pressure that would produce stresses in the steel shell corresponding to m

Service Level C Limits as specified in the ASME Code, Section VI, Division 1.
This value is

This value is 30 psig and is shown in column 1 of Table 22.1.
based on the finite element analysis model used in computing the containment

The limiting section in the Ames Laboratoryultimate capacity reported earlier.
analyses is the 1/2-in. thick cylindrical plate between elevations 756 ft 3 in.

The staff agrees with the Ames estimated pressure retention. and 810 ft 3 in.
capability for ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Service Level C limits is
30 psig with all of the inherent safety margins of the code implied.

TVA has also made an evaluation of the reinforced concrete floor that divides
This evaluation showed the reinforced con-the upper and lower compartments..

crete floor differential pressure capacity to be equal to or greater than the
containment shell capacity.

8 Containment Analysis

8.1 Containment Codes

Calculations of containment atmospheric pressure and temperature have been per-
formed using the CLASIX computer code developed by Westinghouse Offshore Power

Descriptions of the earlier version of CLASIX
Systems (Westinghouse OPS-36A31).

As noted in SSER S and as
have been previously reported in SSERs 3, 4, and S.
part of the license condition, the staff asked TVA to provide improved calcula-
tional methods for containment pressure and temperature response to hydrogen

Specifically, TVA was to refine CLASIX to permit the addition of,

combustion. In addition,

structural heat sinks and the separate modeling of the upper plenum.
TVA was to provide additional verification of the CLASIX code by comparison with

The present and latest!

results from other accepted codes and combustion tests.
version of CLASIX incorporates those changes requested by the staff.

!
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The CLASIX code is a multivolume containment code that calculates the contain-
CLASIX

ment pressure and temperature response in the separate compartments. '

has the capability to model features unique tg an ice condenser plant--including
the ice bed, recirculation fans, and ice condenser doors--while tracking the
distribution of the atmosphere constituents--oxygen,. nitrogen, hydrogen, and steam.

Unlike theThe code also has the capability of modeling containment sprays.
I

earlier version, the present version of CLASIX includes heat sinks and models
the upper plenum as a separate model. Mass and energy released to the contain-
ment atmosphere in the form of steam, hydrogen, and nitrogen is input to CLASIX.
The burning of hydrogen is calculated in the code with provisions to vary the
conditions at which the burn initiates and propagates to other compartments.

'CLASIX input for each compartment consists of the net free volume, temperature,
contents by constituent, burn control parameters, and passive heat sink data.
The burn control parameters include the hydrogen concentration and oxygen con-
centration required for ignition, the hydrogen concentration for propagation,
the hydrogen fraction burned, and the minimum oxygen-concentration required to
support combustion and the burn time. The flow area, ficw loss coefficient,
and propagation delay time for each intercompartment flow path is also required.
Additional input data are supplied to describe the ice condenser, fans, and sprays.

The major difference between the present and earlier version of CLASIX is in
the heat sink model. The analytical model of the structural heat sinks repre-
sents all heat sinks as multilayered slabs. Heat transfer to the exposed sur-

Radiation is assumed tofaces by both convection and radiation is modeled.
occur only between the water vapor in the containment atmosphere and the

surface of the heat sinks. A conventional finite difference formulation is
used to model internal heat transfer.

The staff, with the support of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), has
This assessmentcompleted a preliminary assessment of the CLASIX code.

involved an evaluation of the validity and adequacy of the assumptions and
models employed and review of the TVA-supplied comparisons between CLASIX

results and those for other containment codes and combustion experiments.
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With
A number of technical concerns were identified during the code review.
regard to the CLASIX radiation model, the staff requested that TVA clarify the * iSpecifically, the
expression used to compute the net radiant he,at exchange.
staff questioned the inclusion of gas and wall emissivities as multipliers on

TVA has reviewed the development of the radiation modelthe temperature terms. However, TVA
and has concluded that use of the emissivities is inappropriate.

a

notes that use of the emissivities results in an underestimate of radiant heat
flux to the walls and, thus, leads to conservative containment temperature and

Based on an independent review and on the TVA clarifica-pressure predictions.
tion provided, the staff and LANL concur in the TVA finding that CLASIX under-
predicts the radiation heat transfer.

LANL, as part of its review, also identified a number of questions regarding
LANL's concerns centered on the usethe fluid flow equations used in the code.

of (1) steady-flow equations to describe the transient phenomena and (2) con-
The rationale provided by iVA for

stant loss coefficients for subsonic flows.
the CLASIX flow equations is that the Mach number for all CLASIX cases analyzed
to date has been less than the commonly accepted criteria for assuming incom-

Onthisbasis,thestaffandLANLagreethattheCdSIXpressible flow.
,

approach is valid.

To increase the level of confidence in the CLASIX code, TVA has validated
CLASIX by comparing calculated results with the calculated results of the
Westinghouse C0C0 CLASS 9 code (Westinghouse, 1981), the Westinghouse Transient

and the measured results ofMass Distribution (TMD) code (WCAP-8077,-8078),

selected Fenwal and LLNL tests.

and has
C0C0 CLASS 9 is based on the NRC-accepted code C0C0 (WCAP-8326, 8327),

The
been used in support of licensing activities for dry' containments.
COC0 CLASS 9 analytical model has the capability to simulate heat transfer to
passive heat sinks and containment sprays as well as high enthalpy water mass

However, the COC0 CLASS 9 model provides only a singleand energy addition.
volume representation of containment, and does not allow spray evaporation as

Also COC0 CLASS 9 does not have the capability to model the addi-
CLASIX does.

This limitation precludes comparison of ation of hydrogen during a burn.

transient burn case.
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Comparative runs ware made with CLASIX and C0C0 CLASS 9 assuming no heat sinks,
heat sinks, and heat sinks with radiation. The comparison indicates that despite *

the previously cited discrepancy in the CLASI,X radiation model, the two codes
TVA attributes the

produced almost identical results for all cases consitiered.
excellent agreement to the use of a similar heat transfer model in COC0 CLASS 9.

a
The TMD program was developed for analyses of the ice condenser containment
response during the initial few seconds following the onset of a design-basis

TMD contains a multicompartment analytical model but does not include
LOCA.

models for containment sprays, air return fans, heat sinks, or hydrogen addi-
Therefore, the comparison of CLASIX and TMD results is limited to multi-

tion.

compartment pressure and temperature responses to high enthalpy water mass and
This comparison provides verification of CLASIX pressure andenergy addition.

temperature response calculations, flow path calculations, and certain aspects

of the ice condenser model.

Four CLASIX-TMD comparison runs were made covering the anticipated range of the
A containment similarblowdown energy from saturation to superheat conditions.

Direct compari-
to the Sequoyah ice condenser plant was modeled in all cases.

Com-
sons were made between the calculated temperature and pressure responses.

parisons indicate that the two programs are in excellent agreement with the
CLASIX-calculated values for both temperature and pressure being generally more

CLASIX is expected to be conservative relative to TMD because ofconservt tive.
differences in the treatment of breakflow as the flow enters containment.

For the final part of the verification, CLASIX was used to model hydrogen
These comparisons provide

combustion experiments conducted at Fenwal and LLNL.
limited verification for such features in CLASIX as the hydrogen burn model,
the models for hydrogen and high enthalpy water mass and energy addition, and

The approach
to some extent the passive heat sink and containment spray models.
taken to establish CLASIX input data for the experimental simulation was to
utilize to the fullest extent possible all reported test measurements for the

This included the CLASIX initial conditions as well asselected experiments.
burn parameters such as the fraction of hydrogen burned and the burn time.
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These included six
A total of 17 tests were selected for CLASIX verification.Hydrogen
dry tests and nine steam tests reported by Fenwal and LLNL.
concentrations for both the dry and steam tetts ranged from 8 to 15 volume

,

Steam concentrations for the latter tests ranged from 5 to 10 volumepercent.
In addition, one transient test and one test with spray werepercent.
Comparison of CLASIX-calculated results with those measured in theanalyzed.

tests indicated that CLASIX predictions for peak pressure are consistently
Temperature comparisons were not

higher than those measured in the tests.
attempted because of the slow response time of the thermocouples used in the

Only in a few cases were the CLASIX-calculated pressures higher than
tests.

This was attributed to inaccuracies or inconsistencies in thethose measured.

estimated burn fractions.

In addition to its limited assessment of the CLASIX code and the TVA-supplied
comparative runs, the staff directed its contractor, LANL, to develop the caca-'

bility to model containment response to degraded core accidents independently.
The ultimate purpose of the LANL ef fort was to perform confirmatory calcula-
tions for Sequoyah and other ice condenser plants; however, comparison of the
models and results for the LANL-developed code with those for CLASIX provides
an additional basis for evaluating the adequacy of the CLASIX code.

A modified version of the NRC COMPARE code was developed by LANL to model con-
COMPARE was previously deveioped

tainment response to degraded core accidents.
to perform confirmatory subcompartment analyses, and included capabilities
required to analyze ice condenser containments, heat transfer to passive heat
sinks, and the thermodynamics of atmospheres composed of steam, water, and

To apply the COMPARE code to the analysis of hydrogen burning inideal gases.
containments, several capabilities were added, specifically a new ice condenser
door model, a fan cooler model, a sump recirculation heat exchanger model, and

A complete and total evaluation of the hydrogen burna hydrogen burn model. However, the
version of COMPARE was not performed during the LANL effort.

applicability of the COMPARE code for the performance of subcompartment
Verification of the models

analyses has been evaluated rather extensively. These
added to the subcompartment version of COMPARE was performed by LANL.
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evaluations show that the models provided results that are consistent with the

original objective of the model.
.

A verification of the hydrogen burn analysis capabiltties of the hydrogen burn
version of COMPARE is also provided by the comparisons of calculated results
with those obtained using the CLASIX code. These comparisons, discussed below,
indicate that similar calculated values of pressure and temperature are I

obtained even though the codes were developed independently and utilize

different models.

Based on its assessment of models used in the CLASIX code, a review of compara-
tive runs provided by TVA, and the reasonable agreement found between CLASIX
and the hydrogen burn version of COMPARE, the staff concluoes that use of the
CLASIX code to predict ice condenser response to a degraded core accident is

acceptable, if appropriate input values are used. Approval of the CLASIX code

for application to this particular class of accidents does not, however, con-
stitute NRC endorsement of CLASIX for applications involving other classes of

The staff
sccidents, or variations of CLASIX to model other containment types.
will continue to assess the adequacy of the CLASSIX code as part of its ongoing

confirmatory effort.

8.2 Containment Pressure and Temperature Calculations
1

The approach taken by TVA to establish the acceptability of the hydrogen
control system was to select an accident sequence based on its significance and
characteristics from the standpoint of hydrogen threat, and to then

As in previously
parametrically vary key aspects of the containment analysis.
reported analyses, a small-break LOCA with failure of safety injection, the $ 0

2 ,

event was chosen as the base case.

TVA has performed calculations of the containment pressure and temperature
response to the base case scenario using the latest version of CLASIX and the

releases calculated from the MARCH code.
For the base case calculation, TVA ,

;

assumed a lower flammability limit of 8 volume percent hydrogen, a burn frac-
tion of 85%, and a flame speed of 6 fps. Test data from Fenwal and Whiteshell, ;

1
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as well as the literature on combustion, indicate that ignition in the turbu-
1

lent post-accident environment will occur around 5 volume percent hydrogen,
with a burn completeness of 30 to 40%. Test data and the literature also show

,

that at an 8% hydrogen concentration flame speeds are between I and 3 fps
The assumptions of ignition at the higher concentrationsrather than 6 fps.

with a faster flame speed result in a greater amount of energy being released
Another conservatism ,

over a shorter period of time, and thus are conservative.
in the CLASIX analysis is the assumption that ignition will occur

This assumption will act
simultaneously at all igniter sites in a compartment.
to further increase the calculated pressures and temperatures.

_

results of the CLASIX base case analysis indicate that the hydrogen will beThe:

ignited in a series of 7 burns in the lower compartment and 30 burns in the
The burns occur over a 2500-second interval, with the 7 lowerupper plenum.

compartment burns intermixed, some concurrently, with 15 upper plenum burns
over the first half of the interval. The peak calculated containment pressures
and temperatures are 18.7 psis and 1245'F for the lower compartment, 18.1 psig
and 257'F for the dead-ended region, 13.1 psig and 1220 F for the upper plenum,

The pressure in containment
and 10.4 psig and 163 E for the upper compartment.
before the first burn was approximately 5 psig.

As a result of the action of engineered safety features such as the ica con-
denser, air return fans, and upper compartment spray, the pressure and temper-

After the last hydrogen
ature spikes were rapidly attenuated between burns.
burn, which occurs at approximatley 7100 seconds into the accident, roughly

lbs of ice are calculated to remain in the ice condenser section780,000
(representing at least 110 x 105 BTUs in remaining heat removal capacity).

In summary, the results of the TVA base case analysis show an increase in con-
tainment pressure as a result of hydrogen burns on the order of 13 psi, with
the contair, ment remaining well below the lower bound ultimate capacity of 36

The analysis predicts the burning will occur in the lower compartmentpsig.
and upper plenum, thereby gaining the advantage of heat removal by the ice bed

It should also be notedand venting to the large upper compartment volume.
that each burning cycle involved the combustion of only 30 lbs of hydrogen, or

|
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roughly 2 x 10' BTUs of energy addition. By burning at a given concentration
in the lower compartment (and upper plenum), there is also the advantage of
burning less total hydrogen at a time because,the combined volumes account for

*

1ess than one-third of the total containment volume. -

To assess the efficacy of the PHMS more realistically, a best estimate calcula-
tion was performed by TVA assuming a lower flammability limit of 6 volume per- |

The best estimatecent, a burn fraction of 60%, and a flame speed of 3 fps.
case results in a peak containment pressure of 10.6 psig, which is below the

12 psig containment design pressure.

TVA has also performed sensitivity studies to determine the effects of CLASIX
burn parameters, safeguards performance, and reduced igniter performance on the

To bound reported data regarding hydrogen combustion, a |containment response.

number of cases were analyzed in which burn parameters such as hydrogen concen-
tration for ignition, burn completeness, and flame speed were varied either
throughout containment or in selected compartments. Ignition criteria analyzed

ranged from ignition at 4% hydrogen with 40% burn completeness, to complete
combustion at 10% hydrogen. Flame speeds were varied from 1 to 12 fps. Addi-

tional cases were run to assess the effect.s of partial operation of the
containment air return fans and sprays, heat removal by ice, and hydrogen

In some of these cases several parameters were variedrelease rates.
simultaneously such as a case with partial fan and spray operations, and
modi'.ied ignition criteria (see Table 22.2). Finally, there were

investigations of the effects of such postulated phenomena as fogging reducing
the burn completeness in the upper plenum and steam inerting the lower

compartment.

As discussed in SSER 5, the staff requested that TVA quantitatively assess the
Withformation of fog and its effect on the performance of the igniter system.

regard to the effect of fogs and sprays on combustion, analytical studies of
the requisite fog density and droplet size for inerting have been conducted by
Westinghouse, Sandia, and others. Based on considerations of the heat of com-
bustion and fog / spray droplet vaporization, these studies show that to fog
inert an otherwise flammable mixture, two conditions must exist simultaneously:
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Table 22.2 Crntainment sensitivity studios-

Calculated peak Calculated p:ak
pressure (psig) temperature (*F)

LC Up LC UC .

.

18.7 10.4 1245 163
Base case

(14.2) (14.4) (1262) (236)
l

Ignition criteria

All ignition at 6% H , 12.8 8.9 805 148 3

60% burned

All ignition at 10% H , 8.0 9.7 214 171

100% burned (8.6) (8.9) (237) (175)

Flame speed
10.1 9.6 884 150

1 fps flame
23.5 10.8 1306 182

12 fps flame
(12.4) (13.2) (1243) (205)

Safeguards
17.6 18.0 1159 606

1 fan, 1 spray '-

operational, UC and DE |
! ignition at 6% Hz,
,

60% burned
22.8 26.9 1132 548

! No ice,
UC ignition at 6% H , (18.3) (25.3) (1236) (575) ,

60% burned

Hydrogen release

3 x base case H 19.1 15.3 1578 498

release rate
Same as above with 24.9 25.3 1310 542

6 lbs/sec spike, no ice
i

Reduced igniter
performance

UP ignition at 8% Hz, 17.6 10.5 1284 157

40% burn
7.8 9.2 214 153

No LC ignition

LANL mechanistic
burn model

Conservative (see text) (26.1) (24.2) (1585) (513)

Best estimate (18.5) (20.0) (1382) (360)

(see text)

*LC = Lower compartment; UC = upper compartment; DE = dead-
,

ended region; UP = upper plenum
All cases assume base case parameters except as noted;
( ) = results predicted by LANL using hydrogen burn version
of COMPARE. SEQUDYAH SSER6 SEC-2222-32
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the fog density must be sufficiently high and the droplet diameter sufficiently
The requisite fog density increases approximately as the square of thesmall.

Both of these parameters vary as a function of the hydrogen
a

droplet diameter.
In general, fog droplets on the order of 10concentration of the mixture.

microns or less in diameter are capable of vaporizing completely in the flame
However, if the majority of the droplets in thefront and quenching the flame.

population are larger than 10 microns, the fog is not expected to significantly
g

influence the flame structure and may in fact exhibit beneficial effects such
as the suppression of combustion pressure and any detonation waves.

To determine the significance of fog with regard to the PHMS installed in
Sequoyah, TVA conducted a study to identify the major fog formation and removal

Analysis revealed that the
mechanisms within an ice condenser containment.
upper and lower compartments maintained lower fog concentrations than the upper

When the hydrogen concentration reached the lower flammability limitplenum.
in tha lower and upper compartments, the calculated fog concentrations were

well below the calculated inerting limit. For the upper plenum, the fog is
When the hydrogen con-

predicted to increase the flammability limit slightly.
centration reaches 8.0 to 8.5 volume percent hydrogen in the upper plenum, the
calculated fog concentration is two times smaller than the required concentra-

tion for inerting.

The staff has reviewed the TVA analysis and the results of the fog / spray tests
Based on the informa-conducted in support of the deliberate ignition system.

tion provided as a result of these investigations, the staff concludes that the
presence of fogs and sprays in a post-accident atmosphere may affect the opera-
tion of the PHMS by increasing slightly the concentration at which ignition is
initiated, but will not preclude satisfactory operation of the PHMS, because

The staff
ignition is still expected to occur with acceptable consequences.
notes that even though there is still reasonable assurance that reliable igni-
tion will be achieved with the PHMS, reduced igniter performance has been as-
sumed by TVA in CLASIX containment analysis, and the results have been found

acceptable.
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After the issuance of SSER 4, TVA performed sensitivity studies of the hydrogen
release rates and has computed the hydrogen release rates for a number of other

- >

accident sequences using the MARCH code. Two,different sensitivity cases were
In the first, a hydrogen release rate three times that of the baseconsidered.

case was assumed for the period up to and including the maximum release rate

(spike). To provide equivalent hydrogen mass additions, the duration of blow-
For conservatism, the ,

down following the spike was correspondingly decreased.
steam releases were not changed, because additional steam would act as a burn

In the second case, the hydrogen release rate was similarly assumedheat sink.
to be three times the base case; however, a maximum release rate of

approximately six times the base case value was assumed.

The CLASIX code was used to analyze the containment response for the two cases:
first assuming ice to be present, and assuming all the ice melted. The highest
peak pressure predicted by CLASIX for all the sensitivity runs was 27 psig.
This pressure is well below the lower bound pressure capacity for the Sequoyah

containment.

The results of selected CLASIX sensitivity analyses are summarized in
Table 22.2, along with the results predicted by LANL using the hydrogen burn

version of the COMPARE code. Comparison of the CLASIX and COMPARE results

indicates excellent agreement between the two codes. The peak containment

pressures calculated by COMPARE are consistently lower than comparable CLASIX
values, illustrat! .g ihe conservatisms in CLASIX. The peak temperatures

"; AF' are generally equivalent to those calculated by CLASIXcalculated bt
but in some 1 %e c . . nightly higher.

In conclusion, the results of the CLASIX sensitivity analyses demonstrate that
(1) the effect of ignition criteria on containment pressure is dominated by the
corresponding changes in burn location and sequence, but within the parameter
ranges considered it does not result in peak pressures significantly greater
than for the base case; (2) flame speed has a considerable effect on contain-
ment pressure but does not pose a threat to containment integrity even for con-
servative flame speeds; (3) partial versus full operation of the air return
fans makes little difference in the calculated results; (4) ice condenser heat
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removal is effective in reducing containment pressure; (5) the rate of hydrogen
release has little effect on the peak containment pressure; and (6) even with '

reduced igniter efficiency or lower compartme,nt inerting, the PHMS will
continue to perform its intended function. It should be noted that the cases

with no ice are not mechanistic, i.e., they are not representative of the S,D
However, these cases importantly demonstrate that, even without ice,scenario.

I

the containment pressure with the assumed igniter operation remains below the
containment pressure capacity. This serves to indicate some insensitivity to

whatever accident scenario is chosen.

8.3 Confirmatory Analysis and Conclusion

At the request of the staff, LANL has performed confirmatory analyses for the
base case and several other cases using the hydrogen burn version of COMPARE.

Code input equivalent to that for the CLASIX code was used in the confirmatory
analyses with one exception. In the LANL analyses, the ice condenser section

was represented by four separate noces each accounting for one-fourth of the
ice condenser volume; this is a finer model representation of the ice bed than
used in CLASIX. The hydrogen burn parameters for the ice condenser and lower

plenum nodes were specified to preclude the initiation of independent burns but
to permit burning by propagation if the hydrogen concentration exceeded 8

volume percent.

Agreement between COMPARE and CLASIX was quite good, with COMPARE predicting
The r4ss of ice left in thepeak pressures throughout containment of 14 psig.

ice condenser after the last burn is estimated at 289,000 lbs. This value is

less than predicted by CLASIX because more burning in the ice bed region is
predicted by COMPARE, but is not a safety concern because the remaining ice

represents adequate heat removal capacity.

The TVA sensitivity studies indicate that containment integrity will be main-
tained for the base case and all sensitivity variatu ns considered; however,

The subject of
upper compartment burns occurred in only two of the TVA cases.
burning in the upper compartme .c was previously identified as a staff concern.
Staff interest in this area lies in the fact that ignition in the large, rela-
tively open upper compartment conceivably represents the largest energy release
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Although the
rate by combustion and thus the greatest threat to containment.
TVA upper compartment burns did not result in excessive pressures, the staff .

asked LANL to investigate this phenomenon fur,ther.
.

In response to the NRC request, LANL performed a number of additional
The approach taken by

sensitivity acalyses using the modified COMPARE code.
LANL was to identify the combination of burn parameters required to produce a

g

maximum containment pressure, and then to assign parameter values based on a
Independent burn

mechanistic burn model that is substantiated by test.
initiation in the upper comapartment was identifed as necessary to produce

maximum pressures.

The model used by LANL to establish parameter values for the COMPARE contain-
ment analyses is based on estimates of turbulence levels and fluctuations and

The controlling rate
their relationship to eddy diffusivity and burn velocity.
mechanism for the transport of the hydrogen from its source to an igniter can, '

The rate of burning for
in general, be estimated by using turbulence theory.
the lean mixtures under consideration is also controlled by the turbulence

The level of turbulence is estimated by summing all of the dissipationlevel.
sources (sprays, fans, jets, natural convection, etc.) and by using a formula-
tion that relates the turbulent kinetic energy, mixing length, and eddy

The turbulerce modeldiffusivity to the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy.
was used to estimate the mean concentration at the initiation of burning and
tho flame speed for the ice condenser containment burn analyses in which the
first burn occurred in the upper compartment.

Two COMPARE calculations were performed to assess the significance of upper
Burn parameters for these runs were specified so thatcompartment burning.

burning could only initiate in the upper compartment, but could propagate into
any compartment in which the hydrogen concentrations is greater than 4.1 volume

The first COMPARE run conservatively assumed ignition at 5% hydrogenpercent.
The second run assumedwith 40% burn completion, and a flame speed of 30 fps.

the best estimates for these parameters based on the mechanistic burn model,
f

i.e., ignition at 4.2% hydrogen with 10% burn completion, and a flame speed ofj'

Results of these calculations, summarized in Table 22.2, show that for
|16 fps.

both cases peak pressures will remain below the estimated failure pressure. 1

I

|
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The staff concludes that the CLASIX containment analysis performed by TVA and
confirmed in part by LANL provides an adequate basis for concluding that hydro- *

gen combustion associated with the operation ,of the PHMS will not pose a threat
While toncluding that the use ofto the integrity of the Sequoyah containment. ,

CLASIX to predict ice condenser response to a degraded core accident is
acceptable, the staff will continue the effort as part of its ongoing code

|

assessment work.

9 Survivability of Essential Equipment

29, 1932, TVA
By letters dated June 2, 1981, December 1, 1981, and November
submitted an evaluation of survivability of the essential equipment exposed to
the thermal environment postulated in the containment during hydrogen burns
initiated by the PHMS. Although this system was designed to prevent high
hydrogen concentration buildup by deliberate ignition of relatively low concen-
trations of hydrogen in hydrogen-air-steam mixtures, the resulting release of
thermal energy may still be sufficient to increase the temperature of the

Because some of thisequipment located in the containment significantly.
equipment is needed to ensure maintenance of a a safe shutdown condition and
containment integrity, TVA was required to demonstrate that the essential

equipment located inside the containment will survive the hydrogen burn
environment resulting from operation of the PHMS. TVA determined analytically
and experimentally the thermal response of selected pieces of essential

Comparing the resulting
equipment exposed to a hydrogen burn environment.
temperatures with the qualification temperatures for this equipment, TVA
provided information to demontrate the survivability of the equipment.

9.1 Essential Equipment

The selection of equipment that must survive a hydrogen burn was based on its

function during and after an accident. In general, all the equipment in the

following four categories of systems located in the containment was considered
to be essential for safety of the plant:

|
1

I
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(1) systems mitigating the consequences of the accident
Q) systems needed for maintaining integrity of the containment pressure .;

boundary
|(3) systems needed for maintaining the core 'in a safe condition

(4) systems needed for monitoring the course of the accident
_

TVA's selection of safety-related equipment was based on the shutdown and
g

safety function diagrams (letter from R. T. Cross, TVA, to R. L. Tedesco,
The list of safety-related equipment is in Table 22.3.December 15,1980).

' Table 22.3 Essential equipment .

1. Mitigating Systems

1.1 Hydrogen igniters
1. 2 Air return fan
1.3 Associated power and control cables '

1.4. Hydrogen recombiner

2. Systems Maintaining Containment Pressure Boundary

Air locks and equipment hatches2.1 Containment isolation valves including hydrogen sample valves2.2
2.3 Electrical penetrations
2.4 Gaskets and seals for flanges
2.5 Electrical boxes

3. Systems Maintaining Core Safety

3.1 Reactor vessel vent valves (PORV)

4. Monitoring Systems

Steam generator, pressurizer and sump water level transmitters4.1
4.2 Core exit thermocouples
4.3 Reactor coolant system pressure transmitter
4.4 Hot leg RTD
4.5 Cold leg RTO

Reactor vessel level system4.6
Associated cables (in conduits and exposed)4.7

4.8 Junction boxes
4.9 Operators on solenoid valves
4.10 Hydrogen analyzer
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TVA restricted the survivability evaluation to the equipment which is most
This reduced considerably the number of thermalsensitive to temperature change. *

The following
response analyses and/or experiments that had,to be performed.
equipment items were selected for an evaluaton of their thermal response to the.

hydrogen burn environment:

b

(1) igniter assembly
(2) Barton transmitter
(3) igniter power cable in conduit
(4) thermocouple cable
(5) resistance temperature detector (RTO) cable

The staff has compared TVA's list of equipment selected for survivability
evaluation with the lists of essential equipment prepared independently by the
staff, and finds that the TVA list contains the equipment essential for safe

The staff has also reviewedoperation of the plant under accident condition.
the criteria used by TVA in selecting the equipment for analytical and experi- I

,

Determination of the survivability of these pieces of I

mental investigations.
equipment will be sufficient for establishing survivability of all the equip-
ment listed in Table 22.3, provided these pieces of equipment have been
included in the TVA equipment qualification (EQ) program. For pieces of

equipment that are not in the EQ program, TVA has provided separate bases for
the survivability finding.

9.2 Thermal Environment Response Analysis

The thermal environment for evaluating equipment survivability was determined

by the CLASIX computer code. It corresponded to energy release from burning

hydrogen which was generated during the accident resulting from a small-break
LOCA with a loss of emergency core coolant injection (S D sequence), but with2

both trains of sprays and air return fans operating. The hydrogen was assumed

to be ignited by the PHMS when it reached 8 volume percent concentration, with
It was further assumed that the flame propagatedeach burn being 85% complete.

throughout the containment with a velocity of 1 fps and its temperature
The CLASIXremained constant at the adiabatic flame temperature of 1400 F.
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code predicted 6 burns in the lower compartment and 26 burns in the upper
No burns were predicted in the

plenum of the ice condenser for this scenario. *

The average time between ,the burns in the lower compartment
upper compartment.
is about 200 seconds, and the highest temperature reathed by the gas is 884*F.
In the upper plenum, the average time between burns is about 90 seconds and the

In addition, for the
highest temperature reached by the gas is 1114*F.

I

B

analysis to demonstrate thermal stability of the ice condenser foam insulation,
the licensee has referenced the Duke power Company's analysis (Parker,1981) in ,

which it was assumed that hydrogen was burning continuously for 45 minutes at
the midpoint of the ice condenser baskets; the resulting flame was conserva-
tively assumed to be 1-in. thick with a temperature of 1600 F.

The thermal responses of the igniter assembly, Barton transmitter, and igniter
power cable in conduit were analytically predicted for the thermal environment

The igniter assembly was analyzed using thedescribed in the previous section.
upper plenum temperature profile that is considered to be the most severe

It should be noted that the TVA analysis wasthermal environment for igniters.
TVA has now decided to use adone for the igniter assembly used for the IDIS.

different igniter assembly for the PHMS, one that does not employ a
Because the transformer was the most sensitive component of thetransformer.

previous igniter assembly, the staff concludes the same analysis could be
The Barton transmitter was analyzed using

applied to the new igniter assembly.
the lower compartment temperature profile, and the igniter power cable in
conduit was analyzed for both the upper plenum and the lower compartment

The staff has reviewad and concurs with t'his choice oftemperature profiles.
thermal profiles for analysis, because these profiles conservatively represent
the thermal environments to which the given equipment would be exposed during

an accident.

The analytical models used in predicting thermal responses of equipment con-
sidered thermal energy transfer from the moving flame by radiation and from the
hot gases by natural convection only.

Standard heat transfer equations were used to calculate this heat transfer.
The heat transfer inside the equipment was determined by TVA using the HEATING
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This code was applied to solve heat transfer equations5 computer code (ORNL).
Therefore, these

for two-dimensional models of different components. *
ITVA prepared

components had to be represented by relativel.y simple geometries.
such simplified models which, despite their simplicity, included significant

heat transfer characteristics.
I

The models used in the analysis were verified by comparing calculated results
with the results derived from other accepted computer programs or obtained

The validity of the pressure transmitter niodel was determinedexperimentally.
by comparing its response to the results of the temperature transient analysis
performed for equipment qualification using the COC0 computer program

The agreement
This program was previously verified by the staff.

(WCAP-8936).
between temperature responses predicted by these two programs is satisfactory.
TVA verified the model for thermal response of thermocouple cable by comparing

Analytical
it to the results of the test performed by Fenwal (Fenwal, 1980).
results predicted the melting of the teflon insulation that was observed in the

The staff has reviewed the methodology used by TVA and finds thatexperiments.
in general the models conservatively overestimate heat transfer from the flame
because it is assumed to move in the containment with an artificially slow
velocity and at an adiabatic temperature, despite its loss of energy to differ-

On the other hand, the transfer of heat by radiation from the
,

ent heat sinks. The staff's consultant, Sandia, per-
hot gases was neglected by the licensee.
formed independent verification of TVA's analyses (McCulloch,1982) and con-
cluded that although they do not reflect true mechanisms of energy transfer for
the hydrogen burn environments used, they yield conservative results.

Thermal responses for the thermocoupole and RTD cables were determined experi-
The cables were exposed to the simu-

mentally at TVA's Singleton Laboratory.
lated hydrogen burn environment in a Lindberg Tube furnace, and the

The cables were
temperatures reached by cable insulation were measured.

Between the cycles (170-second
exposed to 1400 F for five 30-second cycles.

The staff concluded that thisperiod), the temperature was reduced to 300 F.
environment conservatively represents the condition existing in the lower

compartment during hydrogen burn.

|
|

!
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Thermal response of the igniter cable used in the IDIS was determined experi-
The cable was placed in a conduit with bothmentally at Singleton Laboratory. '

The cable in the conduit was placed in a Blue M oven and wasends sealed.
The staff concluded the environ-exposed to about 700 F for about 45 minutes.

ment conservatively represents the condition existing in the lower compartment
The IDIS cable was not part ofor in the upper plenum of the ice condenser.

!
the NUREG-0588 qualification program, although the cable used for PHMS is

qualified to meet NUREG-0588 requirements. Also, the materials used in the

construction of the IDIS cable are more sensitive to heat than the materials
used in the PHMS cable.

The acceptance criterion used for evaluating survivability of essential equip-
ment is based on the qualification temperature of the equipment and the dura-
tion for which the temperature is maintained. The equipment located in the

containment will survive the hydrogen burn if the temperature reached by its
most sensitive component will not exceed the temperature reached by this compo-

Because the actual temperature reached by thenent during qualification tests.
tested equipment during these tests was not measured and qualification tempera-
ture was the temperature of thermal environment to which the test equipment was

exposed, there is no direct way to determine the actual qualification tempera-
ture reached by the limiting components. However, TVA claims that
environmental qualification tests are typically conducted for extended periods
of time and the equilibrium surface temperature should achieve thermal equilib-
rium with the test chamber during the tests. Because of several conservative

assumptions in the thermal response analysis, the staff is of the opinion that
use of the qualification temperature by TVA as a criterion for evaluating the

To confirm equipmentsurvivability of limiting components is acceptable.
survivability at elevated temperatures, TVA has performed tests in Singleton
Laboratory in which the igniter power cable in conduit was exposed to 700 F for

Although some degradation of the insulation was observed, the45 minutes.
cable qualified in the subsequent high voltage test.

The analytically calculated thermal responses during hdyrogen burn are compared
In all cases, the qualiff-with the qualification temperatures in Table 22.4.

cation temperatures are not exceeded. It is the opinion of the staff that this

equipment will survive a hydrogen burn.
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The survivability of thermocouple and RTD cables was determined experimentally
by actually verifying their behavior in a simulated hydrogen burn environment. *

The temperatures reached by the cable insulat, ion are Itsted in Table 22.4.
Both cables success-

Only slight degradation of cable insulation was observed.
fully passed high voltage tests.

I

All equipment except the core exit thermocouple, reactor vessel level thermo-
The

couple, and vessel vent valves has been included in the TVA EQ program.
core exit thermocouples are located inside the vessel head and are not exposed

The reactor vessel level thermocouple and
to the hydrogen burn environment.
vent valves will be included in the EQ program when they are added to the

.

plant.

Comparison of analytically calculated thermal responsesTable 22.4 during hydrogen burn and qualification temperatures

.

Maximum temp, 'F
(calculated)

Design / test temp, F

Component

Igniter

(used in IDIS)
428 (transformer)

Interior box air 227
171Cable
157Transformer core

Barton
transmitter

310
Interior air 231

Case surface 245

Cable in conduit
(used in IDIS)

tested to 700251Copper
260Insulation

Conduit surface 332

Thermocouple
cable 1126
insulation

RTD cable 1013 ;

insulation ._ |

l
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In a submittal dated November 29, 1982, TVA stated that all the equipment
listed in Table 22.3--except for thermocouple and RTD cable--reaches the, *

Based on this state-
equilibrium temperature during the qualificat, ion testing.
ment and the experimental verification of RTD and thermocouple cables, the
staff concludes that all the equipment listed in Table 22.3 will survive the

hydrogen burn environment. B

It should be noted, however, that the tests conducted by the licensee were
In NUREG-CR/2730, the staff's contractor

performed in a relatively small oven.
(Sandia) has stated that on the basis of some preliminary test results, scaling
(volume of containment building vs. volume'of the test chamber) may be a sig-During fiscal
nificant factor in analyzing the survivability of the aquipment.
year 1983, Sandia will be performing some additional confirmatory tests to

But, based on the conservative assumptions and availableaddress this concern.
margins in the werk done to date, the staff finds that the essential equipment

The results from Sandia's upccming
will survive the hydrogen burn environment.
tests will be relied on to confirm the findings made above.

Secondary fires in the Sequoyah plant may originate either when combustible
materials located in the contair. ment reach their ignition temperature or when
the insulation on the ice condenser cooling ducts is heated to the point at

After
which polyurethane foam starts to decompose and emit combustible gases.*

reviewing different possible sources of combustible materials, TVA identified
In most cases, how-

organic cable insulation as the only significant source.
ever, cables are completely enclosed in conduits or cable trays, and are not

Those cables that have exposed insula-
directly exposed to the hydrogen burn. In evaluating the
tion have been tested to ensure their flame resistance.
thermal stability of insulation at ice condenser cooling ducts, TVA referenced
the analysis performed by Duke Power Company for the McGuire plant (Parker,

Because the ice condenser designs are similar in both plants, the
1981). This analysis indi-
analysis performed for McGuire is applicable to Sequoyah.
cates that the polyurethane foam will not reach temperatures at which pyrolysis

The staff has reviewed this analysis and
could generate combustible gases.

concurs with TVA's conclusion.
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9.3 Pressure Effects
*

For the pressure profile inside the containme,nt during the hydrogen burn, the
conservative pressure profile was obtained from the CLASIX analysis with a

This analysis is identified in TVA's submittal of12 fps flame speed.
December 1, 1981. B

With the PHMS, the highest predicted pressure in the containment does not
exceed the pressures used during the qualification tasting of equipment.
However, a pressure differential could be developed between the lower and upper
compartments of the containment that could strain the blades of the air return

TVA has indicated that the fans are protected by backdraft dampers;fans. In
hence this pressure differential would not affect their performance.
addition, TVA performed a structural analysis that indicates that the fans

i

could take static loads in excess of those produced by the predicted pressure

differential.

Staff Conclusions Regarding Equipment Survivability9.4

After reviewing TVA's analysis and/or experimental investigation of equipment
survivability, the staff concludes that TVA has provided sufficient evidence
that all the equipment required to ensure safe shutdown conditions and contain-
ment integrity will survive the environment created by burn of the hydrogen

This conclusion is based on thegenerated during a postulated accident.
following:

The list of equipment provided in the si.omittal included all the essential(1)
equipment.

The equipment selected for the analytical and experimental investigations(2)
adequately characterizes the essential equipment on the list.

The analytical methods used by the applicant adequately calculate thermal(3)
response of equipment, based on the postulated thermal environment.
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(4) The comparison of analytically determined thermal responses to the corres-

| ponding qualification temperatures for some sample components has

|
indicated that these temperatures will not be exceeded during a hydrogen |

'

i-

| burn.
'

!!
| '

|

(5) Experimental determination of survivability of the thermocouples, RTD
I

cables, and igniter cable in conduit in the test chambers conservatively ,

predicts their behavior in a hydrogen burn environment.

It was satisfactorily demonstrated that burning hydrogen will not initiate(6)
secondary fires in the containment by igniting combustible materials by
generating combustible gases from the decomposition of polyurethane foam

i nsul at. ion . ,

10 Overall Conclusions

The operating licenses for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 contain a condition requiring
that, " prior to startup following the first refueling outage, the Commission
must confirm that an adequate hydrogen control system for the plant is
installed and will perform its intended function in a manner that provides
adequate safety margins." The licenses include another condition dealing with
the TVA research program which provides, among other things, that "...TVA
shall... evaluate and resolve any anomalous results occurring during the course

of its ongoing test program."

The staff has concluded its review of the matter of hydrogen control for postu-'

The staff finds that (1)lated degraded core accidents at the Sequoyah plant.
four additional igniters must be installed in the upper compartment in
locations satisfactory to the staff prior to restart after the second
refueling of Unit 1, and (2) certain additional testing of the Tayco igniter in

1983. Subject to the
a simulated spray environment is required by September
satisfactory resolution of the above contingencies, the staff finds that

The peak pressures as a result of igniter-induced burns will be less than*

the containment pressure capacity. The results of many accident analyses

suggest that the peak containment atmosphere pressure will be close to the
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design pressure of 12 psig. Even considering a broad range of accident

scenarios and combustion assumptions that is more conservative, it is
'

Withexpected'that the containment pressure will remain below 30 psig.
adequate margins, the containment pressure capacity is 36 psig.

The essential equipirent has been identified and the peak temperatures*

l

during a hydrogen burn for the most sensitive piece _of equipment have been
shown to be less thar. its qualification temperature.

The contingencies identified in the above findings deal with design features of
the PHMS. Specifically, they concern the capability of the Tayco igniter to'

maintain (1) a surface temperature sufficient to' initiate combustion in a spray
environment and (2) the density of the igniters in the upper containment to
ensure favorable consequences of the hydrogen burns in the upper compartment.
Recent tests conducted by TVA indicate that the igniters will function as
intended. However, the temperature margin provided by the igniters appears to
be small under spray condition. The staff will require that TVA complete-

certain additional tests to verify that the Tayco igniter will maintain an
adequate surface temperature in a spray environment such as that expected in

This work can bethe upper compartment of the ice condenser containment.
performed at the Nevada Test Site in early 1983, as part of the EPRI/NRC
hydrogen research program. The staff will require the installation of four
additional igniters in the upper compartment at locations satisfactory to the
staff, and TVA has indicated its willingness to comply with this requirement.

(
)

As part of its PHMS evaluation, the staff also identified a number of technicalJ

Theconcerns that it intends to investigate further as confirmatory items.
confirmatory items are

;

local detonations'
*

CLASIX/ COMPARE code work*

equipment survivability for a spectrum of accidents*

combustion effects at large scale*

combustion phenomena including flame acceleration in the upper ice bede
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The subject of local detonations in confined regions of the containment is
currently under investigation at Sandia under a staff technical assistance '

contract. This work is considered confirmatory in nature because: (1) mixing i

of the containment atmosphere, in conjunction with igniter operation at low
hydrogen concentrations, will preclude the formation of detonable mixtures, and
(2) recent analyses performed by Sandia using the CSQ code and a rofined struc- :

I

tural analysis indicate that the Sequoyah containment can withstand the postu-
lated detonation of a 20 volume percent hydrogen mixture in the upper plenum of
the ice condenser. The Sandia investigation should be completed by mid-1983.

The staff will continue to assess the adequacy of the CLASIX code as part of
Thisits technical assistance program with the Los Alamos National Laboratory.

containment code work is considered to be confirmatery in light of the staff's
findings regarding the adequacy of the CLASIX models and the reasonable agree-
ment obtained between CLASIX and tha hydrogen burn version of COMPARE. The

code work will be an ongoing effort.

The staff will also continue to investigate equipment survivability for a
spectrum of degraded core accidents. This investigation will be carried out as

Thepart of the NRC Hydrogen Burn Survival Program already in place at Sandia.
results of the hydrogen release rate sensitivity analyses and the substantial
margins between predicted and qualification temperatures for the more
temperature-sensitive pieces of equipment provide the bases for classifying
this item as confirmatory.

The staff will monitor the results of other ongoing NRC and EPRI hydrogen
research programs to: (1) confirm the adequacy of the number and location of
igniters in the upper compartment of containment; and (2) confirm the lack of
significant flame acceleration at large scale. Research programs to address

these concerns will be performed at the Nevada Test Site and the Sandia FLAME

facility, respectively. These programs are considered confirmatory because
similar test programs have been completed at smaller scale with acceptable

results.

Accordingly, subject to satisfactory resolution of the open item dealing with
the Tayco igniter surface temperature, the staff finds the license conditions
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dealing with hydrogen control during postulated degraded core accidents to be
satisfactorily resolved. ,

,

.

O

|
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APPENDIX A

CONTINUATION OF CHRONOLOGY OF NRC STAFF
RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY REVIEW 0F ,SEQUOYAH STATION

. .

hay 5, 1981 Letter from licensee concerning program for j

training for mitigating core damage. ,

!

!

May 15, 1981 Letter from licensee concerning survivability of ;

!

hydrogen recombiners and containment temperature
profile.>

May 18, 1981 Letter from licensee concerning EPRI hydrogen
1

research program.

June 1, 1981 Letter to licensee concerning conceptual design for"

aitigating effects of potential core-melt accident. ;.

June 2, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding nonproprietary
'version of " Resolution of Equipment Survivability

Issues for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant."

June 16, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding "Research Program
on Hydrogen Combustion and Control, Quarterly
Progress Report 3."

July 1, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding " Selection of-

,

Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation System for Sequoyah
i Nuclear Plant."

.

July 8, 1981 Letter to licensee requesting additional information
on hydrogen control.'

July 17, 1981 Letter to licensee forwarding agenda for July 23
hydrogen control / combustion meeting to review R&D
programs.

|

July 14, 1981 Letter from licensee concerning research project
regarding conceptual design for mitigation of effects
of potential core-melt accidents.

August 17, 1981 Letter from licensee advis...g that TVA is replacing
interim distribution system with permanent hydrogen
mitigation system.

August 27, 1981 Letter to licensce requesting information regarding
equipment temperature response to hydrogen burns.

September 22, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding "Research Program
on Hydrogen Combustion and Control, Quarterly

j Progress Report 4.",

f
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October 1, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding additional hydrogen
i control information.

October 29, 1981 Letter to applicant forwarding " Evaluation of
Quarterly Progress Report 3 ,Research Program on
Hydrogen Combustion and Control."

November 30, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding comments on
R. Strehlow's August 17 report on hydrogen control
and combustion.

December 1, 1981 letter from licensee responding to request for
information regarding hydrogen control and equipment
temperature response to hydrogen burns.

January 22, 1981 Letter from licensee forwarding "Research Program on
Hydrogen Combustion and Control, Quarterly Progress
Report 5."

January 29, 1982 Letter to licensee extending date by which NRC must
confirm that adequate hydrogen control system is
installed and functioning.

February 12, 1982 Letter to licensee concerning delay in submitting
R&D program on hydrogen control and combustion.

February 12, 1982 Letter to licensee requesting additional information
regarding hydrogen control.

February 25, 1982 Letter from licensee responding to request for
information on hydrogen control and combustion.

April 6, 1982 Letter from licensee responding to request for
information on hydrogen control.

April 13, 1982 Letter to licensee requesting summary report
regarding adequacy of hydrogen control measures
within 60 days of completion of ice condenser owners'
group hydrogen control R&D program.

April 23, 1982 Letter from licensee forwarding " Combustion Studies
at High Hydrogen Concentrations, Effect of
Obstacles on Combustion."

May 17, 1982 Letter to licensee forwarding R. Strehlow's report
regarding hydrogen control system.

June 14, 1982 Letter from licensee forwarding " Summary of Testing
to Determine Suitability of Tayco Igniter for Use

|
' in Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation System."

July 12, 1982 Letter to licensee forwarding agenda for August 4,
1982 meeting concerning R&D program for hydrogen
control and combustion in ice condenser plants.

Sequoyah SSER A-2
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July 28, 1982 Letter from licensee forwarding quarterly progress |
report on R&D program for hydrogen combustion and ;

control.
'

September 17, 1982 Letter to licensee requesting additional information
regarding hydrogen control.

September 27, 1982 Letter from licensee forwarding " Executive Summary
Report on Adequacy of Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation
System for Sequoyah Nuclaar Plant."

October 1, 1982 Letter to licensee requesting additional inforaation
on equipment temperature response to hydrogen burns.

'

November 1, 1982 Letter from licensee responding to request for
information on hydrogen control.

<

|

|

|
'

l
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400 Chestnut Street Tower II

Septenbor 27, 1982
,

.

.
.,

Director of Nuclear Reacter Hagulation
Attention: Ms. E. Adensas, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 3 -

Divisiott of Licensing
U.S. Nuolear Regulatory Concission e

'4ashington, D.C. 20555 .

Dear Ms. Adensas:
.

In the Matter of ) Docket ! Ins. 90-327
Tennessee 7 alley Authority ) 50-329

,

Eselosed is our response to R. L. Tedesco's April 13, 1932 letter to
H. G. Parris regarding the request for a su=mutrv report on the ade:;uacy of
the h7dregen control sessures required *y ca.,cesting license conditionn
2.C.(22).D (unit 1) cad 2.C.(16).h for the Sequoysh Nuclear Plant. This
response also represents the final quarterly report r*quirad by the whovo
operatics license coa.ditions.

As stated in the enclosed r port, va have ecceluded t*ist the permnant
hydrogen.=1tigstinn system, described in the enclosed report, is an
adequate hydrogen control system that will perform its intended function in
a conner that provides adequate ?ststy mrtins.

If you have any questiens eencernirit this matter, please sat in teuen with
J. E. trill, at =73 353 833,

Tory tru17 'nr.1rs,

72N'ICOS2 VALi.3T AUT"C*tI T

.

, .

; L. ". " ills, a ns er

Uuelear Licensint
, ,

[Tworn; ers ned subscri ad Nfore methisMN. day of 1982.

s

;/),,. n; .n, . . ,--

: .

' #'

Notaff?ublio #N *d --,''
'

osettssien Expires
'

'_ ~,.:.i

* EW:LH3
osurt

cc: U.S. Muolear Regulatory Conseission.(!nclosure1j
Region II

Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regions 1 Administrator
101 Msrietta St-aet, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

_ cc: See page 2 ; (
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J. Introduction
*

This report is an executive summary whose purpose is to provide an
overview of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (IVA) position that the -
Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation System (PENS) is an adequate hydrogen
control system for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and wonid perform its
intended function in a manner that provides adequate saf ety margins.
Highlights of the PENS design and supporting analyses and research
are presented. A more comprehensive technical lummary is provided as

'*

an attaciument to this report.
.
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IJ. Permanent Erdromen pitimation System (PENS) Descrintion
e

'

TVA has selected the concept of controlled ignition using themmal
ignitors f or the PRMS at the Segnoyah Nucler.r Plant. Briefly, the - '

concept is to reliably ignite lean hydroges-air mixtures throughout
,

'

the containment to achieve periodic or contianons burning. This
,

moderated energy addition rate wonid allow the containment heat sinks
to absorb the heat of combustion more effectively and rednoe the
overall containment pressurization. This selection was made af ter a .

'*
number of alternatives were thoroughly evaluated.

~

In early 1980, the TVA Board of Directors regnested the TVA staff to f
investigate potentini mitigation eystems for degraded core accidents !

at Sequoyah. An intensive study was undertaken of concepts to ;

prevent or minimise the effects of hydrogen combustion as well as !

concepts to increase containment capacity for overpressure events. I
Af ter evaluating each of these strategies, the TVA staff recommended !
the Laplementation of a controlled ignition eystem. This concept was !
the basis for the Interim Distributed Ignition System (IDIS) [
installed at Sequoyah in the sammer of 1980. Beyond this commitment !

to the IDIS, TVA, together with Duke Power and American Electric |
Prwer ( AEP), continned to investigate alternative methods of hydrogen j

contr ol . Af ter completing these evaluations and comparing the
alternatives, TVA selected controlled ignition for the PEMS.

A durable thermal igniter capable of maintaining an adequate surf ace
temperature was specified for the PENS. An igniter developed by
Tayco Engineering to operate at a standard plant voltage of 120V ac
was selected and has been shown to be capable of maintaining an ,

'
adequate surf ace temperature f or extended periods, initiating
combustion, and continuing to operate in various combustion f
environments. To assure adequate coverage, a total of 64 ignitors |
will be distributed throughout the major regions of containment in
which hydrogen conid be released or to which it' conid flow in

'

significant quantities (see figure in attachment). There will be at
least two ignitors, controlled and powered redundantly, located in i
each of these regions. |

The PHMS components inside containment will maintain their functional
capability under the effects of postaccident conditions including
conbustion. In addition, the PENS camponents will be seismically
supported.

The ignitors in the PEM5 are ' equally divided into two redundant
groups to ensure adequate coverage even in the event of a single
f ailure. Manual control and status indication of each group will be
provided in the main control room. The system wonid be energized
manually following the start of any accident which indicates
inadequate core cooling without waiting for any hydrogen buildup.
Separate trains of power will be provided for each group of ignitors |
and will be backed by automatic loading onto the diesel generators !
upon loss of of f site power. |

!
In addition, appropriate surveillance testing requirements and
technical specifications have been provided.

- .
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Wo ocaglada thet tho PBMS decign, as dastrib:d hero, is od:quato ccd |,

that the. system would perform its intended function la a manner that'

provides adequate safety margins.
..
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II,I. Sanoortina &aalvaes

Numerous analyses have been performed by TVA and its sabeostractors
*during the past two years to study the effects of mitigating hydrogeaI

| by controlled ignition on iso ooedesser sostainment structures and
equipment during selected degraded oore accidents.

Calculations of oostatement atmospherio pressure and temperature have'

been perf ossed using the G.ASIX campster code dheloped by
Westinghouse Offshore Power Systems. The CLASIX code *results have
been compared f avorably to results from other containment codes. The
code also has been shows to mosservativs17 predict the response f rom

i
seversi esporkments. For input to the CLASIX code, values for
combustion parameters were obtained from the literature and values'

for hydrogen and steam release rates were calonlated with the NRC-
funded MARG code. Enough sensitivity studies were performed on

i containment parameters, combustion parameters, and release rates to
reasonably bonad the orpeeted response. The calculated peak
containment pressure for the base case set of parameters was 19 psig
while the highest pressare calsalated in the sensitivity studies was
less than 28 psig.

The response of the containment shell and internal structures to
these statio pressure loads has been evainated. The minimum
calculated structural capacity at yield of 45 psis bonads these ,
calculated internal pressure's with considerable margin.

Our analyses and research have indicated that dynamic loads from a
detonation do not have to be considered because detonation is not a
credible phenomenon in the containment. Briefly, this is because: |

(a) thers are no high-energy sources to initiate a ddtonation.
(b) there wonid be no rich concentrations throughout the containment
because the distributed ignators womid initiate combustion as the ;

mixture reached the lower fisanability limit and because ef fective
mixing would ocour, and (o) there are no areas of the containment
with sufficient geometrical confinement to allow for the flame ,

acceleration necessary to yield a transition to detonation. H ow ev er, ;

at the NRC's request, TVA has caloniated the response of the [
, containment shell to an kapalse pressure from a hypothetical local

detonation. The results skoved that a margin of saf ety of three
,

existed before material yield wonid be reached.

The survivability of hoy equipment has been evainated for the
calculated atmospheric pressure and temperature profiles augmented by
radiative flame ef f ects. The equipment temperature response was
calculated using the NRC-funded HEATING 5 code and the results were
compared with the original qualification temperatures. This
comparison showed that the key equipment would survive under
postaccident conditions including combustion.>

In sammary, these analyses have demonstrated that the containment !

structures and key equipment would survive the ef f ects of selseted
degraded core accidents when mitigated by the PEMS and continue to

irem 6 a intact and operational. We conclude that the PENS, as?

supported by the analyses described here, is adequate and would |
perf orm its intended f unction in a mannar that provides adequate

!saf ety margins.
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Iy. jannortina Research .

Extensive researek has been sponsored by TVA Duke, AEP, and Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) during the past two years to study
1ydrogen combustion, distribution, and mitigation. The research
programs were designed to be confinatory la nature. They were
necessarily limited la scope and depth ,dne to time constraints
imposed by the Sogneyah operating liosase conditions and the
availability of t'est f acilities. The programs focused on the
engineering applications of hydrogen combustion technology la support
of a altigation system.

.

TVA Duke, and AEP sponsored combustion experiments at Fenwal
Incorporated to investigate the ignition charsuoristics and -

reliability of the General Motors (GM) igniter used in the Interim i
'Distributed Ignition System. TVA, Duke, AEP, and the EPRI sponsored

! an integrated research program at Whitoshe11 Nuclear Research
Establishment, Factory Nataal Research Corporation, Acarez
Corporation, and Banford Engineering Development Laboratory. In one
phase of the Whitoshe11 tests, the lean ignition limits and minissa
surf ace temperatures were determined for both the GM and Tayco I

'
igniter. In other tests at Whitoshe11, the extent of reaction of
lean sistates, the behavior of deflagrations in rich mixtures, the
effects of fan- and obstacle-induced turbulence, and the behavior in

an extended vessel geometry were each investigated. At Factory
,

Mutual, the pressure suppression effects of a water micro-fog were
studied in small scale. In the intermediate-scale tests at Acures,
the effects of'ignitor location within the test vessel and the
presence of a water micro-fog were both investigated. Simulation of
postaccident conditions in an ice condenser lower compartment was
performed at Banford to study the potential for hydrogen pocketing or
nonanif om distribution. TVA also conducted experiments at its |
Singleton Laboratory on the survivability of el,ectrical cables and |
the durability of ignitors under cycling, endurance, and combustion
conditions. ;

IThe original research programs have been successfully concluded and i

the data have been submitted to the NRC. The tests shewed no !

unexpected results and confirmed the judgments made in the design and |
analysis supporting the PBMS. Both types of ignitors were shown to !

*

be reliable and effective ander a wide range of conditions. In j
general, the combustion parsneter results agreed with values from the

,

l it era tur e. In particular, the transient tests exhibited sequential !

combustion accompanied by relatively mild pressure rises which are !

characteristic of the behavior calcnisted with the CI.ASIX code. No !

detonations were ever observed even at high concentrations of !

hydrogen or in an extended vessel geometry. The micro-fog was |
ineffective as a heat sink for pressure suppression during |
combustion. The Banford simulation showed good mixing with no
pocketing of hydrogen.

f
i

We conolade that the PENS, as supported by the research here, is
adequate and would perform its intended function in a manner that ;
provides adequate saf ety margins.

;
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Y,. Conclusions ,
. ,

,

TVA has designed a Permanent Bydrogen Mitigation System employing |
controlled ignition to mitigate the effects of kydrogna during |

-

potential degraded core accidents at the Sogneysh Neelear Plant. The !

system is rednadant, capable of functioning in a postaccident (
environment, seismically supported, capable of notnation from the '

sein sentrol room, and has sa emple number of ignitors distributed !
throughost the oostainment. The containment structures and key 1,

equipment have been shown by analysis or testing to survive the |
pressure and temperstare loads from selected degraded core accidents j

and to continue to function. Aa gxtensive researsh program has !

confinned our analytical assumptions, demonstrated equipment j
r

survivability and Ekoen that controlled ignition can indeed mitigate ;
'

the ef f ects of hydrogen releases in closed vessels. We conclude that ;

the PENS is sa adequate hydrogen control gysten that wonid perfona i

its intended function la a manner that provides adequate saf ety |
,
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I. Introdnation

This report is a technical samanary' whose purpose is to*
*

substantiate the Tennessee Valley Anthority's (TVA) position that
*

the Permanent Hydrogen Nitigation System (PENS) is an adequate
hydrogen control system f or the Segnoyah Naolear Plant and would
perform its intended faaetion in a manner that provides adagnate
saf ety margins. The report draws from and ref erences the many
technical reports that have been submittet by TVA to the NRC over
the past two years. First, the criteria and final design f or the
PENS is described. Next, a disosssion is provided of tiie numerous
analyses perfomed to determine the effects on key structures and
equipment of mitigating degraded come accidents with the PENS.
Last, the research program conducted to confi m our understanding
of hydrogen combustion control is reviewed. Throughout this

,

report, resolution of the various technical issues that have been
' raised (containment capability, equipment survivablity, local
detonation. etc.) is provided and application of the test data and
analyses is made in support of the adequacy of the PENS.

.
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II. Permanent Erdronen Mitimation Svatem (PRNS) Descrintion
*
. TVA has solested the ooscept of controlled ignittoa using Obenmal.

ignitors for the PENS at the Sequoyah Nuolear Plast. Briefly, the
*

i concept is to reliably ignite lesa hydrogen-air mixtures
throsskost the containment to achieve periodie or costiasons
burning. This moderated energy addition rate vos1d allow the
containment heat slaks to absorb the heat of combustion more
effectively and reduce the overall containment pressurisation.
This selection was made af ter a number of alternative cosoepts
were thoroughly evalasted and compared. In early 1980,'*the TVA :

Board of Directora requested the TVA staff to investigate I

potential mitigation erstems f or degraded oore socidents at |
Sogneyah. An intensive study was undertaken of concepts to '

prevent or minimize the effects of hydrogen combustion such as
preinerting with altroges, postinerting with Halon, or controlled
ignition. Also investigated were concepts to increase containment
capacity for overpressare events such as augmented atmospheric
cooling or various forms of containment venting. Each of these
mitigation strategies was evaluated based on their effectiveness, -

technical feasibility, additional risk, reliability, and cost.
The report recommended the implementation of a controlled ignition
system. This concept was the basis f or the Interim Distribution4

'

Ignition System (IDIS), installed at Segnoyah in the sammer of
1930.

Beyond this commitment to the IDIS, TVA, together with Duke Power
; and American Electric Power ( AEP), continued to investigate
i alternative methods of hydrogen control. The potential

electromagnetic interf erence effects of spark ignitors were
examine d. A conceptual design study for a postaccident Halon 1301
injection system was commissionen. The corrosive effects on
stainless steel of Halon decomposition products were later
demonstrated by TVA at its Singleton Materials Engineering

- Laboratory. Beach-scale tests os controlled combustion with
catalytic combustors were perfoemed and the effects of catalyst
poisoning by fission products were investigated. TVA also
evaluated controlled ignition enhanced with spray fogging, crygen
removal with a gas turbine, and postaccident inerting with carbon
dioxide. Af ter completing all these evaluations and comparing the
' alternatives. TVA selected controlled ignition for the PENS.
Brief descriptions are provided below of the PENS and its design
criteria, operating procedure, surveillance testing, and technical
sportfications, .. , , ,,

To assure that hydrogen wonid be ignited at any containment
location as soon as the concentration exceeded the lower
flammability limit, a durable thermal igniter capable of
maintaining an adequate surface temperature was specified. An
igniter developed by Tsyco Engineering was selected f or use in the
PENS since it operates at a more standard plant voltage of 120V ac
than the lower voltage required by the General Motors (GM) glow
ping used in the IDIS at Segnoyah. The Tayco model igniter has

'

been shown by experiment to be capable of maintaining surf ace
, temperatures in excess of the required mininas for extended

| periods, initiating combustion, and continuing to operate in
j -9

|

.
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vericas combustion etvir:muccts. Inform:tico cc scsk prcct

testing is 10 sled:d in s3stieco IV,.B ced IV.F cf this summary
, '

report.* -

*

To assare adegaste spatial coverage, a total of 64 Agaiters will
be distributed throughout the major regions of containment in
which hydrogen sould be released or to which it could flow in
significant quantities (see fisare). There will be at least too
ignitors, controlled and powered redandantly, loosted in each of
these regions. Following a degraded core accidenIt, any hydrogen
which is produced wesid be released into the lower compartment
laside the erane wall. To oever this region, 22 Agnitors (equally
divided between trains) will be provided. Eight of these will be
distributed on the reactor oavity wall esterior and crane wall
interior at am intensediate elevation to allow the partial barains

that accompanies sqsard flame propagation. Two ignitors will be
located at the lower edge of each of the five steam generator and
pressariser enclosures, two in the top of the pressurizer
enclosure, and another pair above the reactor vessel in the
cavity. These 22 lower compartment ignitors wonid prevent
flammable mixtures f rom entering the ice condenser. Any hydrogen
not burned la the lower compartment would be carried up through
the ice condenser and into its apper plenum. Since st eam
wonid be removed from the mixture as it passed through the ice
bed, thus concentrating the hydrogen, mixtures that were
nonfiammable la the lower compartment wonid tend to become
flammable in the ice condenser upper plenna. This phenomenon is
supported by the CLASIX containment analysis code (discussed in
section III. A of this sammary report) which predicts more
sequential barns to occur in the apper plenum than in any other
region. Controlled burning in the apper plenum is pref erable
since the amonat of hydrogen consumed in each lean-timit burn is
so low due to the relatively small volume of the region that the
energy addition rate to the containment is modera,ted. We also
conclude, based on the esport opinion of Dr. Bernard Lewis and
Bela Karlovitz, that there is no realistic potential for a
transition to detonation in the upper plenum because the available
ignition strength is weak, the entering mixtures will be just-
flammable, and the plenum does not have suf ficient geometrical
confinament above or below the region of combustion. Therefore,
we hsve chosen to take advantage of the beneficial combustion
charectoristics of the upper plenum by distributing 16 igniters
egnally around it. Four ignitors will be located around the upper
compartment dome -four more aconad the top.inside of the crane-* ' -

wall, and one above each of the two air return f ans. The air
return f ans provide recirculation flow from the upper compartment
through the ' dead-ended' volume and back into the main part of the
l ower compartment. To cover this region, there will be a pair of
ignitors in each of the rooms (a total of 16 ignitors) through
which the recirculation flow passes.

The PENS components inside containment will maintain their
f unctional capability under postaccident conditions. These
components will survive the ef fects of multiple hydrogen burns and
will be protected from spray impingement and flooding. In*

addition, the PENS camponents will be seismically supported.

. m ., _. s . . . , _ , - . . . . . .. . . . . . .,. .
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He ignitors in the PENS are equally divided into two redaadant
groups, each with independent and separate controls, power, and

* locations,. to ensare adequate cove' rage even is the event of a*

single iallare. Massal control of each group of ignitors will be
provided in the main oomtrol room and the status (on-off) of each *

group will be indicated there. He system would be emergiaed
saanally following any accident upon the ocentrence of any
condition which indicates inadequate oore cooling without waiting
for a potential hydrogen buildny. Separate trains of Class 1E
480V as assiliary power will be provided for each" group,of
ignitors sad will be backed by automatic loading onto the diesel
generators upon loss of off site power. Each individual circuit
will power two ignitors and- have a design voltage of 120V ac.

Surveillance testing proposed for the PENS will consist of
energizing the system from the main control room and taking
voltage and carrent readings from each circuit at the distribution
panels located in the auxiliary building. D ese readings can then
be compared to ones taken during preoperational testing of the
system to indicate whether or not both ignitors on each circuit
are operational without requiring contaismient entry, ne
opera,bility of at least 31 of the 32 ignitors per train wonid
conservatively guarantee an effective coverage throughout the
contairm ent. Appropriate technical specifications on test
intervals and restoration to operable status have previously been
propo se d.

We conclude that the PENS design, as described here, with igniter
ype and locations, redundancy, capability of functioning la a
postaccident environment, seismic support, main control room
actuation, and remote surveillance is adequatr and the system
would perf orm its intended function in a manner that provides
adequate safety margins.

.
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III. Sunnortian Analyses

Numerous analyses have been performed by TVA and its contractors*
.

during the past too years to study the effects of mitigating
'

hydrogen by sontrolled ignition on ice condenser containment
structures and equipment during selected degraded core accidents.
Calculations of containment atmospheric pressure and temperature
during these accidents have been performed using the CLASIX code.
The response of the containment shell and internal struotares to
the peak salculated pressures has been evaluated.' The response of
the containment shell to an impulse pressure from a hyydthetical
local detonation has been calculated. The survivability of key

| equipment has been evaluated for the calculated atmospheric,

pressure and temperstare profiles augmented by radiative flame
effects. The analyses have demonstrated that the containment
structures and key equipment would survive the effects of selected
degraded core accidents when mitigated by the PSMS and continse to
remain intact and operational. We conclude that the PENS, as
supported by the analyses described below, is adequate and would
perform its intended function in a manner that provides adequate
saf ety margins.

.

'
A. Structures

Contaimaant atmospheric pressa.e loadings on the shell and
internal structures da:!nu d: graded core accidents including
hydrogen combustion have been calenisted using the CLASIX
containment analysis code written by Off shore Power Systems (OPS),
a division of Westinghouse. The expertise developed over the
years in writing and verifying NRC-accepted design basis
containment analysis codes was used as a basis for this ef fort.
The ice condenser containment was modeled in CLASIX using such
standard assumptions as homogeneous volume nodes. Extensions to
this traditional methodology were included in the code to account
for the effects of degraded core accidents such as hyJrogen
combustion. Hydrogen combustion was represented by a shople model
that added the heat released during burning to the surroundings
when flammability criteria were met in that region. The CLASIX
code has been compared by OPS to TMD, an NRC-accepted
subccupartment ice condenser analysis code, and to 0000 CLASS 9, a
degraded core accident containment analysis code based on the NRC-
accepted 00C0 code. The comparisons showed good agreement. The
CLASIX code was also used to model hydrogen combustion experiments
conducted at Fenwal . Incorporated and Lewrence Livermore. National. |

Laboratory. The code conservatively overpredicted the pressure
and temperature response measured during the tests. We conclude !

th at the CLASIX code is adequate to use f or conservative i

prediction of the icw condenser containment response to degraded ,

'

core accidents including hydrogen combustion.

The CLASIX input required to model the Sequoyah containment
response to such an event consisted largely of physical parmasters
such as volumes, areas, and material properties that have been
used previously in design basis licensing analyses. Several of
the se parameters, including containment spray flow rate, initial
ice mass, sad air return f an flow rate, were varied in sensitivity

|
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| st udies. In additica, s3veral hydregos sombtstien paramsters were
t specifiable in the input to allow for a wide range of sensitivity

*

st udie s. .These include the lower flammability limit (LPL), the.

| f raction of bara completeness, and the barn duration. The barn
i duration actually represents the pressare rise time based on flame -

propagation at a c'oastant speed af ter simultaneous ignition at all
; ignitors located in that volume. In our latest st udie s, the

conservative assumptions used in the base case calculation were an
LFL of a volume percent, a burn fraction of 35 percent, and a
flame propagation speed of 6 f t/see. The parameters assumed in
the best estimate calculation were an LPL of 6 voinne percent, a |barn fraction of 60 percent, and a propagation speed of 3 f t/sec. '

In the various sensitivity studies, ,the LFL was varied between 4 |and 10 voinne percent, the bara completeness fraction between 40 I

and 100 percent, and the barn duration based on flame speeds
between 1 and 12 f t/sec. These value ranges are supported by
numerous ref erences in the literature for turbulent combustion in
lean-limit mixtures. Resnits from the recent Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) -stility lean-limit hydrogen combustion
experiments validated the use of these value ranges. Inf orma tion
and conclusions from this combustion research is included in
sections IV.E. IV.C. and IV.D of this summary report. In further
comparisons to actual data, as stated above, the CLASIX code was
able to conserve r.ively overpredict experheental pressures measured I

at two diff erent .!acilities. The parameter sensitivity studies I

were perfommed to bound reported data and to account for such
postulated phenomena as steam inerting the lower compartment or

| fogging reducing the bara completsress in the upper plenum. We
conclude that the combustion parameter input, including
sensitivity variations, is adequate to be used in the CLASII code '

for conservative prediction of containment response.

Another set of CLASII input parameters required to model a
degraded core event included the hydrogen and steam release rates
into the containment. Allowances were made in the CLASIX code for
these input parameters to be varied over a wide range since they -,

*

wonid be dependent on the accident sequence being studied. A
small-break LOCA with f ailure of safety inj ection (S D) was chosen

2as the base case for analysis because it is similar to the TNI-2
class of accidents. The S,D event is also an appropriate selection
because it is believed to le the most probable accident sequence that
would resnit in core damage at Sequoyah. Recovery of core cooling
was assumed to occur prior to core slump and the cladding reaction
was terminated at a conservative level of 75 percent. In
addition, a review of other probable scenarios shows the S D- - ' ' "

2
-

transient results in more than twice as much hydrogen generation
prior to core slump as was found in the other scenarios. Beyond
the S D base case, sensitivity studies were performed to evaluate2
the eff ects of increasing the hydrogen release rate throughout the
event by as much as a factor of three and increasing the rate in a
' spike' fashion over a segment of the event. In addition, the
hydrogen release rates from analyses ,(using the MARCH camputer
code) of a number of other accident sequences were reviewed and
found to be bonaded by either the S D base case or the sensitivity2studies. The S,D base case release rate used in the TVA analysis
also bounded th3 release rates presented in NUREG/CR-2540, 'A

s
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Nethod for ths Analysis 6f Rydregos etd Steam Re1cessa to
Containment During Degraded Core Coslics Ascidezts.' Sineo ths
PENS is intended to mitigate degraded sore events which are*

.

terminated prior to core slump, the release rates during the core
recovery phase were salonisted and also fomed to be less than

~

already covered by the studies. We conclude that the hydrogen and
steam release rate input, Laolading sensitivity variations, is
adagnate to use in the CLASIX code for conservative prediction of

*
contaissent response.

.

The CLASIX sode salonistions f or the base case set of input
parameters described above rossited in a peak containment prestare
of 19 psig. The best estimate case aressited in a peak pressure of
less than 12 psig, the containment design pressure. The highest
peak pressere that resulted from any of the numerous sensitivity
studies was less than 28 psig. As described below, the Sequoyah
containment yield strength has been ostoniated to be at least 45
psig.

Structural analyses have been perf ormed to determine the static
pressure capability of the coatsimment and internal structures.
The pressure rise rossiting f rom a hydrogen deflagration is slow
enough to be treated as a static pressure load in the analysis.
The associated temperature ef fects were f ound to be negligible.
An elastic-plastic analysis was performed by TVA using a finite*

element model of the limiting section (1/2' cylindrical plate
between elevations 756' 3' and 810' 3') of the steel containment
shell. All other containment boundary components were evaluated
and it was determined that this shell section was limiting in
terms of containment yield strength. Using the actual miniman
yield strength of the plate material, the yield pressure of this
shell section was found to be at least 45 psig. Other independent

structural evaluations have been made that confirmed this minimum
capacity. An evaluation waa also made of the concrete divider
deck (the main internal str 4cture between the upp'er and lower
compartment) that revealed its differential pressure capacity to
be equal to or greater that the containment shell capacity. We
conclude that the capability of the containment shell and internal
structures is adequate to withstand the static pressure loads
during hydrogen combustion in the degraded core accidents
studied.

In addition to these analyses of static pressure capability, TVA
has perf ormed an analysis of the -(rnamic response of the .s..

containment to an impulse load from a hypothetical local
detonation. Development of the Lapaise load and the structural
analysis was requested by the NRC, although our analyses and
research have indicated that local detonation is not a credible
phenomenon in the containment. To briefly review, several factors
affect the potential for a detonation including ignition strength,
hydrogen concentration, and geometrical confinement. Addressing
these factors individuel1, the thermal ignitors used f or7
controlled ignition are considered by experts, including Dr. Roger
Strehlow (an NRC consultant), to be ' soft' or ' weak' sources of
ignition and as such are not likely initiators of detonation.
Second, rich concentrations of hydrogen will not be present

. .c, , . . : .. . .u n x : .. . , ..g ; . ; , ,;. y .: .u n .
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throughout large regions of the containment because the PENS
ignitors will initiate combustion near the LFL. This has been
demonstrated on numerous occasions' (see sections IV. A. IV.D. IV.C.*

.

I and IV.D) including tests in the presence of steam or spray. In
addition, isolated rich concentrations away from the source due to

*

extreme hydrogen gradients or pocketing will not occur. This ha s
been confirmed by results f rom the mixing tests in the sinalated

( ice condenser containment at Banf ord Engineering Development
| Laboratory (see section IV.E) . Third, we-have identified no arena
l of the containment with sufficient geometrical co'hfinement to

allow for the extreme flame acceleration necessary to yield a
transition to detonation. For example, the vertical ice baskets
in the ice condenser are not sufficiently confined radially and
the circumferential upper planna above the ice condenser is not
sufficiently confined above or below for a transition to
detonation to occur (see section II). Even if rich mixtures were |
postulated to exist in a confined geometry, it is improbable that I
a detonation would result. Illustrating this f act are two of the
tests conducted at Whitoshe11 Nuclear Research Establishment that
f ailed to produce a detonation when igniting a stoichiometric
(about 29.5 volume percent hydrogen) mixture in an enclosed sphere
or even when igniting s 25 volume percent mixture in a pipe
*

attached to the sphere in a configuration more conducive to a
transition to detonation. For more information see section IV.B
of this summary report. We conclude that detonation is not a
credible phenomenon in the ice condenser containment. H ow ev er, a s .

stated above, TVA has developed an impulse load from a
hypothetical local detonation and analyzed the dynamic containment
response. The hypothetical load was based on the detonation of a
six-f oot dimmater spherical cloud with wave speeds (to cal.culate
the pressure rise time) and peak overpressures obtained f rom the
literature. The Lapalse was assumed to act at the center of the
same critical containment shell section used for the static
a na ly si s. The resnits showed that a margin of safety of three
existed before material yield wonid be reached. We conclude that
the containment shall conid survive even such a hypothetical local
detonation.

.

Based on the above analyses, we conclude that the containment
structures would survive the effects of selected degraded core
accidents when mitigated by the PENS and continue to remain
intact.

I

B. Eauinment
,

Containment atmospheric pressure and temperature loadings on key
equipment in the containment have been calculated using the CLASIX
code discussed above in section III. A. The parameters assumed
previously f or the base case were used again except that the barn
duration was based on a low , flame speed of one f t/sec chosen at
the NRC's request to enhance the heat contribution from the
fisme. To account f or these flame ef f ects, the 0,ASIX temperature
transient in each of the regions containing key equipment selected
for analysis was augmented by a radiative heat finz term. The
radiative heat flum was Luposed during each barn and was based on
a conservative adisbatic flame temperature of 1400 F. This

. . ,

l
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combined temperstaro load eco impossd en the eqEipm:st in on
occlysis tsiss tha sts:dtrd BEATINGS therm:1 esde chich ces

* developed .with NRC funding. The equipment was initially assumed.

to be in equilibriu at the highest probarn atmospheric
temperature resalting from the postulated degraded core accident.

*

The thermal analysis was extended antil well af ter all the
temperature peaks associated with barns had passed.

Key equipment inside containment essential for safe ahntdown of
the plant was identified. That subset of equipmeht either
considered to be potentially sensitive to temperature or located
in regions of numerous barns sseh as the ice condenser apper
plenum was then selected. This subset would bound the remaining
key equipment items for the evaluation of temperature
surv ivability. The pressure capability of the key equipment was
judged to be controlled by the limiting containment shell section
pressure capability described above in section III. A. The subset
of key equipment included the exposed incore thermocouple cable
and hot and cold les ETD cable, the Interim Distributed Ignition
System (IDIS) igniter assembly, the igniter assembly power cable
in conduit, and a transmitter assembly representative of the types
installed in the plants. The decision was made to test the
exposed cables rather than attempting to analyze them due to the
potential for changing surf ace properties (see section IV.F) .
Thermal analyses were performed on the remaining key components.

The igniter assembly analysis was performed on a Sequoyah IDIS
assembly which shon1d conservatively bound the PHMS assembly
response. It showed that the coge of the transformer inside the
igniter assembly would reach 1577 whjle the transformer windings
were designed to operate at up to 428 F. Analy sis also showed
thag the conduit for, the igniter assembly power cable wonid reach
332 F (and the laterior even less) while tests conducted at TVA's
Singleton Laboratory showed ge cable in condait wonid function
without degradation up to 600 F. The transmitter analysis
resnited in a casing surface temperature of 245 F (and the

interior even gess) while the transmitter has been qualified to*

operate at 320 F. This thermal analysis methodology was compared
to an NRC-accepted Westinghouse equipment thermal qualification
model and showed good agreement. In addition, the methodology was
applied to sample Fenwal test data and found to conservatively
overpredict thermal response.

In addition.to.the key subset described above, the eff ects of
temperature and pressure were evaluated for other key equipment
such as the air return f ans. No burns were predicted by CLASII to
occur in the upper compartment f or the base case parameter
assumptions. How ev er, even f or those sensitivity studies which
resulted in upper conpartment burns, the atmosphere only very
briefly exceeded the elevated temperatures at which the f ans were
designed to operate in an emergency. In addition, the massive f an
motor and casing (weighing approximately 1300 lbs.) have a
significant amount of thermal inertia. The backdraft dampers
above the f ans avoid pressure loads on the f ans during lower
compartment pressurization. Again, no upper compartment barns are
predicted for the base case. How ev er, the f an blades have been

, . . ..,,,..v. < ... c. :. . .q,, ... ,.,
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! structur:11y analyacd to take a static load (in addition to the
normal operating stresses) greater than even the maximum peak
differential pressure predicted in the sensitivity studia,s*

,

discussed in section III. A.,

. .

In addition to analysing the survivability of the key equipment
described above, special areas such as the foam insulation around
the ice condenser were evaluated for temperature ef fects. A

| themal analysis using the HEATING code mentioned above was
|' performed by Duke Power to evaluate whether heat from combustion

in the ice condenser con 1d desampose the foam to form frammable
products. The analysis showed that even the heat flux fra a '

constant band of flame applied locally f or 45 minutes to the ice
| condenser walls would not be sufficient to elevate the foam behind

it to its pyrolysis temperature.

Based on the above analyses and tests, we concinde that the
contsizment key equipment wonid survive the offsets of selected
degraded core accidents when mitigated by the PHMS and continue to
remain operational.

,
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! IV. Sannertian Researak
I

Extensive .research has been sponsored by WA, Duke AEP, and EPRI*
.

during the past two years to study hydrogen combastion,
mitigation, and distribution. The research programs were designed -

to be confirmatory in nature. They were necessarily limited in
scope and depth due to time constraints imposed by the Sequoyah
operating license conditions and the availability of test
f acilities. He programs focused on the wagineering applications
of hydrogen ocabsstion technology in support of er mitigation
sy st em. WA, Duke, and ARP sponsored combustion experiments at
Fenes! Incorporated. W A, Duke. AEP, and EPRI sponsored research
at Whitoshe11 Nuclear Research Establishment in combustion and
igniter development, at Factory Natual Research Corporatics in

| ccabustion and mitigation, at Aearez Corporation in combustion and
mitigation, and at Banf ord Engineering Development Laboratory in
distribution. WA conducted experiments at its Singleton
Laboratory in equipment survivability and igniter development.
The original research pecgrams have been successfully concinded
and the data have been submitted to the NRC. To samunarize, the

tests showed no unexpected results and confirmed the judgments
made in the design and analysis supporting the PENS. We concinde
that the PENS, as supported by the research described here, is
adequate and wonid perform its intended function in a manner that
provides adequate safety margins.

A. Inniter Performance Testina - Fenwal. Incornorated

A two-phase experimental program was undertaken at Fenwal to
investigate the ignition characteristics and reliability of the
General Motors (GM) igniter. The test vessel was s 134 f t steel
sphere that was heated and insulated. Phase 1 consisted of a
series of premixed combustion tests with hydrogen concentrations
at 8,10, and 12 volume percent. The effects of fan-induced
turbulence and steam addition were investigated fa several tests.
The performance of the GM igniter in igniting hydrogen mixtures
was demonstrated to be reliable. In addition, comparison of such
test results as pressure rises and ignition limits with previously
published inf ormation showed good agreement.

The Phase 2 follow-on tests consisted of further premixed tests
with hydrogen concentrations between 5-10 volume percent, tests
where hydrogen was continuously inj ected into the test vessel, and
a series of tests using water sprays. He most important resnit

' '

of the Phase 2 program was the ability of the igniter to reliably
ignite lean hydrogen mixtures under adverse conditions, including
the presence of steam and water sprays, and to continue to
operate. The minimal pressnee rises experienced during the
continnons inj ection tests indicated the ignitor's capability to
initiate local combustion of hydrogen-air mixtures just as they
became flammable. The series of sequential burns that occurred
during the continsons injection tests. wore characteristic of the
behavior predicted with the G.ASIX code (section III. A) . No
detonations were evir observed even when pure hydrogen was being
admitted to the vessel during the transient tests.

i
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B. Bydrogen Combustion Phenomena - Whitoshe11 Nuclear Research

Establishment
'

..

The experimental program at Whitoshe11 consisted of a small-soale
igniter testing segment and a emitif aceted large scale

I segment aLned at enhancing our understanding of basic combustion
phenomens. The results of this program are summarized below.

Small-scale tests were performed in a 17-titer vessel to provide
further evidemoe of the espability of both GM and*Tayco thermal
ignitors to reliably ignite lean hydrogen mixtures. Nederous
tests were condasted to determine the lower ignition limits and

corresponding igniter surfaea temperatures in various premixed
hydrogen-air-ateam mixtures. Bydrogen concentrations were varied
between 4-15 volume percent and steam concentrations varied
between 0-40 volume percent. The messarement of igniter surface
temperature required for ignition showed that the igniter at its
normal operating temperature has considerable margin even for high
steam concentrations.

The larger-scale tests were performed in the Whiteshe11
3Containment Test Facility using a 223 f t heated and insulated

,

metal sphere and, for some tests, a 20-foot long by 1-foot
diameter attached pipe. These tests were grouped into four
principal areas:
(a) Extent of reaction of leen mixtures
(b) Laminar spherical deflagration

(c) Eff ects of f an- and obstacle-induced turbulence
(d) Extended geanetry (sphere and attached pipe) .

The lean mixture tests were performed in the sphere to investigate
the extent of reaction under various conditions of steam and f an-
induced turbulence. Bydrogen concentrations were varied between 5-
11 volume percent and steam between 0-30 volume percent. Fans
were activated in several of the tests. Results were in agreement
with previously published data on the flammability of lean

mixtures. Results also ,showed that the addition of relatively
large (over 30 volume percent) amounts of steam reduced the
pressure rise f ollowing burns due to the added heat capacity.
This indicates that pressare rise data from dry tests may be
overconservative f or application to plant environments with high
steam concentrations. Resnits also showed that turbulence
increased the rate and magnitude of pressure rise for a given
concentration by , increasing the burn completeness, thus
corroborating the Fenwal results. This indicates that burning at
relatively lean concentrations would be promoted by the turbulent
plant conditions.

The Imminar spherical deflagration tests were performed in the
sphere to campere the actual pressure rises with the corresponding
theoretical adiabatio pressure rises and to confirm that no
detonations would result even at high-concentrations of hydrogen.
Bydrogen concentrations were varied between 10-41 volume percent
and steem between 0-40 volume percent. Fans were activated in
several tests. Results again showed that the addition of large
amounts of steam reduced the pressure rise following burns. The

_________ _________________-_ - - -
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ostual 7eess ro ces ciceys Icss than tha thsoretisci pressaro and
the mangin increased as the hydrogen consentration was increased.
N detonations were observed even at stoichiometric and higher*

,

concentrations of hydrogen which are classically considered to be
detonable.

The turbulsace tests were performed in the sphere to investigate
the effects of turbulence induced by fans and gratings on the
extent and rate of combustion. In these fests, hydrogen
concentrations varied between 6-27 volue percent! One test was
run with 10 volme percent steam. Results showed that f'or rich
mixtures, forced turbulence did not increase the overall pressure .

rise but did increase the rise rate.slightly. In lean sistures
without f ans, the presence of gratings tended to increase the
magnitude and rate of pressure rise. At high concentrations or
with f ans, the gratings reduced both the magnitude and rate of
pressure rise by acting as heat sinks. These results indicate
that no unanticipated pressure effects result from f orced
turbulence even at high concentrations of hydrogen.

The extended geometry tests were performed by attaching the pipe
to the side of the sphere. The ef fects of varying igniter
location, fans, and unequal concentrations in each vessel were
investigated. The hydrogen concentration varied between 6-25
volume percent. All of these tests were run without adding steam.
Results of varying the isnitor locations between the end of the
pipe and the center of the sphere confizzed that lean mixtures
prepasste a fisme more readily in the urward than horizontal
direction and in the presence of turbulence. Although the burst
disc initially separating the mixtures in the pipe and sphere
induced local turbulence which enhanced the rate and extent of
reaction, no significant ef f ects of propagating flames between
unequal concentrations were observed. Even in a long, narrow
pipe, at high conc ~entrations of hydrogen with no steam present, no
detona tion occurred.

The Whitoshe11 tests investigated a number of parameters related
to the potentisi hydrogen combustion phenomena inside the
containment. Based on their results, we conclude that the GM and
Tayco ignitors would reliably ignite lean mixtures of hydrogen in
a postaccident environment. We also conclude that the observed
effects of steam, induced turbulence, connected geometries, and
unequal concentrations on the nature of hydrogen combustion have
.confinned our previous understanding. None of the results would
preclude the application of distributed ignition for postaccident
hydrogen control. In particular, the tests are important f or what
they did not show, the occurrence of a detonation even in the
presence of extremely severe conditions.

C. Water Micro-Fon Inertina - Factory Mutual Research Coruoration

The Factory Mutual project was the first of a two-part
experimental program to investigate the pressure suppressant
ef fect s of a water micro-fog. 'Ihe purpose of the Factory Mutual
proj ect was to esperinentally identify in small scale a set of
nominal micro-fog conditions f or investigation in the Acurez

' -
. ,. .,
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intermediate scale hydrogen combustion studies (Section IV.D).
.

Since the interest was in the pressure suppressant effects of a
water micro-fos, the Factory Mutual proj ect was necessary in order'

,

to avoid inadvertently inerting the Acures test vessel. -

Theref or e, the approach takar, by Factory Mutual to achieve the *

project objective was to experimentally determine the water micro-
fog requirements f or inerting hydrogen-air mixtures and then
simply recommend to Acurez a set of micro-fos conditions that did
not meet those requirements. Emphasis wal pieced on visually

*

dense fogs with number mesa droplet sizes between 1-100, microns.

Tests were conducted in a pleziglas tube approximately 3.5 feet
long with a 6 inch inner diameter. .A 2.8 Joule spark served as
the ignition source. Several tests were also conducted with a GM ,

31 0' Plug as the ignition source to verify the applicability of
these tests to installed distributsd ignition systems. Thermo-
couples were used to determine the presence of combustion. Five

t

! diff erent spray nozzles were used in order to obtain different
I fog conditions, i.e., a characteristic droplet size and

density. Varying the pressure drop across each spray nozzle also
allowed diff erent fog conditions to be obtained. Additionally,
the micro-fog temperature and hydrogen concentration were varied.

Test results showed that at ambient conditions, visually dense
water micro-fogs only marginally increase the hydrogen lever
flammability limit. Additionally, as the characteristic droplet
siz e is increased, the fog density required to maintain the same
level of inerting is significantly increased. It was also
demonstrated that increasing the micro-fog temperature increases
the effect on the hydrogen lower flammability limit. Finally, the
Factory Mutual tests showed that a glow plug and a strong spark
source performed with no noticeable diff erence in combustion
r e sul t s.

~ D. XIdrnann_ Combustion Control Studies - Acurex Cornoration

The Acurez project consisted of two phases. Phase 1 investigated
I the eff ect of igniter location within an enclosed compartment,

while Phase 2 was the second of the two-part water micro-fog
program (see Section IV.C). Quiescent tests have been conducted
by other organizations where the ignition source location was

( varied. How ev er, conditions inside the containment during a
' degraded core accident cannot be considered quiescent. Thus, the

purpose of,.the Phase I test . program was to qualitatively address ,,

the importance of igniter location during transient conditions.
The purpose of the Phase 2 test program was to experimentally
investigate the pressure suppressant effects of the two water
micro-fog conditions recommended by Factory Mutual in both
transient and quiescent tests.

Tests were conducted in a 17-foot high vessel with a 7-fogt inner
-

diameter. The total free volume was ipproximately 630 f t ..

Thermocouples were used to detect flame front location and vessel
a tmosphere temperature. Strain gauge and piezoelectric pressure
transducers were used to measure the vessel atmospheric pressure.
Transient tests were condo:ted in Phases 1 and 2 with a continuous

,
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isjestics cf either hydrag c or a hydrag:n-steen tisturo. Th3
hydrogen and hydrogeo-steam flow rates used in the tests cerc
calculated by applying the volume ratio of the test vessel and the*

,

combined lower and ' dead-on#ad' plant compartments to the average
release rates calonisted with the MARCE Code for an $ D accident

-

2
sequence. An igniter assembly supplied by Duke Power was
preenergized for all transient tests. In the Phase 1 tests, the
igniter was located either near the top, at the center, or near
the bottom of the test vessel. Some Phase 1 tests were condnoted
with water spreys present. Phase 2 tests were conducted both with
and without two separate micro-fog conditions and with various
hydrogen concentrations. The Phase 2 transient tests were
conducted with the bottom igniter location.

Resnits of the Phase 1 tests indicated that igniter location has

some eff ect on combustion characteristics. This ef fect was shown
to depend on: (1) whether the test was quiesrest or transient, (2)
the location of the igniter relative to the hydrogen source, and
(3) the amount of turbulence present. The te sts showed that,
during transient inj ection periods, the pressure rise was less
when the igniter was located near the region where the entering
hydrogen mixed sad first became flammable. The location of this
region within containment would be determined by the geometry of
each plant compartment, the hydrogen entry 1ccation and velocity,
and the presence of turbulence within the compartment. Since
these tests have demonstrated the desirability of near-limit
combustion, we conclude that ignitors should be located in the ice
condenser upper plenum to allow near-limit combustion to occur as
the hydrogen exits from the ice condenser. The Phase 1 tests also
indicated that the potential for a larger pressere rise existed
when the hydrogen source jet continued to bypass the igniter natil
the bulk of the vessel had resched a flammable concentration.
This wonid tend to support locating igniters in the upper portion
of the lower compartment to precisde the source j et f rom
potentially bypassing nearby ignitors. It is Laportant to note
that unitiple ignitors were located throughout the containment
regions at various elevations to ensure naar-limit combustion (see
Section II). In addition, it is noteworthy that the Hanford tests

(described in Section IV.E) demonstrated that the lower
compartoont region wenid be well-mixed, which, according to the
Acures tests, tends to reduce the significance of igniter location
relative to the inle* sizing region. The Phase 1 tests also
confiomed previous findings on the pressure sitigative eff ects of
steam and water; sprays due to, tarbulence-induced mixing.

,

Results of the Phase 2 tests showed that a water micro-fog had no
pressure sitigative ef f ect during hydrogen combustion in quiescent
mixtures. This indicated that the dominant effect of the fog
droplets was not as a heat sink. The pressur e sitigative ef fect

of micro-foss in the transient tests seemed to be due to induced
turbulence similar to the effect of sprays in some of the Phase 1
te sts. This induced turbulence promotad mixing which enhanced the.

potential for near-limit combustion of the entering hydrogen.

~. . a , r *
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Since an ice condenser containment would be suf ficiently turbulent
to ensure good mixing during a degraded core accident (see Section
IV.E for a discussion of the Hanford tests), we conclude that.

*

inducing additional turbulence with micro-fogging would be
t.nne ce s sa ry. -

In addition to the above conclusions based on the test obj ectives,

an evaluation of the tests revealed additional information from
which conclusions were drawn. The GM ign4ter assemblies,
identical to those -in Dahe Power's McGuire Nuclesr Station and
very similar to those used in the TVA IDIS, survived over five
casulative hours of exposure to combustion test environments. The
assembly and power cabl* -)ontinued to operate without f ailure.
The second additional conclusion dealt with estimated flame
speeds. Although the test was not specifically instrumented to
obtain flame speeds, it was possible to calculate ' average' flame
speeds f rom the pressure rise data of several transient and
quiescent tests. The calculated flame speeds in the transient
tests varisa f rom 1-2 f t/sec with steam present and either top or
bottom ignition to 4 ft/sec with no steam present and bottom
ignition. Flas., speeds from the quiescent tests varied frca 3-8
f t/sec as the hydrogen concentration was increased from 5 to 11
volume percent. Thus, we conclude that these data support the*

flame speed ranges used in the CLASIX analyses (see Section
III.A). Another important result of the transient test series was

~ that the nature of combcatior. was always deflagrative instead of
detonative even when a hydrogen-rich mixture was entering the
vessel. Perhaps the most significant observation was the extreme
contrast in pressure rise between quiescent and transient
combustion tests. The pressure rises during all of the transient
tests in both Phase 1 and 2 was dramatically less than dursng the

. quiescent tests (with the exception of .one very, lean mixture-

quiescent test). From this contrast, we conclude that caution
must be used in the direct application of data from quiescent
tests to the investigation of transient conditions. A final
conclusion is that since the expected containment postaccident

- environment would more closely resemble the transient test
conditions, it follows that the pressure rises frca sequential
combustica should be relatively benign.

E. Hydromen Distribution - Hanford Enmineerina Develot> ment Laboratory

Tests were conducted at Hanf ord to investigate the potential f or
nonunif ormities or gradients in the distribution of hydrogen
during a degraded core ' accident in an ice condenser containment.
The purpose was twof old: (1) to investigate whether the potential
existed for pocketing of rich mixtures that could lead to a local
detonation and (2) to determine whether the well-mized
nodalization assumptions in the containment analysis were valid.
The ef f ects of temperature, forced circulation, and j ets were
studied. The emphasis was placed on representing a small break
LOCA in the ice condenser containment. since that was the base case
used f or design and analysis of the ignition system.

.

O.,
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Th3 R:sferd Czatsimm:st Systems Test Fgsility eco solosted beccess

I,
its relatively large volume (30,000 f t ) reduced sealing effcots
and becanae its interior comid be omstomised to represent the'

,

streetsres of an ice condenser containment. Belium was assd as a
sinalant f or hydrogen in most of the tests due to site saf ety |

*

!regnistions.
,

|

| Since the upper compartment of the ice condenser containment is
well sized by the sprays, the lower compartment region was chose.n
for modeling emphasis in the f acility. A divider * deck, reactor
cavity, refueling oanal, the air return fans and ice condenser
lower inlet doors were all represented. The hydrogen
(helina)/stema release was sealed from small break LOCA
calentations using the MARCE computer oods. TWo release scenarios
were modeled: (1) a 2' pipe break with a horizontal orientation
and (2) a 10' pressuriser relief tank rupture Ji ec apsning with a
vertically upward orientation. Atmospheric ten:: stures,
velocities, and gas concentrations were measured at several
distributed sample points during the tests,

The test resnits showed that sizing was very good, even without
f orced circulation by the air return f ans. The maximum hydrogen
concentration difference at any time during the release between

I any two sample points in the lower compartment was 2-3 voinne
percent. In addition, these concentration differences had stopped
increasing even bef ore the release period was weer. We conclude
th at there is no potential for pocketing of rich mixtures and that
the well-mized assumptions in the containment analysis were
justifiid.

F. Cable Survivability and Igniter Durability - TVA Singleton
Materials Enmineerina Laboratory

i

Tests were conducted at Singleton to demonstrate the survivability
of electrical cable and the durability of both GM and Tayco
ignitors. Samples of the esposed incore thermocouple and hot and
cold les RTD cables and the igniter assembly power cable in
conduit were subjected to temperatures conservatively higher than
calenlated containment atmospheric temperature profiles during
hydrogen burns. In a separate test series, the GM and Tayco
ignitors were subj ected to durability testing consisting of
thermal cycling, endurance, and combustion.

s . Since surf ace temperature ,ef f ects conid be important to the s

survivability of exposed thermocouple and RTD cable in the
contaianent, tests were conducted at Singleton in lien of
analysis. A transient t emperat ur6 profile that conse rva t iv ely
bounded the calculated transient atmospheric profile of the lower
compartment (where the thermocouple and RTD cables are located)
was imposed on the exposed cables in an oven. An indication of
the conservatism of the test was the fact that the measurement
diermocouple placed inside an outer cable j acket showed
temperatures during the test even higher than the peak calculated
a tmospheric temperature in containment. In another test, a
constant temperature profile that conservatively bounded the
integrated heat fluz from the calenlated transient atmospheric

..v , ... .
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profile of the upper pleans (where Qhe igniter power cable would *

be exposed to the most baras) was imposed on the cable in condait
in as oven. The f ast that the cable reached and maintained- *

*
'

internal temperatures during the test well above the omiculated
j cable temperature is evidence of the conservatism of this test.

Following each of the tests, all the cable insulation successfully'

passed visual inspection and a resistance check for breakdown
nader high voltsgs. We conclude that both the exposed cable and
cable in condait would survive a degraded. core accident that
included hydrogen combustion.i -

| ..

Durability tests were performed at Singleton on both the GM and
Tayco ignitors. The thermal cycling tests ocasisted of repeated
activations in air at several constant voltages. The endurance
tests consist w of activation at several constant voltages for
extended periods of up to one week. The combustion tests
consisted of activations in both a prerized closed vessel and in a ,

flowing mixture in an open combustion tube. Each of the igniter
i types continued to operate satisf actorily during all of these

tests sad successfully passed posttest visual inspections. We
conclude that either the GM or Taycc igniter is sufficiently
durable to provide controlled ignition in a degraded core
accident.
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V. Conclusions

TVA has designed a Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation System employing '
*

'controlled ignition to mitigate the effects of hydrogen during
potential degraded core accidents at the Sequoyah Naclear Plant.

,

He system is redundant, capable of functioning in a postaccident
environment, seissioally supported, capable of actuation from the
main control room, and has an ample numbe,r of ignitors distributed .

,

throughout the costsimment. The containment strgetares and key ,

equipment have been shown by analysis or testing to suryive the '

pressure and temperature loads f rom selected degraded core
accidents and to continue to fusotion. An extensive research
program has confissed our analytical asseptions, demonstrated j

equipment survivability and shown that controlled ignition can |

indeed mitigate the effects of hydrogen releases in closed |
vessels. We conclude that the PENS is an adequate hydrogen 1

control system that would perform its intended function in a j

aanner that provides adequate saf ety cargins. |
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